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October 14, 2004 meeting in San Diego. Specifically, the Commission determined that the mitigation 
fee should be based on the economic beach valuation method described in the staff report, rather than 
the real estate valuation method. The Commission delegated the method of payment of the mitigation 
fee (e.g. amortized or paid up front) to Staff. Staff has made substantive changes to the Summary, 
Special Condition #4 (regarding the amount of the required mitigation fee), and Section III(C)(2)( d) 
(Public Access and Recreation Conclusion) in this revised staff report to reflect the Commission's 
changes. Staff anticipates that the required mitigation fee will be paid in the form of five equal 
installments over a five year period of the present value of the 50 year cumulative $5.3 million, with the 
first installment due prior to commencement of construction activities. As summarized in Exhibit 17, 
Staff is anticipating using a discount rate of 3%, which results in a present value of $2,150,054, or 
$430,011 a year for five years 

In addition, the Commission approved an addendum to the staff report presented at the October 14, 2004 
hearing. This addendum has been incorporated into this staff report. 

Summary: The Applicant proposes to construct an approximately 585-foot-long reinforced concrete 
vertical seawall to protect the Ocean Harbor House (OHH) condominium complex (172 units on Del 
Monte Beach in the City of Monterey) from shoreline erosion. In addition to other typical impacts of 
shoreline protective devices (e.g. sand supply loss, visual impacts), development of the proposed seawall 
will, over time, result in the loss of approximately one acre of sandy recreational beach located seaward 
of the condominium complex, including 435 linear feet of lateral beach access and all existing 
recreational use (sunbathing, beachcombing, surf fishing, etc.). Although the project includes a proposal 
to provide inland lateral public access through the condominium complex's parking lot (behind beach
fronting units) to connect the adjacent State and City beaches once beach lateral access is no longer 
available, the applicants have not proposed any specific measures that would provide reasonable and 
proportional mitigation for the anticipated one acre loss of the public recreational beach land. In part 
due to this significant and unmitigated impact, the project EIR concluded that relocation of the OHH 
units at risk was the least environmentally damaging alternative. Nonetheless, staff is not recommending 
relocation or other project alternatives, but is recommending that the Commission approve the seawall 
project with special conditions, including a requirement for the applicants to pay an in-lieu fee for 
acquisition of shore front public recreational land in the vicinity of OHH. 

OHH has made numerous attempts to deal with shoreline erosion threats since the completion of its 
construction on the foredune backing the City of Monterey Beach in the early 1970s. In the early 1980s, 
OHH installed a rock revetment on City of Monterey Beach property that was subsequently removed. In 
1992, the Commission approved a permit to allow conversion of the specific land use at the site from the 
pre-Coastal Act OHH apartments to individually owned condominiums, and to retrofit the OHH with 
large concrete caissons designed to protect the development from shoreline erosion forces. This permit, 
though, was never fully implemented, thus continuing to leave OHH vulnerable to long-term shoreline 
erosion. In 1998, OHH again installed a rock revetment as an emergency response to wave attack. 
Initially through its permit actions, the Commission allowed this temporary revetment to remain in place 
while OHH pursued a long-term solution; however, since May of 2003, OHH has been under a 
Commission consent cease-and-desist order that establishes a process for removal of the revetment. The 
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proposed vertical seawall is the outcome of this process. 

As mentioned, the project EIR concludes that relocation of the most seaward condominium units would 
be the least environmentally damaging alternative. Nonetheless, the Commission finds that there are no 
feasible alternatives to protect the existing threatened condominium buildings at this location that would 
avoid some form of shoreline armoring that would also be consistent with the Coastal Act. In addition, 
there are no feasible mitigation options to actually maintain or create a new recreational beach in front 
of the OHH, and no specific new potential public recreational land in the vicinity of the project has been 
identified by the Applicant to mitigate the loss anticipated at the site. Without mitigation for this impact, 
though, the project cannot be found consistent with the Coastal Act requirement to protect maximum 
public access and recreation to and along the shoreline. Therefore, the Commission is requiring that the 
applicant pay an in-lieu fee to the Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District for acquisition of 
shorefront land in the vicinity of OHH, to be used for public recreation. There is no doubt that 
recreational beach resources in Monterey generally have a tremendous market and non-market social 
value. To address the specific value of the recreational beach land loss due to the project, staff has 
considered three different methods to estimate at least some of the quantifiable aspects of public 
recreational beach land value at this location. This includes consideration of the real estate market value 
of an acre of beach in the vicinity of OHH, the cost of supplying an amount of beach sand roughly 
equivalent to the beach area lost due to the project, and an economic valuation based on the estimated 
recreational value of the beach to individual consumers. The Commission is imposing a mitigation fee of 
$5.3 million based on the economic valuation of the estimated recreational value of the beach because 
the primary impact of the project will be the loss of all public recreation activities and access on 
approximately one acre of beach located seaward of Ocean Harbor House. Overall, though, this fee 
must be considered only partial mitigation for the impacts of the proposed project, since no measure can 
prevent the loss of the existing recreational beach currently fronting OHH. In addition, while application 
of the fee is intended to result in the acquisition of new public recreational land, given the contingencies 
of the real estate market and available land in the vicinity of the project, future acquisition of sandy 
beach area between the surf zone and the foredune, which is the type of land being lost due to the 
seawall, cannot be guaranteed. Further still, the various components used to determine the economic 
valuation for the long-term recreational value of the beach to the public are conservative, suggesting that 
the recommended fee may underestimate the true economic value of the beach seaward of Ocean Harbor 
House. Still, with the required mitigation fee, the Commission can find that the project is consistent 
with the Coastal Act. 

Finally, the Commission is also requiring conditions similar to those applied by the Commission in prior 
cases that are designed to offset coastal resource impacts while providing for long-term permitted 
maintenance of the seawall. This includes provisions for: maintenance to take place on an as-needed 
basis (subject to approval of future coastal development permits, if necessary); visual treatment to match 
the color and texture of the seawall with the adjacent dunes; landscaping with native plantings designed 
to cascade over the topmost portion of the seawall for screening; restrictions on construction activities 
during the snowy plover's nesting season, unless approvals are obtained from U.S. Fish & Wildlife 
Service, California Department of Fish & Game, and State Parks; submission of a public access 
management plan; submission of a construction plan to protect water quality and public access during 
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construction; consultation with Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary staff and State Parks staff 
regarding the need for additional permits, and; assumption of risk by the property owner. 
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5 

Staff recommends that the Commission adopt the following revised findings in support of its October 
14, 2004 approval of a coastal development permit for the proposed Ocean Harbor House seawall 
project. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF ADOPTION: 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in adoption of the following resolution 
and revised findings as set forth in this report. Pursuant to Section 30315.5 of the Coastal Act, the 
motion requires a majority vote of the members from the prevailing side present at the October 14, 2004 
hearing, with at least three of the prevailing members voting. Commissioners eligible to vote on the 
revised findings are Commissioners Caldwell, Iseman, Kruer, Nava, Neely, Peters, Potter, and 
Burke. If the motion fails, the revised findings are postponed to a later meeting. 

RESOLUTION: 

The Commission hereby adopts the findings and conditions set forth below for approval of a coastal 
development permit for the proposed Ocean Harbor House seawall project on the grounds that the 
findings support the Commission's decision made on October 14, 2004 and accurately reflect the 
reasons for that decision. 

11. Conditions of Approval 

A.Standard Conditions 
1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not 

commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the Permittee or authorized agent, acknowledging 
receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to the Commission 
office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the date on 
which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a diligent manner 
and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the permit must be made 
prior to the expiration date. 
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3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved by the 
Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files with the 
Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, and it is 
the intention of the Commission and the Permittee to bind all future owners and possessors of the 
subject property to the terms and conditions. 

B.Special Conditions 
1. Existing Development. The approved seawall is for the protection of the existing Ocean Harbor 

House condominium structures, in their configuration and scale (height, square footage, mass, 
etc.) as of the date of the approval of Coastal Development Permit 3-02-024 only. These 
structures may be maintained and/or repaired provided that such repair and maintenance does not 
increase the extent of nonconformity of the structures. Development that results in demolition 
and/or replacement of more than 50% of the exterior walls of the structures (as individual or 
cumulative additions) shall not be permitted unless the structures comply with the setback 
requirements of this condition. New development at the Ocean Harbor House condominiums 
that is not otherwise exempt from coastal development permit requirements shall be set back 
sufficiently as to not rely on the approved seawall, and to prevent the need for any future 
protective structure during the expected life of the development, but in no case less than a 
setback equivalent to a 1 00-year coastal erosion line based on shoreline retreat rates of 
unarmored sections of coast in the immediate vicinity of the project. Development also shall be 
set back a sufficient distance landward and elevated to a sufficient foundation height to eliminate 
or minimize to the maximum extent feasible hazards associated with anticipated sea level rise 
over the life of the project. Applicants for such new development are required to accept a deed 
restriction to waive all rights to protective devices associated with development on coastal dunes. 

2. Assumption of Risk, Waiver of Liability, and Indemnity Agreement. The Permittee 
acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of itself and all successors and assigns: (i) that the site is 
subject to hazards from coastal erosion and scour, wave and storm events, dune and other 
geologic instability, and the interaction of same; (ii) to assume the risks to the Permittee and the 
property that is the subject of this permit of injury and damage from such hazards in connection 
with this permitted development; (iii) to unconditionally waive any claim of damage or liability 
against the Commission, its officers, agents, and employees for injury or damage from such 
hazards; (iv) to indemnify and hold harmless the Commission, its officers, agents, and employees 
with respect to the Commission's approval of the project against any and all liability, claims, 
demands, damages, costs (including costs and fees incurred in defense of such claims), expenses, 
and amounts paid in settlement arising from any injury or damage due to such hazards; and (v) 
that any adverse effects to property caused by the permitted project shall be fully the 
responsibility of the landowner. 
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3. Public Access Management Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit to the Executive Director for review 
and approval a public access management plan that provides for delineation, construction, and 
management of a public accessway from the adjacent City beach/park through the Ocean Harbor 
House parking lot to the State Beach, as shown on Exhibit 8. This public access shall be open to 
the public no later than that date upon which seawall construction is completed, and shall be 
open 365 days a year from 6 a.m. until 10 p.m., at a minimum, for the life of the seawall project 
(50 years) or as long as private residential development remains on the Ocean Harbor House 
condominium complex site. In addition, the Applicant will consult with State Parks regarding 
the construction of an access trail from the eastern portion of the parking lot to the beach (see 
Exhibit 8). If this portion ofthe access encroaches onto State Parks property, the Applicant shall 
submit evidence of a permit obtained from State Parks to construct the trail on State Parks 
property. The Applicant shall be responsible for maintenance of all portions of this public 
access, including any portion of the trail that may be on State Parks property. The public access 
management plan also shall include a signage plan that describes the location of public access 
signs that direct the public to and through the parking lot access, the dimensions and design of 
the signs, and the proposed text clearly stating the availability and hours of public lateral access 
through the parking lot. The management plan shall provide that all sandy beach areas seaward 
of the seawall shall be available to the public 365 days a year. No trespassing signs and other 
structural development seaward of the seawall is prohibited. Interpretive/educational signing 
concerning the history and impact of the seawall project and the Ocean House Harbor House 
development on the beach environment shall be provided at both ends of the public accessway 
near the beach. 

4. Mitigation Fee. PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES, 
the Permittee shall, in accordance with the fee schedule approved by the Executive Director, 
begin payment of a fee of $5,300,000.00 into an interest-bearing account held by the Monterey 
Peninsula Regional Parks District (MPRPD), the purpose of which is to purchase 
beachfront/dune property for public recreational use in the southern Monterey Bay area. The 
entire fee and any accrued interest shall be used for the above-stated purpose, in consultation 
with the Executive Director, within ten years of the fee being deposited into the MPRPD 
account. Any portion of the fee that remains after ten years shall be donated to one or more of 
the State Parks located along southern Monterey Bay (Fort Ord State Park, Marina State Beach, 
Seaside State Beach, or Monterey State Beach), or other organization acceptable to the Executive 
Director, for the purpose of providing public access and recreation improvements to and along 
the shoreline, including improvements to the California Coastal Trail. 

5. Construction Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit a Construction Plan to the Executive Director for review 
and approval. The Construction Plan shall include, at a minimum, the following: 

(a) Construction Areas. The Construction Plan shall identify the specific location of all 
construction areas, all staging areas, all storage areas, all construction access corridors (to the 
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construction sites and staging areas), and all public pedestrian access corridors in site plan view. 
All such areas within which construction activities and/or staging are to take place shall be 
minimized to the maximum extent feasible in order to minimize construction encroachment on 
both the beach and beach access points, and to have the least impact on public access. 

(b) Construction Methods and Timing. The Construction Plan shall specify all construction 
methods to be used, including all methods to be used to keep the construction areas separated 
from beach recreational use areas. All erosion control/water quality best management practices 
to be implemented during construction and their location shall be noted. 

(c) Construction Criteria. The Construction Plan shall, at a minimum, include the following 
required criteria specified via written notes on the Plan: 

• All work shall take place during daylight hours and lighting of the beach area is 
prohibited unless, due to extenuating circumstances, the Executive Director authorizes 
non-daylight work and/or beach area lighting. 

• Construction work or equipment operations shall not be conducted below the mean high 
water line unless tidal waters have receded from the authorized work areas. 

• Any construction materials and equipment shall be delivered to the beach area by rubber
tired construction vehicles. When transiting on the beach, all such vehicles shall remain 
as high on the upper beach as possible and avoid contact with ocean waters. 

• All construction materials and equipment placed on the beach during daylight 
construction hours shall be stored beyond the reach of tidal waters. All construction 
materials and equipment shall be removed in their entirety from the beach area by sunset 
each day that work occurs. The only exceptions shall be for erosion and sediment 
controls. 

• Construction (including construction activities, materials, and/or equipment storage) is 
prohibited outside of the defined construction, staging, and storage areas. 

• No work shall occur on the beach during weekends unless, due to extenuating 
circumstances, the Executive Director authorizes such work. 

• Equipment washing, refueling, and/or servicing shall not take place on the beach. 

• The construction site shall maintain good construction site housekeeping controls and 
procedures (e.g., clean up all leaks, drips, and other spills immediately; keep materials 
covered and out ofthe rain (including covering exposed piles of soil and wastes); dispose 
of all wastes properly, place trash receptacles on site for that purpose, and cover open 
trash receptacles during wet weather; remove all construction debris from the beach). 

• All erosion and sediment controls shall be in place prior to the commencement of 
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construction as well as at the end of each workday. At a minimum, silt fences, or 
equivalent apparatus, shall be installed at the perimeter of the construction site to prevent 
construction-related runoff and/or sediment from entering into the Pacific Ocean. 

All requirements of the condition above shall be enforceable components of this coastal development 
permit. The Permittee shall undertake construction in accordance with the approved Construction Plan. 
Any proposed changes to the approved Construction Plan shall be reported to the Executive Director. No 
changes to the approved Construction Plan shall occur without a Commission amendment to this coastal 
development permit unless the Executive Director determines that no amendment is necessary. 

6. Beach Restoration. WITHIN THREE (3) DAYS OF COMPLETION OF 
CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee shall restore all beach areas and all beach access points 
impacted by construction activities, to their pre-construction condition. Any beach sand impacted 
shall be filtered as necessary to remove all construction debris from the beach. 

7. Seawall Facing. The seawall shall be faced with a sculpted concrete surface that mimics, to the 
greatest extent feasible, the color and texture of the Del Monte Beach sand dunes. The surfacing 
shall completely hide the vertical pier elements of buildings 1 through 4. The color, 
configuration, and texture of the seawall surface shall be maintained throughout the life of the 
structure. 

8. Seawall Facing Verification. PRIOR TO SURFACING THE SEAWALL, the Permittee shall 
arrange to have a small test section of the seawall faced consistent with the seawall surfacing 
component as described in Special Condition #7. The small test section shall be located at the 
end of the seawall (to allow direct comparison between the natural sand and the seawall) and 
shall include at least one pier element. After the small test section has been faced and allowed to 
cure to its final expected color, configuration, and texture, the Permittee shall notify Commission 
planning staff to arrange for a site visit to verify that the seawall facing approximates the 
approved expected finished facing product as described in Special Condition #7. At the 
Executive Director's discretion, the Permittee may submit photos of the test section to 
Commission planning staff in lieu of the site visit. If Commission planning staff should identify 
additional reasonable measures necessary to modify the facing in order to achieve consistency 
with the approved expected finished facing product and design objectives identified Special 
Condition #7, then such measures shall be applied to the test section or a new test section. In 
such a case, after the small test section (or a new test section subject to the same criteria) has 
been faced and allowed to cure to its final expected color, configuration, and texture, the 
Permittee shall again notify Commission planning staff to review the new or re-faced test 
section. The Permittee shall arrange for as many iterations of the facing and review process as 
necessary to achieve consistency with the objective in Special Condition #7. The seawall shall 
not be completely faced until planning staff of the Coastal Commission's Central Coast District 
Office has indicated in writing to the Permittee that the test section is consistent with the 
approved expected finished facing product and design objectives identified Special Condition #7. 
After the Permittee has received written verification that the test section is in conformance, the 
Permittee shall face the remainder of the seawall consistent with the approved test section facing. 
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9. Landscaping Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit to the Executive Director for review and approval a 
landscaping plan that shows planter boxes incorporated into the top of the seawall. The 
landscaping plan shall include a list of native, coastal-tolerant, cascading plants that will be 
planted in these planter boxes to provide some visual screening of the seawall. All plantings 
shall be kept in good growing condition and replaced as necessary to maintain some visual 
screening of the wall over the life of the project. 

10. Seawall Maintenance. It is the Permittee's responsibility to maintain the as-built seawall in a 
structurally sound manner and in its approved state. This includes maintenance of all visual 
treatments. The approval of coastal development permit 3-02-024 does not obviate the need to 
apply for future permits for any future maintenance and/or repair episodes. The Permittee agrees 
to apply for a coastal development permit, and any and all other permits required, for any 
proposed future maintenance and/or repair episodes. 

11. Dune Restoration. PRIOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT, the Applicant shall submit to the Executive Director for review and approval a native 
dune restoration/landscaping plan for all vegetated areas impacted by construction of the seawall 
(these areas are generally identified on Exhibit 6, pp. 23, 24, 31). The landscaping plan shall 
include native dune plants that integrate with the existing vegetation on the adjacent City of 
Monterey and California State Parks properties, and that improve dune habitat and provide dune 
stabilization. The plan shall include a monitoring/maintenance component. All native plants 
shall be kept in good growing condition and replaced as necessary for the life of the project. 

12. Snowy Plover. Construction activities on areas adjacent to the California State Parks properties 
will commence after September 15th and all activities shall be completed before March 1st to 
avoid disrupting any potential snowy plover nesting sites, unless the Permittee obtains approvals 
from U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, California Department of Fish & Game, and State Parks that 
construction may take place between March 1st and September 15th. 

13. Black Legless Lizard. PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION, 
AND ON A DAILY BASIS PRIOR TO THE COMPLETION OF GRADING, a qualified 
biologist with the appropriate permit from CDFG shall conduct a survey for the black legless 
lizard in the construction area using raking, coverboards, or other biologically acceptable 
methods. Surveys should be done in the mornings and evenings, when black legless lizards are 
most likely to be found. If found, the lizards should be captured and immediately placed into 
containers with moist paper towels, and released in similar habitat on undisturbed portions of the 
site at the same depth in the soil as when found. Evidence of compliance with this condition 
shall be prepared by the qualified biologist and submitted for confirmation by the Executive 
Director PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION AND AT THE 
CONCLUSION OF GRADING ACTIVITIES. 

14. State Parks. PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee 
shall submit to the Executive Director evidence that the Permittee has received a "right-of-entry" 
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permit from State Parks that allows the Permittee to encroach upon portions of State Parks 
property as needed for construction activities and riprap removal. 

15. Conformance with Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary Requirements. PRIOR TO 
ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit to 
the Executive Director for review a copy of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary 
(MBNMS) permit, letter of permission, or evidence that no MBNMS permit is necessary. 

16. Deed Restriction. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit to the Executive Director for review and approval 
documentation demonstrating that the Permittee has executed and recorded against the parcel 
governed by this permit a deed restriction, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive 
Director: (1) indicating that, pursuant to this permit, the California Coastal Commission has 
authorized development on the subject property, subject to terms and conditions that restrict the 
use and enjoyment of that property; and (2) imposing the special conditions of this permit as 
covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the property. The deed 
restriction shall include a legal description and site plan of the entire parcel or parcels governed 
by this permit. The deed restriction shall also indicate that, in the event of an extinguishment or 
termination of the deed restriction for any reason, the terms and conditions of this permit shall 
continue to restrict the use and enjoyment of the subject property so long as either this permit or 
the development it authorizes, or any part, modification, or amendment thereof, remains in 
existence on or with respect to the subject property. 

Ill. Recommended Findings and Declarations 
The Commission finds and declares as follows: 

A. Project Location, Background, & Description 

1. Project Location 
The Ocean Harbor House condominium complex is located at the seaward edge of a dune field on Surf 
Way in the City of Monterey, directly fronting Monterey Bay and Del Monte Beach (see Exhibits 1 and 
2). The Ocean Harbor House development consists of 172 condominium units within 14 two-story 
buildings, with 88 of the condominium units located seaward of Tide Avenue; the remaining 84 units are 
located adjacent to or. inland of Tide Avenue (all other residential development in the Del Monte Beach 
area is located inland of Tide Avenue.) The condominium complex is bordered on the east by State Park 
lands, on the north by City of Monterey beach property, and on the west by City parklands. A rock 
riprap revetment, which extends onto City of Monterey property, is located seaward of the four 
oceanfront buildings of the condominium complex (see Exhibit 3). 
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2. Project Background 
The initial 88 units of the Ocean Harbor House complex were constructed on the dunes in 1968, with an 
additional 84 units added in 197 4 (pre-Coastal Act approval). The land use at the site was initially 
private apartments. In 1992, the Commission granted a CDP (3-92-028) to change this specific 
residential land use by converting the apartment complex to individually owned condominiums. This 
CDP also allowed for the replacement of the existing shallow foundation pilings under Ocean Harbor 
House with caissons to depths that would provide structural stability and some protection from future 
coastal erosion (only a few of the 52 pilings approved for replacement were actually replaced, however). 
The findings for CDP 3-92-028 conclude that the project as conditioned was consistent with Coastal Act 
section 30253, which requires that new development assure stability and structural integrity or otherwise 
require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural land forms along 
bluffs. The findings also noted that the Ocean Harbor House site is subject to encroaching erosion and 
wave damage that could significantly impact the site and threaten the development, especially during 
major storms. Thus, the permit was conditioned to require that potential buyers of the new 
condominium units be informed about the potential hazards and relieve the State of claims of future 
liability. Buyers are informed of the hazards in Article VXI, Section 16.15 of the Ocean Harbor House 
Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (see Exhibit 12). 

Ocean Harbor House was first seriously threatened by the large El Nino storm event of 1982-83. A 
variety of temporary winter protection measures were used in the 1980s, including a riprap revetment 
consisting of 3,800 tons of rock. Ultimately that riprap revetment was removed and the front 
condominium units were re-supported by reinforced concrete piers connected by grade beams. Four of 
these deep piers were used to support each of the four seaward units. The remaining structures are 
supported by shallow spread footings, which would be susceptible to failure with continued dune retreat 
(see Exhibit 4). 

In December of 1998, the Commission granted Ocean Harbor House an emergency permit (3-98-116-G) 
to protect a portion of the condominium development and an associated sewer line from shoreline 
erosion by installing a temporary riprap seawall. As a condition of this permit, the wall was to be 
removed in its entirety by May 23, 1999, unless the Commission had issued a regular permit for the 
development authorized by the emergency permit. In 2000, Ocean Harbor House obtained a new CDP 
(3-99-090) to include retention of the riprap structure past the May 1999 date, along with construction of 
a sand berm. The conditions on CDP 3-99-090 required the Permittee to submit a complete CDP 
application for the proposed permanent solution no later than April1, 2001 (throughout the history of 
Ocean Harbor House, Commission staff has been urging the owners to develop a long-term response to 
the natural erosion/coastal hazard threats that would preclude the need for emergency permits and avoid 
or minimize impacts to coastal resources). In addition, CDP 3-99-090 required that sand benning 
activities would cease and the riprap would be completely removed by November 1, 2001. The 
Commission approved a one-year extension of this CDP in December 2001 (CDP 3-99-090-A1), giving 
the Permittee until April 2002 to submit a CDP for a long-term solution and until November 2002 to 
remove the riprap. This amendment also required the Permittee to submit a detailed description of the 
proposed response, as well as a comparative analysis of the full range of alternatives considered in the 
selection of the long-term solution. The Permittee did not obtain Commission approval to retain the 
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temporary riprap structure by November 1, 2002 and thus was in violation of the Coastal Act. Ocean 
Harbor House, however, asserted that it had not violated the Coastal Act because it had complied with 
every requirement imposed upon it but that additional time extensions were required due to the City of 
Monterey's reevaluation of the potential environmental impacts of the proposed seawall project and 
alternatives. 

In March 2003, Commission staff and Ocean Harbor House's agent agreed to recommend that Ocean 
Harbor House enter into a consent cease-and-desist order, providing that the order allowed adequate 
time for the completion of the EIR. process and did not require Ocean Harbor House to remove the 
temporary riprap structure during the winter season. In May 2003, the Commission approved Consent 
Cease & Desist Order No. CCC-03-CD-4, which requires a process for eventual removal of the riprap 
revetment. 

The EIR found that the proposed seawall project would have significant unavoidable impacts on 
aesthetics/visual resources in the Del Monte Beach area for two reasons: 1) Development of the 
proposed seawall would cause the formation of a peninsula, with eventual loss of the entire beach along 
the Ocean Harbor House seaward frontage, and; 2) The cumulative impacts of the proposed project and 
the nearby Monterey Beach Hotel (which is also located on Del Monte Beach) would fragment the 
continuity of the shoreline. The EIR. determined that there are no feasible mitigation measures for these 
impacts that can reduce the impacts to a level of insignificance, although other project alternatives that 
did not involve a shoreline structure could avoid this impact (see section III.C.la below for a discussion 
of these alternatives). In particular, the EIR concluded that relocation of the shorefront condominium 
units at immediate risk from shoreline hazards was the environmentally superior alternative. 
Nonetheless, the City of Monterey approved the seawall project, without mitigation for the loss of public 
beach in front ofthe OHH, and adopted a Statement of Overriding Considerations (see Exhibit 5). 

3. Project Description 
The proposed project involves construction of an approximately 585-foot long seawall along the 
oceanfront condominiums at the Ocean Harbor House (see Exhibit 6 for project plans). The seawall will 
be constructed on Ocean Harbor House property and will not extend onto City beach property. As 
shown by the applicant's geotechnical analysis, though, over time the mean high tide will eventually 
overtake the OHH property such that the front row of units will lie at least in part below the mean high 
tide. 

The intention of the seawall is to prevent further erosion and undermining of the dune area that protects 
the shallow spread footing portions of the seaward buildings' foundations and the common areas 
between the buildings. The seawall would be constructed of reinforced concrete with engineered wave 
returns that would also function as foundation enhancement and stabilization for buildings #1 through 
#4, which are the seaward-most buildings. A sheet-pile wall capped with a concrete wave return would 
be installed in the common areas between the buildings. To eliminate the need for a permanent 
encroachment on City of Monterey property, the first seaward foundation line will be shored with 
underpinning piers and sheet-pile return "wing" walls will be installed at the eastern and western ends of 
the development. The "wing" walls will extend inland 59 feet and 56 feet at the east and west ends of 
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the Ocean Harbor House development, respectively (see Exhibit 6, pp. 22-24). The shoring piers for the 
first seaward spread footing and entry deck footing will be deep enough to prevent subsidence of this 
footing. This will be accomplished by excavating out the bluff area from underneath the footprint of the 
building area to install the concrete seawall structure within the property boundary of the Ocean Harbor 
House development. 

The proposed project would be completed in six phases- see Exhibit 7 for a complete description of 
each phase. Phase I will involve underpinning the most seaward spread foundation of buildings #1 
through #4 with 32 hand-dug reinforced-concrete piers, and reinforcing the most seaward entry deck 
bridge foundation of the four buildings with eight helical anchors (see Exhibit 6, pp. 10-14). 

Phase II will involve removal of the protective sand berm and temporary rock riprap that is located 
seaward of buildings #1 through #4 (see Exhibit 6, pp. 17-21). The sand from the berm will be spread 
out across the width of the beach area; the riprap will be removed and hauled away by truck from the 
site. 

Phase ill will relocate the existing sewer line beyond the 100-year erosion line on the landward side of 
the proposed seawall (see Exhibit 6, pp. 15-16). This will require relocating portions of the sewer line 
where the seawall angles back into the common areas between buildings #1 and #2 and buildings #3 and 
#4. The sewer lateral to the City manhole at the west end of the development will be removed and 
disposed of off site. A new sump will be installed with an automatic pump to discharge the sewage 
effluent into the City sewer manhole located on Tide A venue. 

Phase IV includes installation of a curvilinear seawall along the seaward portion of the Ocean Harbor 
House development, except for the east return wall by State Park lands (see Exhibit 6, pp. 22-27). 
Under the seaward end of the buildings and the return ends of buildings #1 and #4, the seawall will be a 
pier-supported, tied-back, reinforced concrete retaining wall. Within the common areas and at the end 
of the development, the seawall will be a tied-back sheet-pile retaining wall. 

Phase V includes relocation of the existing storm drain lines to discharge into the City drain line off Surf 
Way (see Exhibit 6, pp. 15-16). 

Phase VI includes installation of a tied-back sheet pile retaining wall at the eastern end of the 
development, adjacent to State Park lands (see Exhibit 6, pp. 22, 24). 

The development of the seawall will ultimately lead to the loss of approximately one acre of public 
recreational beach land, including 435 linear feet of lateral beach access, in front of the condominium 
complex (see complete discussion in Natural Hazards and Public Access sections below). The City and 
the Applicant originally considered an elevated public walkway along the public frontage of the 
condominium complex as a possible option for preserving lateral access. Such a walkway, however, 
would extend over public City property (which the City opposes) and would require closure during 
storm periods. In addition, the walkway would be subject to potentially dangerous uplift forces during 
high wave action. Thus, this idea was rejected. Alternative year-round safe public access is proposed 
beginning at the adjacent City park, traversing the Ocean Harbor House parking lot, and ending up at the 
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adjacent State Park property (see Exhibit 8). No mitigation measure was proposed by the applicant or 
adopted by the City to offset the anticipated long-term loss of one acre of recreational beach land. 

According to the project engineer, the anticipated project life of the seawall is 50 years. The actual 
project life of the seawall, however, could be less than or more than 50 years depending on a number of 
factors, including the number and frequency of major storm events that occur after the wall is built. In 
any event, the proposed seawall will require regular repair and maintenance activities throughout the life 
of the project. 

B. Standard of Review 
This area of the City of Monterey falls within the coastal zone. The Del Monte Beach Land Use Plan 
(LUP) was effectively certified in 2003. However, several other components of the Local Coastal 
Program (LCP) (including one land use segment and the implementation plan) are not yet certified; thus, 
the City does not have a fully certified LCP. Therefore, the LUP at this stage of the certification process 
is advisory only and the standard of review for the project is the Coastal Act. 

C. Coastal Development Permit Determination 

1. Natural Hazards 
Coastal Act Section 30235 addresses the use of shoreline protective devices: 

Section 30235. Revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, 
and other such construction that alters natural shoreline processes shall be permitted when 
required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or public beaches in 
danger from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local 
shoreline sand supply. Existing ·marine structures causing water stagnation contributing to 
pollution problems and fish kills should be phased out or upgraded where feasible. 

Coastal Act Section 30253 addresses the need to ensure long-term structural integrity, minimize future 
risk, and avoid additional, more substantial protective measures in the future. Section 30253 provides, in 
applicable part: 

Section 30253. New development shall: 

(1) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard. 

(2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to 
erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way require 
the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms along 
bluffs and cliffs. 

Del Monte Beach LUP Natural Hazards Policies I, 4, 5, 6, & 7 state: 

1. New development shall be constructed in a manner that will minimize risks to life and 
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property from geologic, flood, and fire hazards; such development shall be sited and designed to 
not require a shoreline protection structure during the life of the development. Applicants for 
new development are required to accept a deed restriction to waive all rights to protective 
devices associated with development on coastal dunes. 

4. For bayfront properties, site specific geotechnical studies submitted as part of the application, 
shall be conducted to determine storm wave reach and tsunami runup and to ensure accurate 
determination of coastal erosion rates. Such studies shall reflect current known factors 
attributable to erosion, the recent cessation of sand mining in upcoast Sand City, and other 
current known technical factors used in the science of coastal erosion. Wave runup shall be 
analyzed for an eroded shoreline, combined with a 1 00-year storm event. Tsunami runup may 
be analyzed on an average beach profile, with consideration for, at a minimum, the 1 00-year 
event. 

5. No development shall be allowed which would increase the rate at which erosion is occurring. 
Development located in or adjacent to coastal dunes shall be sited and constructed in a manner 
that minimizes disturbance to the foredunes and to dune vegetation, and shall include an 
analysis of wind direction and orientation of proposed development to avoid adverse wind 
impacts to the dune system. 

6. Existing, lawfully established structures, which do not conform to the provisions of the LCP, 
may be maintained and/or repaired provided that such repair and maintenance do not increase 
the extent of nonconformity of the structure. Additions and improvements to such structures may 
be permitted provided that such additions or improvements comply with the current standards 
and policies of the LCP and do not increase the extent of nonconformity of the structure. 
Substantial additions, demolition and reconstruction, that result in demolition and/or 
replacement of more than 50% of the exterior walls (as individual or cumulative additions) shall 
not be permitted unless such structures are brought into conformance with the policies and 
standards of the LCP. 

7. Siting and design of new shoreline development and shoreline protective devices shall take 
into account anticipated future changes in sea level. In particular, an acceleration of the 
historic rate of sea level rise shall be considered. Development shall be set back a sufficient 
distance landward and elevated to a sufficient foundation height to eliminate or minimize to the 
maximum extent feasible hazards associated with anticipated sea level rise over the expected 
1 00-year economic life of the structure. No new lots shall be created within areas of high water 
hazard. 

16 

In addition, Del Monte Beach LUP Natural Hazards Policy 10 specifically applies to the sewer line at 
Ocean Harbor House, and states: 

10. The sewer line serving the Ocean Harbor House condominiums shall be relocated landward 
beyond the 1 00-year erosion line. 
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Del Monte Beach LUP Diking, Dredging, Filling and Shoreline Structures Policy 4 requires specific 
setbacks for new development, and states: 

4. New development and facilities shall be located with a shoreline setback sufficient to prevent 
the need for protective structures during the expected life of the development, but not less than a 
setback to the 1 00-year coastal erosion line, as determined by qualified professionals using the 
most current methods and information. 

Coastal Act Section 30235 acknowledges that seawalls, revetments, retaining walls, groins and other 
such structural or "hard" methods designed to forestall erosion also alter natural shoreline processes. 
Accordingly, with the exception of new coastal-dependent uses, Section 30235 limits the construction of 
shoreline protective works to those required to protect existing structures or public beaches in danger 
from erosion. The Coastal Act provides these limitations because shoreline structures have a variety of 
negative impacts on coastal resources including adverse affects on sand supply, public access, coastal 
views, natural landforms, and overall shoreline beach dynamics on and off site. 

The proposed project includes underpinning of the most seaward spread foundation of buildings #1 
through #4, the removal of the existing riprap revetment, relocation of the sewer line to beyond the 100-
year erosion line, installation of an approximately 585-foot seawall, and relocation of the storm drain 
lines to discharge into the City drain line off of Surf Way (see Exhibit 7 for a complete description of all 
phases of the proposed project). 

Under Coastal Act Section 30235, new armoring may be approved if: (1) there is an existing structure in 
danger from· erosion; (2) shoreline-altering construction is required to protect the existing threatened 
structure; and (3) the required protection is designed to eliminate or mitigate the adverse impacts on 
shoreline sand supply. 

For the purposes of shoreline protective structures, the Coastal Act distinguishes between development 
that is allowed shoreline armoring, and development that is not. Under Section 30253, new development 
is to be designed, sited, and built to allow the natural process of erosion to occur without creating a need 
for a shoreline protective device. Coastal Act 30235 allows for shoreline protection in certain 
circumstances (if warranted and otherwise consistent with Coastal Act policies) for "existing" structures. 
One class of "existing structures" refers to those structures in place prior to the effective date of the 
Coastal Act. Coastal zone development approved and constructed prior to the Coastal Act went into 
effect was not subject to Section 30253 requirements. Although some local hazard policies may have 
been in effect prior to the Coastal Act, these pre-Coastal Act structures have not necessarily been built in 
such a way as to avoid the future need for shoreline protection (in contrast to those evaluated pursuant to 
Section 30253). Such is the case with Ocean Harbor House, which was constructed on the foredunes 
immediately fronting Del Monte Beach. 

In this case, the proposed project would be designed to protect a structure that was approved and 
partially developed as an apartment complex prior to the coastal permitting requirements of the Coastal 
Act (the portion of Ocean Harbor House that is located inland ofTide Avenue was constructed in 1974). 
Although the Commission did approve the conversion of the land use of the structure from apartments to 
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individually owned condominiums in 1990 (condominium conversions are subdivisions of real property, 
which is considered new development under the Coastal Act), the now existing condominium buildings 
are structures that existed at the time that Section 30235 went into effect. Special Condition #1, 
however, notes that the proposed seawall project is for protection of the existing condominium buildings 
only, and not for any demolition/rebuild or other substantial changes to the existing buildings. This is 
because the existing condominiums are located in a hazardous area that is not appropriate for new 
development under the Coastal Act. In this sense, the condominiums ·are "non-conforming" and any 
future· substantial redevelopment of the site would need to comply with the hazard avoidance/setback 
requirements of the Coastal Act and/or a future certified LCP (i.e., sited to be safe from shoreline 
hazards, without need for a seawall). 

The Coastal Act allows shoreline armoring to protect existing structures in danger from erosion, but it 
does not define the term "in danger." There is a certain amount of risk in maintaining development along 
a California coastline that is actively eroding and can be directly subject to violent storms, large waves, 
flooding, earthquakes, and other geologic hazards. These risks can be exacerbated by such factors as sea 
level rise and localized geography that can focus storm energy at particular stretches of coastline. As a 
result, some would say that all development along the immediate California coastline is in a certain 
amount of "danger." It is the degree of threat that distinguishes between danger that represents an 
ordinary and acceptable risk, and danger that requires shoreline armoring per Section 30235. Lacking 
Coastal Act definition, the Commission's long practice has been to evaluate the immediacy of any threat 
in order to make a determination as to whether an existing structure is "in danger." While each case is 
evaluated based upon its own particular set of facts, the Commission has generally interpreted "in 
danger" to mean that an existing structure would be unsafe to occupy in the next two or three storm 
cycles (generally, the next few years) if nothing were to be done (i.e., the no project alternative). In this 
case, buildings #1 through #4 have been seriously threatened by storm surge and wave run-up since the 
early 1980's. In more recent years, the storms of 1997-98 and 2002-03 also threatened the seaward 
buildings of the Ocean Harbor House complex, requiring the installation ofriprap along the entire Ocean 
Harbor House seaward frontage. In short, a portion of the OHH condominium building structures is in 
danger from erosion for purposes of Section 30235. 

The second test of Section 30235 of the Coastal Act that must be met is that the proposal to alter the 
shoreline must be required to protect the existing structures. In other words, under the policies of the 
Coastal Act, the project must be the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative. Section 
21080.5(d)(2)(A) ofCEQA likewise prohibits a proposed development from being approved ifthere are 
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available that would substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects that the development may have on the environment. Any action the Coastal 
Commission may be required to take to continue protecting existing structures at this location must be 
consistent with this section of CEQA, as well as the Coastal Act. Other alternatives typically considered 
include: the "no project" alternative; abandonment of threatened structures; relocation of the threatened 
structures; and drainage and vegetation measures. The EIR evaluated a number of alternatives, which 
are discussed below: 
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a. Alternative Evaluation Study 
Over the past several years, numerous solutions to the Ocean Harbor House erosion problem have been 
evaluated. The analysis of a variety of alternatives was presented in a report entitled "Report of the 
Repair/Mitigation Alternatives to Address the Bluff Retreat Erosion Problems with the Monterey Ocean 
Harbor House Development," prepared by Steven E. O'Connor, P.E. and Reinhard E. Flick, Ph.D. in 
March 2002. Four alternatives were considered but rejected in the EIR as feasible alternatives, for 
various reasons. In addition, the EIR evaluated five potential alternatives. All of these alternatives are 
discussed below: 

Alternatives Considered But Rejected: 

1. Groin Repair Alternative: 
Groins are sand retention structures built perpendicular to the shoreline. They are meant to interrupt the 
longshore transport of sand and thereby widen the adjacent beach. Groins are most effective on beaches 
with pronounced longshore transport. The groin repair alternative would consist of installing one or 
more groins along the beach in front of and/or adjacent to the Ocean Harbor House development. The 
groin alternative was rejected because it would permanently impact lateral access along the beach in 
front of Ocean Harbor House, hindering pedestrian traffic along the beach, and because it would 
encroach upon City of Monterey land. The groin would also result in visual obstruction and would not 
provide long-term protection for the condominium buildings. Also, because groins are most effective in 
areas with significant littoral drift, the minimal drift in this location would hinder a groin's effectiveness. 
For these reasons, construction of one or more groins is not a feasible repair alternative for the coastal 
erosion problem at Ocean Harbor House. 

2. Offshore Reef Alternative 
This alternative would consist of installing a reef in the ocean waters off the beach area that borders the 
Ocean Harbor House development. Installation of an offshore reef would cause the waves to break early 
enough so that wave run-up would not reach and erode away the base of the toe of the sand dune bluff at 
Ocean Harbor House. While this alternative would provide long-term protection of the condominium 
buildings and would not encroach on the public City beach and would not reduce lateral access, this 
option would require a permanent encroachment into the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary to 
construct the reef and could result in additional environmental impacts to offshore habitats. In addition, 
the offshore reef could pose a navigation hazard to boaters and a safety hazard to swimmers. However, 
in recent correspondence the Sanctuary has indicated an interest in considering this alternative as a 
means to avoid the construction of a seawall (see Exhibit 16). 

3. Sacrificial Sand Berm Alternative: 
This alternative would consist of maintaining a sand berm along the seaward side of the Ocean Harbor · 
House development. The purpose of the sand berm would be to mitigate the potential for further erosion 
ofthe sand dune bluff that protects the shallow spread footings ofthe four seaward buildings, access into 
and out of the properties, and the common areas that lie between the buildings from being undermined 
as a result of shoreline erosion and the bluff retreat process. 
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Because portions or all of the sand berm would be eroded away during winter storms, it would be 
necessary to periodically restore the sand berm. The amount of actual restoration would vary from year 
to year depending on the severity of the winter storms. If a severe storm, or a series of storms, destroyed 
the sand berm, it would be necessary to obtain a temporary emergency encroachment permit to install 
rock riprap (which was allowed under emergency permit CDP 3-98-116-G). The sacrificial sand berm 
would thus be considered more of an interim measure until a permanent response to the shoreline 
erosion problem could be implemented. Thus, it is not a feasible alternative and would not provide a 
long-term resolution to the problem. 

4. Slope Armoring Repair Alternative 
This alternative would consist of installing a non-erodible facing to the existing natural sand bluff 
feature along the seaward side of the Ocean Harbor House development. Slope armoring repair would 
involve an inclined rock or concrete revetment structure. These structures are typically inclined back at 
a slope and are as flat as 2:1 (horizontal to vertical) and as steep as 1.5:1. Slope armoring repair would 
require some encroachment onto City of Monterey beach property. In locating the slope armor repair 
alternative to minimize or eliminate encroachment onto City property, the underside of most of the 
seaward units would be subject to potential damage and greater noise as a result of waves breaking 
directly underneath the buildings. A short seawall with a wave recurl would be required to mitigate the 
potential for damage to the underside of the buildings. Additional modifications to the buildings would 
be required including the relocation, strengthening or shielding of the utility lines that hang from the 
underside of the buildings; acoustical dampening for the undersides of the buildings to reduce the noise 
level of the waves when they break under the buildings, and construction of elevated structural 
walkways and stairways with splash deflectors and safety railings to maintain access to the most 
seaward top and bottom units. 

Lateral access in front of Ocean Harbor House, as well as recreational use of the beach area generally, 
would be reduced and eventually lost over time, similar to the proposed project. In addition to its 
expanded encroachment on the beach and perhaps aesthetic impacts, the primary difference between the 
slope armoring alternative and the proposed seawall project is that with the slope armoring repair 
alternative, the waves would break underneath the buildings, requiring numerous modifications to the 
buildings· to offset impacts due to underside wave break. For these reasons, and the fact that there would 
be uncertainty regarding the permanence of this alternative and no discernable environmental benefits 
regarding passive erosion (compared to the proposed project), this alternative was deemed an infeasible 
and inferior solution to the proposed project. 

Project Alternatives 
The proposed project would result in significant environmental impacts (discussed below), each of 
which can be mitigated to a less than significant level, with the exception of significant impacts resulting 
from loss of beach fronting the Ocean Harbor House property due to passive erosion. The following is a 
discussion of the range of alternatives discussed in the EIR.. See Exhibit 9 for a comparison of the 
impacts of each project alternative to the proposed project. 

1. The No Project Alternative 
Under this alternative, the existing rock revetment would be removed (in compliance with the condition 
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of the emergency permit and subsequent regular permits and amendments). With removal of the 
protective riprap wall, the seaward units would likely be damaged and/or destroyed in the near future as 
the result of high surf and/or heavy storms (the EIR assumes that the City of Monterey would order their 
demolition prior to this occurring). The peninsula effect, with associated loss of beach, would not take 
place under this alternative. This alternative, though, would not protect the portions of Ocean Harbor 
House that are currently in danger from coastal erosion forces. 

2. Planned Retreat (Abandonment and Demolition of Seaward Units) 
Under the Planned Retreat Alternative, the rock riprap revetment would be removed and the five most 
seaward units of buildings #1 through #4 (a total of 20 units) would be abandoned and removed in the 
very near future. Within 15 to 25 years, the next four to six most seaward units in each building (an 
additional 16 to 24 units) would also be vacated and demolished. After each phase of removal, the 
ocean-side wall of the remaining most seaward units would be modified regarding exterior windows and 
decks. As part of this process, the sewer lines and other utilities that would no longer service the 
demolished units would be re-routed above the 1 00-year flood elevation. 

The retreat process would not go on indefinitely. It is assumed that the City of Monterey would 
eventually determine a maximum retreat line to protect existing roads, major infrastructure, and 
significant portions of the Del Monte Beach neighborhood, although this time would be well into the 
future (greater than the life of the project). As many as 88 units (all of the units in buildings #1 through 
#8, which are all located seaward of Tide Avenue) could eventually be demolished and abandoned. This 
alternative would reduce impacts on aesthetic/visual resources, geological resources and public access 
compared to the proposed project because passive erosion would not take place and thus the "peninsula 
effect" and associated loss of public recreational beach land would not occur. Similar to alternative #1 
above, though, this alternative would not provide for protection of the beach-fronting structures in 
danger from erosion. 

3. Relocation of Seaward Units Alternative 
This alternative would consist of removing the existing rock nprap revetment and 
demolishing/deconstructing the seaward units that would be susceptible to damage and eventual 
catastrophic failure due to erosion. The sewer lines and other utilities would be re-routed as necessary. 
The deconstructed units would be reconstructed in the Ocean Harbor House parking area located 
adjacent to Tide Avenue (see Exhibit 8). Unless the existing units were otherwise vacant, the 
replacement units would need to be built first to accommodate relocated property owners, prior to 
demolition of the existing units. (According to the Applicant, the units would need to be demolished 
because it is not physically feasible to relocate the seaward buildings due to their size and configuration 
and the fact that they are supported by pilings and not a standard foundation.) Under this alternative, the 
seawall would not be constructed and the "peninsula effect" would not occur; thus, the geological, 
public access, and aesthetic/visual impacts would be less than the proposed project. The EIR found that 
this was the environmentally superior alternative because there would be fewer environmental impacts 
associated with aesthetics, shoreline alteration, coastal erosion, hazards, and land use than the proposed 
project. Commission staff visited the project site and evaluated the potential for reconstruction of the 
existing seaward units in the Ocean Harbor House's main parking lot, which is located adjacent to Tide 
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Avenue. Commission staff estimated that approximately one-third (29) of the condominiums located 
seaward of Tide Avenue could be rebuilt in the existing parking lot. Thus, all of buildings #1 through 
#4 and a portion of another building could be demolished and rebuilt in the parking lot. This likely 
would provide at least 15 more years without a seawall at this location. The remaining condominiums 
that are located seaward of Tide Avenue (59 total), though, could be subject to damage from wave run
up and storm surge in as little as 15 years. More importantly, however, this alternative would require 
the relocation (through deconstruction and reconstruction) of individually-owned residential structures, 
in conflict with Coastal Act Section 30235, which allows for protection of existing structures. 

4. Beach Replenishment Alternative 
This alternative would involve importing beach quality sand from some offsite source and placing it 
along the shoreline fronting Ocean Harbor House. The O'Connor and Flick report determined that 
approximately 240,000 cubic yards of sand would be required for an appropriately sized replenishment 
project (approximately 3,000 feet long and 100 feet wide). This is equivalent to 24,000 single 10-cubic
yard dump trucks. This would require truck traffic and bulldozer activity on the beach five days a week 
for four months. The other option would be to locate large quantities of beach quality sand at some 
offshore site, beyond the boundaries of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (which has a 
general prohibition of dredging material from the Sanctuary). Local Monterey Bay suppliers indicate 
that dredged sand is available from San Francisco Bay, although no information was readily available on 
the grain size distribution and therefore the beach compatibility of this material. In this case, the sand 
would have to be transported over a long distance, which would require great coordination and cost. 

Sand added to the beach would continue to erode, such that while it would provide some short-term 
protection or buffer from moderate storm wave activity, it would not be effective under severe wave 
attack. Thus, beach replenishment can only be considered a short-term or temporary solution and the 
area would need to be replenished regularly; how regularly would depend on the combined effects of 
storm wave attack and tidal height or sea level at the time of wave attack. While this alternative would 
have fewer impacts to aesthetics/visual resources and coastal erosion than the proposed seawall, there 
would be significant impacts to traffic due to the need to transport sand to the site. In addition, 
bulldozers would be required to spread the sand once delivered. This approach, therefore, becomes a 
very invasive (due to transportation impacts), short-term solution. Also, this alternative would have 
greater potential biological impacts to the snowy plover. 

5. Foundation Underpinning Alternative 
This alternative is similar to the project approved by the Commission in 1992, and would involve 
installing 4-foot diameter, 50-55 foot deep concrete foundation piers and support beams to underpin or 
support the existing shallow foundations. To provide long-term (50-year) protection from bluff retreat, 
it would be necessary to underpin the 3rd, 4th, and 5th spread-footing foundation lines for the first four 
buildings. The underpinning would be identical to the pier and grade system that now supports the front 
units. Over time, as the dune edge continued to retreat landward, the units would be elevated 15-20 feet 
over the beach, and OHH would begin to look like buildings on a pier. In addition, waves would 
eventually begin to break directly under the units, requiring an acoustical dampening system to reduce 
the winter noise of breaking waves. Public lateral access fronting the condominiums would be 
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increasingly diminished, particularly at high tides (as it is now), and eventually lost. The Applicant's 
geotechnical analysis projects that the mean high tide will overtake the condominium complex in 
approximately 50 years, at which point lateral access would need to go under or around the buildings. 
Similar to the proposed seawall project, this alternative would result in the eventual loss of public beach, 
as the beach retreated under the structures. Other potential problems with this alternative include the 
need to suspend the entrances to the condominium units to protect them from wave action. In addition, 
all the utility lines, including the sewer lines, also would need to be suspended under the buildings and 
shielded from wave action. If this shielding were ever breached, there would be a potential for sewage 
discharge directly into ocean waters. 

6. Conclusion 
Given all of the above, the proposed project appears to be the optimum and only feasible alternative that 
can protect the existing threatened structures in this case. Therefore, the proposed project meets the 
second test of Section 30235 ofthe Coastal Act. 

b. Sand Supply Impacts 
The third test of Section 30235 requires that shoreline structures be designed to eliminate or mitigate 
adverse impacts to local shoreline sand supply. 

Beach sand material comes to the shoreline from inland areas, carried by rivers and streams; from 
offshore deposits, carried by waves; and from coastal dunes and bluffs, becoming beach material when 
the bluffs or dunes lose material due to wave attack, landslides, surface erosion, gullying, etc. Coastal 
dunes, such as those present along this portion of the coastline, are almost entirely beach sand. Wind 
and wave action often provide an ongoing mix and exchange of material between beaches and dunes. 
When a shoreline protective device covers the back-beach or dune slope, the natural exchange of 
material either between the beach and dune or bluff will be interrupted and, if the shoreline is eroding, 
there will be a measurable loss of material to the beach. All dune or bluff material contributes to the 
littoral system at some level. However, sand and larger grain material are the most important 
components of the beaches in the vicinity of the project, and only the sand portion of the bluff or dune 
material is characterized as beach material. 

Dune erosion, accretion, and bluff erosion are natural shoreline processes affecting the formation and 
dynamics of sandy beaches. Erosion of dunes and bluffs is one of several ways that beach quality sand 
is added to the littoral system. Beaches can be impacted when these natural processes are altered by the 
construction of shoreline armor. 

Some of the effects of engineered armoring structures on the beach (such as scour, end effects, and 
modification of the beach profile) are temporary or difficult to distinguish from all the other actions that 
modify the shoreline. Such armoring also has distinct qualitative impacts to the character of the 
shoreline and visual quality. However, some of the effects that a structure may have on natural shoreline 
processes can be quantified, including: 1) loss of the beach area on which the structure is located; 2) the 
long-term loss of beach area that will result when the back-beach location is fixed on an eroding 
shoreline; and 3) the amount of material that would have been supplied to the beach if the back-beach or 
bluff were to erode naturally. 
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Obviously each of these potential impacts of shoreline structures affect public access and recreation by 
removing sand from the system that might otherwise replenish sandy beaches, encroaching on beach 
areas otherwise available for public use, or by causing the loss of beach area in front of the structure 
through passive erosion. As discussed above, and well-analyzed by the geotechnical reports for the 
project, construction of the proposed seawall will lead to the formation of a peninsula, with loss of the 
entire beach seaward of the condominium complex over the projected 50-year life of the project. Thus, 
approximately 435 linear feet of beach (approximately one acre as measured from the current mean high 
tide line to the OHH property line) and associated recreational activities on this section of Del Monte 
Beach will be lost due to construction of the project. The impact of the proposed seawall on public 
access and recreation is further discussed in Section III(C)(2) below. 

Structural Encroachment on the Beach 
According to the Applicant's engineer, the footprint of the proposed seawall will cover approximately 
1,200 square feet of sand beach. As a result, the proposed project would eliminate a 1,200 square foot 
section of beach that would otherwise be available for access and beach use. The proposed seawall has 
been located as far inland as possible so as to minimize the encroachment of this structure on the beach. 
Nevertheless, this encroachment will affect public access and the beach, and there will be an adverse, 
unavoidable impact from the seawall for as long as it remains on the beach. The 1,200 square foot 
encroachment is one of the impacts from the proposed seawall that can be quantified. 

Fixing the Back Beach 
Experts generally agree that where the shoreline is eroding and armoring is installed, as would be the 
case here, the armoring will eventually define the boundary between the sea and upland areas. On an 
eroding shoreline fronted by a beach, the beach will be present as long as some sand is supplied to the 
shoreline and the beach is not submerged by sea level rise. As erosion proceeds, the beach also retreats. 
This process stops, however, when the retreating shoreline comes to a revetment or a seawall. While the 
shoreline on either side of the armor continues to retreat, shoreline retreat in front of the armor stops. 
Eventually, the shoreline fronting the armor protrudes into the water, with the mean high tide line fixed 
at the base of the structure. In the case of an eroding shoreline, this represents the loss of a beach as a 
direct result of the armor. This effect, which is known as "passive erosion," is what will eventually 
cause the formation of a peninsula if the proposed seawall is constructed at Ocean Harbor House. 
Passive erosion is the most significant impact caused by seawall placement on eroding coastlines. The 
alteration in the shape of the shoreline in front of and on either side of the armoring structure causes 
detrimental impacts to public lateral access and recreation as the existing beach in front of the structure 
is lost In addition, as the beach becomes narrower over time, there is a risk of injury to swimmers at 
high tides and to beachgoers who may get caught between the wall and high surf. The passive erosion 
that will result from the proposed seawall will eventually eliminate the public recreational beach area in 
front of Ocean Harbor House, as well as the existing lateral access and recreational opportunities this 
beach now provides. See Exhibit 13 for an additional discussion of the impacts of passive erosion and 
loss of lateral and vertical beach access, as provided in the EIR. 

Coastal processes at Ocean Harbor House have been studied in great detail by the Applicant's technical 
experts and they have been summarized in the EIR and in the Report on Repair/Mitigation to Address 
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the Bluff Retreat Erosion Problems with the Monterey Ocean Harbor House Development by Steven 
O'Connor and Reinhard Flick. For many years, there were several active sand mining operations that 
were removing between 100,000 and 400,000 cubic yards of sand annually from the Southern Monterey 
Bay littoral cell. These activities ended in the 1980's and some experts anticipated that there would be 
noticeable changes in shoreline dynamics and erosion trends when these activities ceased. In general, 
there seems to have been a buildup of beach material, such that the beach seaward of Ocean Harbor 
House has remained relatively stable since the mining activities were halted; however, the retreat of the 
dune/bluff system had continued. 

Over the short term, this phenomenon had resulted in little change to the beach fronting Ocean Harbor 
House, while the beaches to the north and south have widened as the dune system retreats landward. On 
average, the dunes in this area are retreating at a rate of about 1.7 to 2.0 feet per year. 1 This has lead to 
an average widening of the upcoast and downcoast beaches of 1.7 to 2.0 feet per year. The dune system 
at Ocean Harbor House has been stabilized and the proposed seawall will continue this stabilization. 
The dunes at Ocean Harbor House are not retreating and thus, this beach has not experienced the natural 
widening that is occurring elsewhere. Eventually, the beach will widen to the point that the dunes are no 
longer threatened by wave action, or the beach will undergo a period of retreat and adjust to some new 
equilibrium with the backshore. 

The Applicant has proposed the shoreline protection with the expectation that the dunes will continue to 
retreat. Implicit in this expectation is that the beach will not provide an effective buffer from wave 
energy. Thus, it would be expected that for the time that the seaward boundary of the beach remains 
relatively stable, the beach seaward of Ocean Harbor House would be stable, but would be, on average, 
1. 7 to 2.0 feet per year narrower than the adjacent beaches. If or when the seaward boundary of the 
beach moves landward, the beach at Ocean Harbor House would narrow until eventually Ocean Harbor 
House is a peninsula, with little beach seaward of the facility. Both impacts to the beach can be 
considered "passive erosion", where, over time, there will be less available beach fronting the structure 
than if the shoreline were not armored. This phenomenon occurred at a site to the north (Stillwell Hall), 
where eventually there was no dry beach seaward of the revetment that was protecting Stillwell Hall and 
thus no lateral access was possible. 

Further adding to the potential loss of beach is the fact that the sea level has been rising slightly for 
many years. In the Monterey Bay area, the trend for sea level rise for the past 25 years has been an 
increase resulting in a 100-year rate of nearly 1 foot per 100 years.2 Also, there is a growing body of 
evidence that there has been a slight increase in global temperature and that acceleration of the rate of 
sea level rise can be expected to accompany this increase in temperature. Some shoreline experts have 

1 
Rogers Johnson (2000) states, "In 1983-84, recession rates were estimated to be on the order of 1.8 feet per year. Because of several 
years of less than average erosion rates, and the cessation of sand mining in Monterey Bay, a revised estimate was proposed at 0.85 feet 
per year in 1994. However, after the 1997 winter and the 1998 El Nii'io winter storms in which above-average erosion rates were 
measured, the original estimate of 1.7-2.0 feet per year was again determined to be a more accurate rate." 

2 
NOAA. National Ocean Service. 
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indicated that the sea level could rise as much 3 feet by the year 2100.3 Mean water level affects 
shoreline erosion in several ways, and an increase in the average sea level will exacerbate all these 
conditions. On the California coast the effect of a rise in sea level will be the landward migration of the 
intersection of the ocean with the shore. On a relatively flat beach (such as that found at Ocean Harbor 
House), with a slope of 40:1, every inch of sea level rise will result in a 40-inch landward movement of 
the ocean/beach interface.4 This, too, leads to loss of the beach as a direct result of armoring that fixes 
the location of the back beach. 

The O'Connor/Flick Report5
, which was prepared for the project, reviewed a number of shoreline 

erosion studies for the southern Monterey Bay area. Based on these studies, the dune or bluff retreat rate 
in the vicinity of the Ocean Harbor House site is estimated at 1.0 to 2.0 feet per year, although up to 3.0 
feet of erosion per year has been determined for the former Phillips Petroleum site (now State Parks 
property) just east of Ocean Harbor House. The Commission has established a methodology for 
calculating the long-term loss of public beach due to fixing of the back beach, this impact being equal to 
the long-term erosion rate multiplied by the width of bluff that has been fixed by a resistant shoreline 
protective device.6 Using this calculation and an estimated average erosion rate of 1.7 to 2.0 feet per 
year in the project vicinity, the im.pact of the proposed seawall translates to passive erosion of 740 to 
870 square feet of beach per year. Over the 50-year life of the project, passive erosion would reduce 
the available beach area from between 37,000 sq. ft. (almost 0.85 acres) to 43,500 square feet (0.99 
acres). The one-acre beach lost estimate also corresponds to the Applicant's analysis of the retreat of the 
mean high tide inland (see Exhibit 15). That is, if one defines the "beach" as the area between the mean 
high tide and the seaward property line of the OHH complex (a conservative estimate of beach area), the 
analysis shows the disappearance of the beach within 50 years (i.e., the mean high tide retreats inland of 
the property line). 

The proposed seawall will also cause a reduction in sand supply from erosion of the dune located below 
the Ocean Harbor House condominiums. The Applicant's consulting geotechnical and coastal 
engineer/oceanographer calculated the amount of sand supplied annually by the erosion of the dune at 
Ocean Harbor House compared to the estimated littoral sand budget of southern Monterey Bay. Using 
an erosion rate of approximately 1. 7 feet per year, the dunes at Ocean Harbor House yield approximately 
323 cubic yards of sand per year to the littoral system (16,150 cubic yards over 50 years). In one view, 

3 

4 

Gary Griggs, as quoted in "Living on the Edge; a saga of seawalls, who wants them, who doesn't, and the fate of California's 
disappearing coastline" by Bruce Willey (in the "Good Times," February 27- March 5, 2003 issue). Mr. Griggs is quoted as also 
indicating that some estimates show that it will be higher than three feet, some lower, but that the three feet rise by 2100 is "probably 
the median." 

In other words, a one-inch rise in sea level can result in over 3 landward feet of dry sandy beach loss. For the 3 feet rise estimated by 
2100, that would translate into a 120-foot landward movement of the wet-dry intersection on a beach slopelf at 40:1. 

5 
Steven E. O'Connor, P.E. & Reinhard E. Flick, Ph.D. Report on Repair/Mitigation Alternatives to Address the Bluff Retreat Erosion 
Problems with the Monterey Ocean Harbor House Development, March 27, 2002. 

6 

7 

The area of beach lost due to long-term erosion (Aw) is equal to the long-term average annual erosion rate (R) times the number of 
years that the back-beach or bluff will be fixed (L) times the width of the bluff that will be protected (W). This can be expressed by the 
following equation: Aw = R x L x W. 

That is, 1.7 feet per year multiplied by 435 feet for the lateral dune area that will be blocked by the seawall, equals approximately 740 
square feet per year; 2.0 feet per year equates to 870 square feet per year. 
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this sand supply impact is relatively insignificant if one considers that the average annual volume of 
sand eroded from the dunes along the Monterey Bay shoreline (based on the ten miles of dune frontage 
between Monterey and Marina) is approximately 300,000 cubic yards. The annual loss of 
approximately 323 cubic yards of sand represents 0.11% of the estimated average annual volume of sand 
eroded from the dunes along the Monterey Bay shoreline. Nonetheless, any sand supply impacts due to 
the project should be eliminated or mitigated. This is particularly true when one considers the potential 
cumulative impact of shoreline structures on sand supply over the long-term. 

Sand Supply Impacts Conclusion 
The proposed seawall will have a quantifiable sand supply impact. The seawall will encroach onto 
1,200 square feet of beach and will also cause a reduction in sand supply from erosion of the dune 
located below the Ocean Harbor House condominiums. The proposed vertical wall design does 
minimize the encroachment of a structural solution and thus provides some mitigation. Over time, an 
additional37,000 square feet ofbeach will be lost due to passive erosion as well as the annual loss to the 
littoral system of 323 cubic yards of sand, or 16,150 cubic yards of sand over the 50-year life of the 
project. 

In order to approve the project under Section 30235, sand supply impacts must be eliminated or 
mitigated. As proposed the project cannot eliminate these impacts. Some impacts of encroachment have 
been minimized through the use of a vertical wall. In response to staff queries about how the project 
might be revised to mitigate sand supply impacts, the Applicants' legal representative proposed the 
formation of a region-wide Geological Hazard Abatement District (GHAD), which would be partially 
funded by a sand loss mitigation fee paid by the Ocean Harbor House Homeowners' Association (see 
Exhibit 14). The purpose of the GHAD would be to fund research regarding the problems of sand 
supply loss and erosion in the southern Monterey Bay area, as well as studies regarding possible 
solutions to these problems. The proposal does not propose a specific mitigation amount, however, and 
the Ocean Harbor House Homeowners' Association Board has not approved the proposal. In addition, 
the onus for development and implementation of region-wide sand supply and erosion studies and 
solutions would fall on public agencies, such as the Coastal Commission and the Monterey Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary, and not on the Homeowners' Association. Finally, it is not evident that development 
of the GHAD would ever provide any direct mitigation for the loss of the public recreational beach area 
in front of Ocean Harbor House. For these reasons, the Commission finds that this proposal is 
inadequate. 

Loss of beach material and loss of beach area are two separate concerns. A beach is the result of both 
sandy material and a physical area between the water and the back beach. The impacts from a seawall 
are impacts to both the beach area and the quantity of sandy beach material. The loss of beach material 
that will be a direct result ofthis project could be balanced or mitigated by obtaining similar quality and 
quantity of sediment from outside the littoral cell and adding this sediment to the littoral cell. There are 
sources of beach quality sediment that can be drawn upon to obtain new sediment for the littoral cell. 
Unfortunately there is not a source of extra beach land that can be used to add new land area to the 
littoral cell. Beach nourishment is a method that allows us to shift the shore profile seaward and create a 
new area of dry beach. This will not create new coastal land, but will provide many of the same benefits 
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that will be lost when the beach area is covered by a seawall or "lost" through passive erosion when the 
backshore location is fixed. 

In many situations, the Commission has mitigated for the impacts to sand supply through a condition 
that requires the Applicant to pay into a fund for an amount of sand that could, through beach 
nourishment, offset the unavoidable impacts from the proposed shore protection. It is possible to 
estimate the volume of sand needed to create a given area of dry beach through beach nourishment. In 
this case, the proposed project will result in the immediate loss of 1,200 sq. ft. of beach due to the long
term physical encroachment of the seawall. In addition, there will be the loss of37,000 to 43,500 sq. ft. 
of beach area through passive erosion from fixing the back of the beach. This eventual loss of total 
beach area cannot be directly replaced, but the volume of sand equivalent to the lost area can be 
estimated. In the Monterey area, it takes approximately 1 cubic yard of sand to create 1 square foot of 
dry beach. Thus, the placement of 38,200 cubic yards of sand could be mitigation for the loss of 38,200 
sq. ft. of beach. Combining this with the direct 50-year loss of sand to the littoral cell of 16,150 cubic 
yards, one option for direct mitigation of the quantifiable impacts from this project would be to place 
54,350 cubic yards of sand onto the beach near or adjacent to the proposed seawall (54,350 cubic yards 
= 38,200 + 16,150). This estimate is only a "rough approximation" of the impact of the seawall on 
beach area because a one-time placement of this volume of sand cannot actually result in creation and 
maintenance of beach area over the long term. This is made clear in the EIR analysis of the beach 
replenishment alternative discussed above, which shows that approximately 240,000 cubic yards of sand 
would be needed to create a beach that would function as adequate shoreline protection of the OHH. 
While this is not the same thing as the estimated volume of sand that is encompassed by the existing 
beach area that would be lost, it does suggest that the 38,200 cubic yard figure is a conservative 
estimate. 

Still, beach nourishment is a common response to sand supply problems. A formal sand replenishment 
strategy can introduce an equivalent amount of sandy material back into the system to mitigate the loss 
of sand that would be caused by a protective device. Such an introduction of sand, if properly planned, 
can feed into the littoral cell sand system to mitigate the impact of the project. However, currently there 
are no existing regional beach nourishment programs directed at the southern Monterey Bay area. 
Absent a comprehensive program that provides a means to coordinate and maximize the benefits of 
mitigation efforts in the area now and in the future, the success of any piecemeal mitigation effort is 
questionable. As an alternative mitigation mechanism, the Commission oftentimes uses an in-lieu fee 
when in-kind mitigation of impacts is not available. In the Central Coast District Office, sand supply 
mitigation fees have previously been collected and applied to a beach nourishment/public access 
program in the City of Capitola (the in-lieu fee was mitigation for a seawall project in Capitola in which 
the funds collected could benefit a public access program and/or provide for sand replenishment). 

As discussed above, the impacts of the project due to structural encroachment, fixing of the back beach, 
and retention of potential beach material can be quantified and translated into approximately 54,350 
cubic yards of sand for the 50-year life of the project. If the Commission were to apply an in-lieu fee for 
sand supply in this case, the market cost of supply this amount of sand would be needed. Recent 
estimates to deliver beach quality sand to Monterey beaches are roughly $27 a cubic yard (including 
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sales tax). With respect to a sand supply loss mitigation fee, based on cost estimates to supply 1 cubic 
yard of sand to this location, the mitigation of 54,350 cubic yards of sand would be $1,467,450.00 
(which is equivalent to $8,532.00 per condominium unit). However, in this case there is no sand supply 
program to which to allocate such a fee. Moreover, as previously discussed, even if a sand supply 
program was in place in the southern Monterey Bay area, a one-time mitigation of 54,350 cubic yards of 
sand would not sustain the beach in front of Ocean Harbor House indefinitely. The resulting wave run
up from storm surges would eventually wash the deposited sand away into the ocean, and new beach 
would not be able to form because ofthe seawall. To ensure the retention of the beach in front of Ocean 
Harbor House through a sand supply program, large volumes of sand (greatly exceeding 54,350 cubic 
yards) would need to be deposited on the beach at Ocean Harbor House at multi-year intervals over the 
life of the project. 

Although the City of Monterey has discussed the possibility of seeking a regional solution to beach 
erosion issues, in concert with other southern Monterey Bay cities, no formal beach nourishment and 
mitigation program is in place, and this type of program is unlikely to be in place in the near future. In 
this case, the primary impact of loss at sand at the project site will be on public access and recreation 
because of the eventual formation of a peninsula with complete loss of approximately 435 linear feet of 
lateral beach access and ±1 acre of beach recreation area. As discussed below, there are other ways to 
value the loss of public beach that will result from this project. With the requirement of an in-lieu fee as 
otherwise determined below to address the loss of recreational beach area, the Commission finds that the 
project is consistent with section 30235. 

c. Assumption of Risk 
The Commission's experience in evaluating the consistency of proposed developments with Coastal Act 
policies regarding development in areas subject to hazards has been that development has continued to 
occur despite periodic episodes of heavy storm damage or other such occurrences. Development in such 
dynamic environments is susceptible to damage due to such long-term and episodic processes. Past 
occurrences statewide have resulted in public costs (through low interest loans, grants, subsidies, direct 
assistance, etc.) in the millions of dollars. As a means of allowing continued development in areas 
subject to these hazards while avoiding placing the economic burden for damages onto the people of the 
State of California, applicants are regularly required to acknowledge site geological risks and agree to 
waive any claims of liability on the part of the Commission for allowing the development to proceed. 
Special Condition #2 requires that the Applicant agree to such an assumption of risk. 

2. Public Access and Recreation 
Coastal Act Section 30604(c) requires that every coastal development permit issued for any 
development between the nearest public road and the sea "shall include a specific finding that the 
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation policies of [Coastal Act] 
Chapter 3." The proposed project is located seaward of the first through public road, on the beach. 
Coastal Act Sections 30210 through 30213, as well as Sections 30220 and 30221 specifically protect 
public access and recreation, and state: 
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Section 30210: In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California 
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational 
opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and the 
need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource areas from 
overuse. 

Section 30211: Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where 
acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dry 
sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

Section 30212(a): Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and along the 
coast shall be provided in new development projects ... 

Section 30213: Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, 
and, where feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are 
preferred ... 

Section 30220: Coastal areas suited for water-oriented recreational activities that cannot 
readily be provided at inland water areas shall be protected for such uses. 

Section 30221: Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for recreational 
use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand for public or commercial 
recreational activities that could be accommodated on the property is already adequately 
provided for in the area. 

30 

Coastal Act Section 30240(b) also protects parks and recreation areas such as Monterey State Beach. 
Section 30240(b) states: 

Section 30240(b). Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and 
parks and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would 
significantly degrade those areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat 
and recreation areas. 

Del Monte Beach LUP Public Access Policies 9 & 10 state: 

9. Signage clearly indicating the location of coastal access points shall be provided at the points 
shown in Figure 6, and shall include, where possible, signage from the beach to the Recreation 
Trail. Adequate signage shall be required upon development of new access. Placement and 
maintenance shall be according to the following: a) Signs shall be maintained and replaced 
when necessary so that they are readable. b) Signage shall be provided where essential; sign 
clutter shall be minimized. 

10. Existing lateral access along the entire length of the LCP area beachfront shall be protected 
and maintained at currently available widths at a minimum, and widened where feasible. 

Del Monte Land Use Plan Recreation and Visitor-Serving Facilities Policy 1 provides for protection of 
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lower-cost recreation at the State Parks property that is directly adjacent to Ocean Harbor House, and 
states: 

1. The City shall encourage the State to improve lower cost recreational and parking facilities, 
including new restroom facilities, at the State owned beach west of the Monterey Beach Hotel, as 
soon as possible. This area is considered the major lower cost recreation facility for the LCP 
area. 

a. Background 
Monterey remains one of the premiere tourist destinations in the United States, attracting an estimated 
four million visitors to the Monterey Peninsula annually. Many of these tourists, as well as local 
residents, make their way to the sandy beaches located in the Del Monte Beach LUP planning area. 
Two public recreation areas are located in the Del Monte Beach LUP area in the vicinity of the proposed 
project. The largest is Monterey State Beach, a portion of which is located immediately east of the 
project site (see Exhibit 2). The Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) has estimated an average 
beach attendance at Monterey State Beach of nearly one million people per year. As described by DPR, 
Monterey State Beach provides beach-oriented recreation, including kayaking, kite-flying, volleyball 
and beachcombing. A portion of the Monterey Bay Coastal Trail (which will constitute a portion of the 
Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail, an element of the California Coastal Trail) passes through the 
State Beach. The City-owned Del Monte Beach provides a seven-acre public beach area hayward of 
Tide Avenue, and includes the portion of beach seaward of Ocean Harbor House that will be eliminated 
due to passive erosion if the seawall is built. Facilities at the City beach include a sand volleyball court. 
A small turnout at the foot of Beach Way provides short-term and handicap parking, and on-street 
spaces provide daytime parking on Tide Avenue for access to the City beach. 

Planned recreational facilities in the Del Monte Beach LUP area include the continued development of 
the adjacent State Beach as a day use beach facility. Preliminary plans for this area include formalized 
parking for 29 vehicles, a picnic area, a comfort station, controlled beach access, and an interpretive 
shelter with displays. Just downcoast of Ocean Harbor House, the approved Del Monte Beach re
subdivision will re-subdivide a total of 60 parcels (38 private and 22 public) into a cluster of 14 inland 
developable parcels, with the remaining seaward parcels merged and preserved as open space/habitat 
areas. The majority of the dune area seaward of Seafoam Avenue will be retained as open space. 
Boardwalks will be developed through this portion of the dunes, with two accesses from Beach Way and 
a single access from Spray A venue down to the City beach. 

Existing recreational activities occurring along the beaches in the vicinity of Ocean Harbor House 
emphasize the use of the sandy beach. Sunbathing, reading, relaxing, jogging, and walking on the beach 
and adjacent open sand areas are the most common activities. Swimming, surfing, and surf fishing also 
occur. Currently, beach users can walk the entire span of the beach in the City of Monterey from Wharf 
#2 to the Monterey Beach Hotel, a distance of about two miles. With the exception of storm events and 
high tides, when the beach is narrowed in some places, pedestrians can continue along the beach all the 
way to Moss Landing, for a total distance of 18 miles. Over time, however, construction of the proposed 
seawall will cause passive erosion that will result in the formation of a peninsula at Ocean Harbor 
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House. As detailed above, the geotechnical analysis of this project establishes that this will lead to the 
progressive loss of recreational beach land and reduction of lateral access in front of the proposed 
seawall. As this process continues, the percentage of time when use of the beach for recreation, as well 
as lateral beach access, is restricted will gradually increase until some point in the future when 
approximately 435 linear feet oflateral beach access in front of the seawall is completely eliminated (see 
Exhibit 15). Based on the analysis of the mean high tide over time, and defining the beach as that area 
between MHT and the OHH seaward property line, the geotechnical analysis shows a loss of 
approximately 1 acre of recreational beach over a 50-year period. The EIR considered the formation of 
the peninsula and the associated loss of beach to be a significant impact with no feasible mitigation 
measures to reduce this impact to a level of insignificance, other than the project alternatives discussed 
in Section ill.C.1a above, which were determined to be infeasible. 

There is a growing amount of literature concerning the tremendous economic and social value of 
California's beaches. As discussed in more detail below, in addition to the more qualitative social 
benefits of beaches (aesthetic, experiential, habitat values, etc.), beaches provide significant direct and 
indirect revenues to local economies, the state, and the nation. There is little doubt that the loss of one 
acre of sandy beach in an urban area such as Monterey represents a significant impact to public access 
and recreation, including a loss of the social-economic value of this recreational opportunity. As 
mentioned, nearly a million people a year have visited the Monterey State Beach area that runs from the 
Monterey Harbor to Sand City in recent years. There are undoubtedly substantial benefits being 
provided to these users of the beach resource. The question becomes how to adequately mitigate for the 
impact of the loss of one acre of beach, and in particular, how to determine a reasonable value of this 
impact that could serve as a basis for mitigation, in light of the absence of actual feasible mitigation 
measures to maintain or create equivalent beach resources at or near the project site. 

Mitigating the Loss of Recreational Beach Area. 

In terms of the projected loss of lateral beach access in front of OHH, the Applicant originally proposed 
development of an elevated public walkway along the project frontage (a cantilevered walkway 
incorporated into the seawall structure) to maintain lateral public access adjacent to the beach and ocean. 
The City, however, had concerns about this option given that it would encroach over City beach 
property. Also, the walkway would need to be closed during periods of high wave action due to safety 
concerns. In addition, uplift forces from waves could damage or destroy the walkway structure. The 
current proposal includes access through the Ocean Harbor House parking lot, which would connect to 
the City beach and park on the west and the State beach on the east (see Exhibit 8). No proposal to 
address the loss of recreational beach area, though, other than the potential formation of the GHAD, has 
been offered by the applicants. 

As discussed in Section III.C.1a above, there are no feasible alternatives to the proposed project. Lateral 
beach access seaward of Ocean Harbor House will remain at certain times for a number of years after 
development of the proposed seawall (especially at low tide), but eventually this access will be 
completely lost due to the peninsula effect (see Exhibit 15). Although the proposed lateral access 
through the Ocean Harbor House parking lot is not ideal in that it is not located on the beach and does 
not provide any beach or ocean views, it is the only feasible option that will provide a lateral connection 
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between the State beach and the City beach during the entire year, consistent with public safety. To 
ensure that this access is optimal, Special Condition #3 requires submission of an access plan, including 
signage to direct the public to the parking lot access, as well as the hours that the access is available to 
the public, consistent with adjacent City beach time restrictions. 

As discussed in Section III.C.1b above, the volume of sand that approximates the area ofbeach land lost 
to the project can be calculated (38,200 to 44,700 cy); if this sand volume and current market prices for 
sand were to be used as a basis for an in lieu fee to mitigate the loss of recreational beach area, the fee 
would range from approximately $1,031,400 to $1,206,900. However, as discussed, no formal beach 
nourishment and mitigation program is in place in the southern Monterey Bay area. Moreover, although 
this fee estimate is based on a quantifiable, site-specific volume of sand and market condition, this 
estimation of the beach loss through a sand volume calculation does not really address the recreational 
value of the anticipated one-acre of beach loss. Indeed, the primary impact ofloss of sand at the project 
site will be on public access and recreation because of the eventual formation of a peninsula with 
complete loss of approximately 435 linear feet of lateral access and recr~ational opportunities on this 
portion of an urban, heavily used beach. While the proposed access through the Ocean Harbor House 
parking lot will connect the City park and beach with the State Beach, this access is not qualitatively 
equivalent to the existing lateral beach access in front of Ocean Harbor House. This is because the 
proposed parking lot access is located inland and away from the ocean, both physically and visually. In 
addition, current recreational activities available on the public beach in front of the condominiums, such 
as sunbathing, beachcombing, and surf fishing, will not be accommodated on the path through the 
parking lot. Also, the eventual formation of a peninsula at Ocean Harbor House will create a major 
impediment to through beach access along 18 miles of shoreline from Moss Landing to Wharf #2 in 
Monterey. Thus, the loss of sand seaward of the condominium complex will mean a significant loss of 
recreational beach use and lateral beach access. Other methods for mitigating this loss must be 
considered. 

b. Real Estate Value Mitigation 
Another possible way to determine an appropriate mitigation fee for the project's impacts to public 
beach area is to estimate the amount of money required to purchase and set aside from development 
approximately 1 acre of beach property somewhere else along the California coast.8 To do so, 
Commission staff has evaluated the average value of beach property on a number of properties in the 
Monterey Bay area and in Malibu as a way to gauge the cost of providing an equivalent amount of 
recreational beach area to that which will be lost over the life of the project. For example, on the low 
end, the Taggert property is a 7 .4-acre parcel in Monterey County near Moss Landing. The property is 
for sale with an asking price of $1,850,000.00, which averages out to $250,000.00 per acre. This 
property, however, is largely undevelopable because a large portion of the property consists of wetlands 
in the form of saltwater marshes. The constraints of this site are presumably reflected in the relatively 

8 
The existing distance from the mean high tide line to the buildings is approximately 100 feet (as shown in Exhibit 15); the linear distance 

along the Ocean Harbor House property line is approximately 435 feet; 100 feet x 435 feet= 43,500 sq. ft. (the size of the existing beach 
at mean high tide); one acre= 43, 560 sq. ft. 
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low asking price per acre. In addition, the Taggart property beach is located in a rural area, almost 18 
miles from Ocean Harbor House. Because of its rural location and the predominance of saltwater marsh 
in the immediate vicinity, the beach on the Taggart property sees much less recreational use than the 
beach at Ocean Harbor House, which is located in a highly urbanized area in the City of Monterey. It is, 
therefore, not as highly valued as a recreational resource based on cumulative demand. 

In Santa Cruz County, Commission staff evaluated the land value and acreage for 13 properties that 
have sold in the last five years along Beach Drive in Aptos. These properties are either located directly 
on the beach or are located just inland of Beach Drive. For the 13 properties that sold in the last five 
years, the average land value was $1,034,466.00 for an average 6,001 square foot parcel. This equates 
to $7,389,043.00 per acre. Of course, these parcels are being sold for the purpose of beachfront 
residential development. Nonetheless, they do represent an estimate of how much value the market 
places on properties that could potentially become shorefront recreational land. The higher value may be 
a function of the relatively higher beach attendance in Santa Cruz County, which may also be a function 
of the different local beach climate relative to the Monterey Peninsula's climate. 

A third example is the Lechuza property in Malibu. A total of 18 houses were proposed on 2.34 acres 
located on a sandy beach cove. The Commission denied the application for the houses. Ultimately the 
State purchased the property for $12,000,000.00, with the intent of removing the development rights and 
opening up the property to public access and recreation uses. This purchase price is equivalent to 
$5,128,205.00 per acre. Obviously beachfront properties in Malibu are highly desirable real estate. 

A local public agency is currently in the process of selling approximately one acre of beachfront/dune 
property in Sand City to State Parks for $1 million. This property will be added to the State Parks 
system for public use. This transaction is relatively near the OHH project site. Also, in 2000 and 2002 
the City of Monterey purchased, for public use, the west and east "Catellus" commercial coastal 
properties, respectively. These parcels are adjacent to the Window-on-the-Bay waterfront park and 
Wharf #2, just downcoast of Ocean Harbor House. The combined cost for both parcels, which total 7 
acres, was $7 million, or $1 million per acre. 

Finally, there have been a number of property transactions in recent years for vacant residential parcels 
immediately downcoast of OHH. Some of them have included sandy beach area between the mean high 
tide line and the foredune, and some of them are immediately adjacent to the shoreline. The Monterey 
Peninsula Regional Parks District reports purchasing parcels at this Del Monte Beach location in the 
1990s for between $50,000 and $70,000, with the lots closest to the beach costing $70,000. The lots 
were 3,600 square feet, which equates to $847,000 per acre for the $70,000 beachfront lots. The price of 
such lots would no doubt be substantially higher today. 

As can be seen from the data above, the price per acre for beach property in California can vary greatly. 
This variation is likely due to the location and developability of the parcel in question. Thus, it is 
difficult to determine, with any great accuracy, the average purchase price for one acre of beach property 
along the California coast. There are data available for shorefront property in the immediate vicinity of 
the project that suggest that the value of an acre of recreational land in the real estate market could be 
approximately $1,000,000. However, it is also possible and likely that the cost of an acre ofbeachfront 
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property in the vicinity of this project will be significantly higher than $1,000,000. Although it would be 
ideal if a specific mitigation project was available, other problems arise with this method in that if an 
Applicant is required to purchase a specific property to set aside from development, this will involve a 
third party (the property owner) who may not be amenable to the sale. lfthe Applicant is not required to 
purchase a specific property, however, the required mitigation fee could be applied to a dedicated fund 
that will provide for the purchase ofbeachfront/dune property for public recreational use in the southern 
Monterey Bay area within 10 years of project construction. In the event that any portion of the fee 
remains after this time, it would be donated to State Parks or other acceptable organization to provide for 
coastal public access and recreation improvements in the southern Monterey Bay area through the 
acquisition of coastal trail right-of-way and/or the construction of coastal trail improvements. 

c. Economic Beach Valuation Mitigation 
Another possible way to determine an appropriate mitigation fee for the project is to estimate the 
economic recreational value of the beach in front of Ocean Harbor House, which eventually will be lost 
due to construction of the seawall. Most people recognize that the ocean and the coastline of California 
contribute greatly to the California economy through activities such as fishing, tourism, recreation, and 
other commercial activities. There is also value in just spending a day at the beach and having wildlife 
and clean water at that beach, the aesthetics of an ocean view, and being able to walk along a stretch of 
beach. Over the past few decades, economists have developed tools and methods to value many of these 
market commercial and "non-market" environmental resources, to quantify their values, and to include 
these values in cost-benefit equations. The results of a number of studies to quantify the economic value 
of beaches to the state have been published in recent years. 9 In addition to identifying market benefits, 
such as the income to local governments and economies of the tourist/beach-related economy, 
significant efforts have been made recently to identify the individual "consumer surplus" that beaches 
provide. For example, Pendleton (2001) found that a number of attributes exist that enhance the 
enjoyment of beachgoers and thus increase the probability that individuals will choose a particular 
beach. These attributes include recreational facilities (e.g., volleyball nets or surfboard rental shops), as 
well as wide, sandy beaches. Pendleton also found that other beach attributes may be dis-amenities, i.e., 
attributes that degrade visitor welfare and therefore decrease the probability that a particular beach will 
be visited, such as the presence of trash and/or beach hazards. 

Lipton (2001) reports that in 1992 the state of California conducted its first-ever analysis of the 
economic contribution of seven ocean-dependent industries. The results showed an economic 
contribution of $17.3 billion, directly funding 370,000 jobs in the state. At $9.9 billion, tourism 

9 
Pendleton, L. 2001. Managing Beach Amenities to Reduce Exposure to Coastal Hazards: Storm Water Pollution. Coastal Management 

29:239-252; Lipton, D. January/February 2001. How Much is This Beach Worth? Calculating the Value of the Environment. NOAA 
Coastal Services Magazine; Houston, J.R. 2002. The Economic Value of Beaches- A 2002 Update. Shore & Beach 70-1 :9-12; King, 
P. 1999. The Fiscal Impact of Beaches in California. San Francisco State University: Public Research Institute; Chapman, D. & W. 
M. Hanemann. 2001. Environmental Damages in Court: The American Trader Case. The Law and Economics of the Environment 
319-367; Leeworthy, Vernon R. & Peter C. Wiley. March 1993. Recreational use value for three southern California beaches. NOAA 
Strategic Environmental Assessments Division, Rockville, MD. Office of Ocean Resources & Conservation; Lew, Daniel. 2002. 
Valuing Recreaton, Time, and Water Quality Improvements Using Non-Market Valuation: An Application to San Diego Beaches. 
Doctoral Dissertation, University of California, Davis. 
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accounted for more than half of the coast's economic contribution to the state. Lipton also states that the 
study just scratched the surface of the ocean and coastal environment's total economic value. Lipton 
quotes Brian Baird, California Ocean Program manager of the California Resources Agency in 2001, as 
stating "I think if we were to have information about the true value of a beach, or information on 
people's willingness to pay for the resources, we would see substantially larger and more inclusive 
numbers." 

Houston (2002) found that travel and tourism is America's largest industry and employer, and that 
beaches are the largest factor in travel and tourism. Houston also reports that California beaches aione 
have more tourist visits (567 million) than combined tourist visits (286 million) to all346 National Park 
Service properties and visits (1 06 million) to all Bureau of Land Management properties that cover 287 
million acres, or about one-eighth of the land of the United States. In addition, Houston reports that 
California State Beaches, which account for only 2. 7% of California State Park holdings, account for 
72% of State Park visits. King (1999) showed that California beach tourism makes a total direct and 
indirect contribution of $73 billion to the national economy, more than five times the $14.2 billion 
contribution of the National Park Service system. Given these numbers, it becomes clear that beach 
erosion and beach loss are serious threats to state and national beach tourism and therefore a threat to the 
state and national economies. 

Coastal recreation is undertaken by local residents, by California residents who travel to the coast, and 
by residents of other states and countries. Recreation may impact the California economy by as much as 
paying for accommodations at a luxury hotel in Santa Barbara, or as little as the purchase of a hot dog 
on the beach at Santa Monica. The variety of expenditures on day trips to the beach may include 
gasoline and automobile costs, parking and entrance fees, food and drink from stores, visits to nearby 
restaurants, beach equipment rentals, etc. In addition, overnight trips to the beach include beach-related 
lodging expenses. 

In addition to market expenditures, day trips to the beach generate another economic value for the 
coastal and ocean economy, i.e., the non-market consumer surplus value. The consumer surplus of 
beach visits is the value visitors place on beach visits above and beyond what they actually spend at the 
beach. Because of the generally low cost of beach access and the significance of beach recreation to 
Californians, many studies have estimated the consumer surplus of beach going in California to better 
measure the true value of beaches in the state. A common and well-accepted method for determining 
the recreational value of a beach is to use the travel-cost method to identify how much people spend to 
get to the beach. From this data, a demand curve for the beach can be derived that can be used to 
identify the consumer surplus of the beach. If one knows how many visits to a beach resource occur, one 
can begin to place an economic value of the resource.10 

To determine an adequate mitigation fee for the loss of the beach in front of Ocean Harbor House due to 
construction of the seawall, it is necessary to determine general beach attendance in the area as well as 
an average daily beach expenditure/non-market consumer surplus value per-person. An important piece 
of the beach valuation method is the identification of consumer expenditures related to beach recreation. 

10 See, for example, http://www.ecosystemvaluation.org/travel_ costs.htm. 
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Of the various studies done regarding California beach economics, none focuses on beach expenditures 
in the Monterey Bay area. King (1999), however, conducted surveys in southern California to determine 
the spending habits of visitors to Huntington Beach. The data were collected in 1999 from local visitors, 
in-state visitors who live greater than 60 miles from the beach, out-of-state visitors, and out-of-country 
visitors for five different sections of the beach, i.e. the Huntington Beach Pier, City Beach, North ofthe 
Pier, Huntington State Beach, and City Beach South End. The average daily expenditure per person 
varied from a low of$5.77 at the City Beach South End to a high of$23.41 at the main City Beach. The 
average expenditure at all five sections ofbeach was $13.00 per person. 

In other studies, non-market consumer surplus estimates range from a low of $10.98 (in 2001 dollars) 
for visits to Cabrillo Beach in Los Angeles County to a high of greater than $70.00 (in 2001 dollars) per 
person per trip for visits to San Diego beaches. 

Chapman and Hanemann (2001) detail the economic issues raised in the case of the steam tanker 
American Trader, which spilled 416,598 gallons of crude oil off of Huntington Beach in 1990. The 
American Trader case went to trial and resulted in the first jury verdict for natural resource damages 
ever delivered in the United States. At the trial, the impacts of this disaster to general beach recreation 
and surfing constituted the bulk of the State's recreation claim regarding economic losses arising from 
the oil spill. The jury based its decision partly on a 1986 estimate of a consumer surplus of $10.23 per 
person-day, adjusted for inflation to $13.19 per person per beach trip at the time of the spill. Based on 
the estimated attendance data, the estimated lost beach recreation value presented to the jury was over 
$10,000,000. 

As shown above, coastal recreation has a dramatic impact on the economies of California and the nation 
as a whole. Thus, loss of beach due to shoreline protection of private property can have a detrimental 
impact on these economies. With respect to the economic value of Monterey's beaches, there have been 
no specific economic studies done regarding the per-person beach expenditures in the Monterey area. 
However, the American Trader case determined an approximate per-person consumer surplus value of 
$13.00 per day in the Huntington Beach area. Given even the low rate of inflation, this amount would 
be $1 to $2 higher today. Although the beaches in the City of Monterey are not as highly developed as 
Huntington Beach, there are kayak and other rentals available, a large beachside hotel exists, as well as a 
number of other visitor amenities (restaurants, shops, etc.) nearby. In addition, the beaches in Monterey 
have a high non-market consumer surplus value because of the generally wide, sandy quality of the 
beaches, and their location in an urbanized area that is an extremely popular visitor destination along the 
Central California coast. The $13.00 figure is probably a reasonable estimate for the consumer surplus 
of the beaches in the Monterey area. More recent research suggests that the figure will be somewhat 
lower for Southern California beaches, but given the relatively shorter beach in Monterey, $13.00 is 
reasonable. 11 For these reasons, the Commission finds that a $13.00 per-person per-day average beach 
expenditure is a reasonable and conservative estimate for the Monterey area. 

Monterey State Beach consists of three separate beaches approximately two miles apart (City beaches 
and the Naval Postgraduate School (NPGS) beach are interspersed among these three sections of 

11 
Personal communication with Dr. Linwood Pendleton, UCLA, September 27,2004. 
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Monterey State Beach). The first section of Monterey State Beach extends from the edge of the 
municipal beach near Wharf#2 to the Naval Postgraduate School property (see Exhibit 2). The second 
portion begins directly adjacent to the eastern portion of the Ocean Harbor House property and extends 
to the Monterey Beach Hotel. The third section begins north of the Monterey Beach Hotel in the City of 
Seaside and extends to the City of Sand City. According to State Parks, activities along the three 
sections of Monterey State Beach (and thus at the interspersed City and NPGS beaches) include 
walking, beachcombing, kite-flying, volleyball, surfing, and kayaking. Fishing is also popular. 
According to State Parks data, the average estimated annual attendance at Monterey State Beach 
between 2001 and 2004 equaled 968,287 visitors. This estimate is based on extrapolations from car 
counts taken at the Monterey State Beach parking lot in Seaside. Thus, the estimate may be 
conservative because it may not include out-of-town beachgoers who park elsewhere, residents in the 
Del Monte Beach area who walk to the beach, beach users at the Monterey Beach Hotel who use the 
hotel's parking lot, etc. 

The beaches between Wharf #2 and Sand City are functionally interrelated whether they are officially 
state beach, city beach, or NPGS beach. People using these beaches regularly traverse between the state 
beaches, the city beaches, and the NPGS beach. Ocean Harbor House is located approximately midway 
along the 2.5-mile stretch of beach between Wharf #2 and Sand City. To calculate the recreational 
economic value of an acre of beach between Wharf #2 and the end of Monterey State Beach at Tioga 
Avenue in Sand City, we need to determine the amount of beach acreage (as opposed to restored dune 
habitat, which is not available for active recreational use) present along this 13,200-foot (2.5-mile) 
stretch of beach. Then it is necessary to determine the number of visitors per acre of beach, based on 
State Parks attendance data. Finally, it is necessary to apply a per-person combined market 
value/economic surplus value for the average number of visitors per acre ofbeach. As stated above, the 
beach between Monterey State Beach at Wharf #2 and Monterey State Beach in Sand City is 
approximately 2.5 miles in length. Given an estimated average summer beach width of 200 feet (this 
amount includes only beachfront land, not dune habitat), this stretch of beach consists of approximately 
60 acres ofbeachY The number of yearly visitors per acre of this 13,200-foot stretch of beach is thus 
15,978,13 which is equivalent to an average of 44 daily visitors per acre ofbeach. 14 Given a $13.00 per
person per visit surplus for beachgoers, an acre of beach in this area would be valued at $207,714 per 
year. 15 

The existing beach in front of Ocean Harbor House is approximately one acre in size. 16 According to 
the Applicant's engineer's estimate (Exhibit 15), the entire beach in front of Ocean Harbor House will 
be eliminated completely by 2054, for both the summer/fall and winter/spring profiles. Thus after 

12 . 
13,200 ft. x 200ft. = 2,640,000 sq. ft.; 2,640,000 sq. ft./43,560 sq. ft per acre= 60.6 acres. 

13 968,287 annual visitors/60.6 acres ofbeach = 15,978 annual visitors/acre of beach. 
14 15,978 annual visitors/acre of beach divided by 365 days/year= 43.77, or 44 daily visitors/acre of beach. 
15 $13.00/person x 15,978 persons/acre/year= $207,714/acrelyear. 
16 The distance from the mean high tide line to the buildings is approximately 100 feet; the linear distance along the Ocean Harbor House 

property line is approximately 435 feet; 100 feet x 435 feet= 43,500 sq. ft. One acre= 43, 560 sq. ft. 
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construction ofthe seawall, an average of870 sq. ft. of the existing beach will be lost annually. 17 

A loss of 870 sq. ft. of beach per year is equivalent to an economic loss of approximately $4,148 per 
year.18 Thus, in the first year an appropriate mitigation fee would be $4,148. In the second year, 
another 870 square feet of beach would be lost due to development of the seawall, in addition to the 
original 870 square feet of beach that remains lost from the first year. Thus, in the second year, an 
appropriate mitigation fee would be $8,296. Each successive year would add another $4,148 to the total 
from the previous year's total because the project will need to mitigate for the cumulative beach loss 
over time. Thus, after 50 years, the cumulative fee paid over those 50 years would equal approximately 
$5.3 million. At the end of 50 years, if the seawall remained in place, the annual fee thereafter would be 
equal to that required in year 50, i.e., $207,411. In addition, if the mitigation fee were to be paid over 
time instead of a one-time amount up front, the mitigation fee would need to be tied to the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) to account for inflation over the life of the project. Of course, if the cumulative fee 
were paid in year one, the present value of the fee would be much lower. 

d. Conclusion 
The proposed project will result in the eventual loss of approximately one acre of public beach in front 
of Ocean Harbor House. The Applicant has not proposed any mitigation for this impact that the · 
Commission finds would result in adequate mitigation for this loss of public beach. The Environmental 
Impact Report for the project and Commission staff analyzed a variety of project alternatives, some of 
which would maintain the recreational beach area at this location (see Exhibit 9), and found that these 
alternatives are infeasible. In addition, there are no feasible mitigation options for supplementing beach 
area in the near vicinity of the proposed project. Given that there are no feasible mitigation options to 
maintain or create beach onsite or offsite, the Commission is requiring payment of an in-lieu fee by the 
Applicant as partial mitigation for the loss of public recreational beach area due to the proposed project 
(nothing will fully mitigate the beach loss caused by the proposed project). This in-lieu fee will be used 
to acquire new public recreational land in the vicinity of the project. 

There are a variety of ways of placing a specific value on beach land. As discussed above, one method 
includes determining a beach sand volume that represents the area of lost beach, and converting this to a 
dollar figure based on the cost of sand. This method, though, which results in a fee of approximately 1.5 
million dollars, is not directly tied to the recreational value of the land. Yet, the sand volume fee is 
likely a very conservative estimate of the cost of mitigating actual beach loss, given that it is based on a 
one-time mitigation of a specific amount of sand being placed on the beach. To retain the beach in front 
of Ocean Harbor House, this mitigation would have to be repeated numerous times over the 50-year life 
of the project because high tides and storm surge wave run-up would regularly remove this sand from 
the beach. In addition, this mitigation is not feasible because there is not an existing sand replenishment 
program in the southern Monterey Bay area. 

17 
43,500 .sq. ft./50 years = 870 sq. ft./year 

18 
870 sq. ft./year divided by 43,560 sq. ft./acre= 0.019972 acres of beach loss per year due to construction of the seawall; 0.019972 acre x 
$207,714/acre/year = $4,148 year economic value lost due to the seawall. 
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The second method involves determining the real estate value of beachfront properties. This method 
includes a high variability of land values due to location of the property for sale, e.g., urban areas are 
more expensive than rural areas. This method suggests that it could potentially cost approximately 
$1,000,000 for an acre of recreational land in the vicinity of the project. However, due to the variability 
of land values and the high value of beachfront property, it is equally likely that an acre of recreational 
beachfront land will cost much more than $1,000,000. Furthermore, this method does not adequately 
reflect the value of what is being lost, particularly the recreational value of the beach area over time, and 
would instead effectively represent a devaluation of public beach land. 

The third method is determining the economic value of a beach due to i.ts recreational significance. This 
method is the most attractive method because it is based on an analysis of actual beach recreational 
values in the vicinity of the project. This method is a more accurate reflection of what the state is 
actually losing as a result of this project. However, it also requires assumptions about the consumer 
surplus of a beach for beach goers. There is a growing amount of study-based literature available that 
establishes the significant market value of beaches to local, state, and national economies, as well as the 
intuitive non-market value of beaches for consumers. The methods used in these studies rely on current 
economic theory and application of beach valuation methods that have been conducted in southern and 
central California. The results of these studies have been used by the National Ocean & Atmospheric 
Administration, the Army Corps of Engineers, the National Park Service, etc., for valuing beach 
recreational land. The method, though, is likely conservative (underestimates) because it does not 
account for the value of non-quantifiable benefits of the recreational beach resource. Nor does it include 
other benefits such as potential habitat and aesthetic values. As explained above, after 50 years, the 
cumulative fee paid would equal approximately $5.3 million. This fee would need to be adjusted for 
inflation as well, if implemented over the full 50-year life of the project. Also, after 50 years, if the 
seawall remained in place, the Applicant would need to continue to pay a yearly fee -equivalent to that 
required in year 50. Of course, if the cumulative fee were paid in year one, the present value of the fee 
would be much lower. 

Overall, as mentioned, the project EIR concludes that relocation of the most seaward condominium units 
would be the least environmentally damaging alternative. Nonetheless, the Commission finds that there 
are no feasible alternatives to protect the existing threatened condominium buildings at this location that 
would avoid some form of shoreline armoring that would also be consistent with the Coastal Act. In 
addition, there are no feasible mitigation options to actually maintain or create a new recreational beach 
in front of the OHH, and no specific new potential public recreational land in the vicinity of the project 
has been identified by the Applicant to mitigate the loss anticipated at the site. Without mitigation for 
this impact, though, the project cannot be found consistent with the Coastal Act requirement to protect 
maximum public access and recreation to and along the shoreline. The Commission is therefore 
requiring that the Applicant pay an in-lieu fee equivalent to the $5.3 million fee based on the economic 
beach valuation method as described in Section III(C)(2)(c) of this report (see Special Condition #4). 
This fee shall be paid (beginning prior to commencement of construction activities pursuant to a fee 
schedule approved by the Executive Director) to the Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District 
(MPRPD) for acquisition of shorefront land in the vicinity of OHH, to be used for public recreation. In 
light of the details concerning discounting for present value and adjusting for inflation, the Commission 
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delegates to the Executive Director the decision of whether the fee shall be paid up front or over time. 
There is no doubt that recreational beach resources in Monterey generally have a tremendous market and 
non-market social value. To address the specific value of the recreational beach land loss due to the 
project, the Commission has considered three different methods to estimate at least some of the 
quantifiable aspects of public recreational beach land value at this location. This includes consideration 
of the real estate market value of an acre of beach in the vicinity of OHH, the cost of supplying an 
amount of beach sand roughly equivalent to the beach area lost due to the project, and an economic 
valuation based on the estimated recreational value of the beach to individual consumers. The 
Commission is imposing a mitigation fee based on the economic beach valuation method because it is 
the method that most reflects the value of the beach lost as a result of the project. Thus the fee is both 
reasonably related, and roughly proportional, to the anticipated impact of the seawall on public 
recreational beach land. Overall, though, this fee must be considered only partial mitigation for the 
impacts of the proposed project, since no measure can prevent the loss of the existing recreational beach 
currently fronting OHH. In addition, while the application of the fee is intended to result in the 
acquisition of new public recreational land, given the contingencies of the real estate market and 
available land in the vicinity of the project, future acquisition of sandy beach area between the surf zone 
and the foredune, which is the type of land being lost due to the seawall, cannot be guaranteed. Still, 
with the required mitigation fee, the Commission can find that the project is consistent with the Coastal 
Act. 

There are a number of ways the mitigation fee could be paid, including amortized and paid over the 50-
year life of the project or the present-day value of the fee could be paid upfront prior to commencement 
of construction. There are several reasons why payment of the entire fee prior to commencement of 
construction activities may be desirable: 1) requiring payment of the fee up front provides mitigation 
concurrent with the development of the seawall and the associated benefit for the Applicant; 2) if the 
mitigation fee were required to be paid over time as beach area is lost, it would take many years for the 
fee to equal an amount that would be substantial enough to provide a meaningful opportunity for the 
purchase of beachfront property for public use; 3) if the fee were collected over time as the beach 
erodes, the fee would need to be adjusted annually for inflation (e.g., tied to the Consumer Price Index), 
and; 4) obtaining the entire fee upfront prior to commencement of construction activities will eliminate 
the administrative costs and efforts of ensuring that the correct fee is collected and paid into the proper 
account on a yearly basis. Nonetheless, in light of the details involved with determining the present 
value of the fee and/or adjusting for inflation over time, the Commission delegates this determination to 
the Executive Director, while also finding that the fee should be used to acquire beachfront property. 

In the 30 years since its inception, MPRPD has preserved and protected over 20,000 acres of parklands 
and open space in Monterey County. While Garland Ranch Regional Park, located in Carmel Valley, 
and the Monterey Bay Coastal Trail are the most notable, there are many lesser known District parks and 
preserves that contribute significantly to the quality of life for local residents and visitors alike. 
Examples of these in the vicinity of Ocean Harbor House include 35 acres of previously industrially
used dunes purchased by a coalition of agencies in 1991 and added to Monterey State Beach, as well as 
the·Landfill Dune Preserve in Sand City, which consists of beach and restored coastal dune habitat, and 
includes a section of the Monterey Bay Coastal Trail along the bluff top of the property. MPRPD 
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personnel have expressed interest in purchasing additional beach and dune habitat property in Sand City, 
which is located approximately one mile upcoast from the Ocean Harbor House condominiums. In the 
near future almost half of Sand City's dunes are expected to be acquired by the Park District and turned 
over to State Parks for restoration and addition to the Monterey Bay State Seashore for open space and 
recreational use, as well as for endangered species habitat. ' 

Nothing can completely mitigate for the loss of the beach in front of Ocean Harbor House due to 
development of the proposed seawall. Thus, the above-discussed mitigation fee only partially mitigates 
for the loss of public beach in front of Ocean Harbor House due to development of the seawall and is 
based on an estimated 50-year life of the project. If the seawall continues to exist after 50 years, 
additional mitigation will be necessary to help offset the continuing impacts to public access that will 
result if the seawall remains in place after 50 years. Special Condition #1 0 requires that the Applicant · 
maintain and repair the seawall as necessary for the life of the project, and also requires the Applicant to 
apply for a coastal development permit (CDP) for each repair and maintenance episode. Thus, the 
appropriate time to assess additional mitigation fees for continued loss of public access and recreation 
use beyond the first 50 years of the seawall's existence will be at a time in the future when the Applicant 
applies for a CDP for repair and maintenance of the seawall. 

In addition to the access impacts discussed above, the proposed seawall project will require the 
movement of large equipment, workers, and supplies through State Parks property and the public City 
beach to complete the six phases of the project. Impacts to access and recreation from construction 
activities include: large equipment operations on the recreational beach area fronting the site; loss of 
recreational beach area to a construction zone (at the immediate project area); potential encroachment on 
Sanctuary waters (depending on tides); and general intrusion and negative impacts on the aesthetics, 
ambiance, serenity, and safety of the recreation beach experience. These impacts can be contained 
through construction parameters that limit the area of construction, limit the times when work can take 
place (to avoid weekends when recreational use is highest), clearly fence off the minimum construction 
area necessary, keep equipment out of Sanctuary waters, require off-beach equipment and material 
storage during non-construction times, and clearly delineate and avoid to the maximum extent feasible 
beach use areas. A construction plan is required for this purpose (see Special Condition #5). In addition, 
Special Condition #6 requires that the beach area be restored to its original configuration immediately 
following construction, to limit these impacts. Finally, Special Condition #16 assures that future owners 
of condominiums will have notice of all the terms and conditions of this approval, including the public 
access and recreation conditions, by requiring a deed restriction designed to record the project 
conditions against the affected property. With these conditions, the public access and recreation impacts 
of the proposed seawall project are mitigated to the maximum extent feasible. 

3. Visual Impacts 
Coastal Act Section Coastal Act Section 30251 provides for the protection of scenic and visual qualities 
of the coast and states, in part: 

30251. The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a 
resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to protect 
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views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize alteration of natural land 
forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and where, feasible, to 
restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. New development in highly scenic 
areas such as those designated ... by local government shall be subordinate to the character of its 
setting. 

43 

Similarly, Coastal Act Section 30240(b) also protects parks and recreation areas from significant visual 
degradation. Section 30240(b) states: 

30240(b). Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks 
and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly 
degrade those areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat and 
recreation areas. 

Del Monte Beach LUP Visual Resources Policies 4 & 5 state, in part: 

4. To enhance their aesthetic value, sand dunes throughout the LCP area shall be protected or 
restored where feasible, depending on their current condition including:... b. restoration and 
replanting of dunes within open space areas on the State Parks beach property, the City Beach 
property and the open space/habitat areas of the Del Monte Beach resubdivision (see Policy 1 in 
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas section). 

5. The lateral views along the shoreline shall be protected and enhanced by preserving the 
continuity of the beach, and, where feasible, widening the eventual open space strip along and 
behind the beach ... 

The Del Monte Beach LUP area shoreline is crescent shaped, with lateral views upcoast and downcoast 
readily available. The seaward units of the Ocean Harbor House condominium development are highly 
visible from many points on the beaches in Monterey, Seaside and Sand City, including from Monterey 
State Beach. The project site is in the regional viewshed of the Monterey Bay. The Del Monte Beach 
LUP recognizes the beach zone interface between the Bay and the shoreline land as the dominant 
landscape element of the area's aesthetic character. Two public use areas, the State Parks land adjacent 
to the site on the east and the directly adjacent City of Monterey beach provide the most accessible 
public Bay viewing points in the Del_Monte Beach LUP area. 

The project description includes the complete removal of the riprap revetment (see Exhibit 3) from the 
public beach directly seaward of the oceanfront condominium units. In addition, the seawall will be 
located completely on the Applicant's property and will be directly adjacent to the existing foundation 
ofthe condominium complex. The seawall will also be textured to mimic a bluff face to lessen its visual 
impact (see Exhibit 10). Thus, initially, the immediate result of the proposed project will provide a 
beneficial impact due to the removal of the large, unsightly riprap development and development of a 
less visually obtrusive seawall. Over time, however, the protective seawall will cause passive erosion, 
resulting in a peninsula effect, leading to the gradual loss of the beach in front of the seawall. Thus, the 
beach fronting the seawall structure will be permanently lost. In addition to the public access and 
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recreation impacts of the peninsula formation, there will be an impact to the visual character of the site 
as the beach is gradually lost in front of the seawall and the shoreline moves landward on either side of 
the development. 

Although the Ocean Harbor House complex (as well as the existing riprap) on the edge of the dunes 
somewhat disrupts the continuity of the shoreline, there is a strong sense of open space due to the 
continuous unobstructed beach. This continuous beach is considered to be an important contribution to 
the visual character of the area. The loss of this continuity through the anticipated peninsula effect of 
the proposed seawall was determined to be a significant unavoidable impact in the EIR, with no feasible 
mitigation measures available to compensate for the long-term visual impact, other than alternatives to 
the project (which have been determined to be infeasible- see Section III.C.la above). The Applicant 
has provided visual simulations that show the proposed seawall colored and textured to mimic a bluff 
face (see Exhibit 10). This will reduce the visual impacts of the seawall to some extent, although it will 
not be possible to fully mitigate the visual impacts given that the surrounding area is composed of sand 
dunes and not solid bluffs or cliffs. However, to reduce the visual impacts of the proposed seawall as 
much as possible, Special Condition #7 requires that the seawall be faced with a sculpted concrete 
surface that mimics, to the greatest extent feasible, the color and texture of the adjacent sand dunes. In 
addition, Special Condition #8 requires that after a small test section has been faced and allowed to cure 
to its final expected color, configuration, and texture, the Permittee shall notify Commission planning 
staff to arrange for a site visit to verify that the seawall facing approximates the approved expected 
finished facing product required in Special Condition #7. Furthermore, to soften the look of the seawall, 
Special Condition #9 requires that planter boxes be incorporated along the top of the seawall and that 
these planter boxes be planted with native, cascading plants that tolerate seaside conditions. Finally, 
Special Condition #10 requires that the Applicant maintain the new seawall, including the visual 
treatments and cascading landscaping, for the life of the project. With these conditions, the visual 
impacts of the proposed seawall project are mitigated to the maximum extent feasible. 

4. Environmentally Sensitive Habitat 
The Coastal Act is very protective of sensitive resource systems such as dunes and other 
environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs). The Coastal Act defines environmentally sensitive 
areas as follows: 

Section 30107.5. "Environmentally sensitive area" means any area in which plant or anima/life 
or their habitats are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in 
an ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and 
developments. 

Almost all development within ESHAs is prohibited, and adjacent development must be sited and 
designed so as to maintain the productivity of such natural systems. In particular, Coastal Act Section 
30240 states: 

Section 30240(a). Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any 
significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be 
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allowed within those areas. 

Section 30240(b). Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and 
parks and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would 
significantly degrade those areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat 
and recreation areas. 

Del Monte Beach LUP Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Policies 1, 2, & 4 state, in part: 

1. Environmentally sensitive dune habitat areas shall be protected from development and 
fragmentation by implementing protection standards. Protection standards shall include, but 
need not be limited to: a. Encouraging retention of open space through deed restrictions or 
conservation easements; b. Restricting land disturbance and the removal of indigenous plants to 
the minimum amount necessary for structural improvements; c. Requiring incorporation of 
appropriate mitigation measures such as setbacks, buffer strips, native landscape plans, 
drainage control plans and restoration plans; d. Requiring landscaping and maintenance with 
native coastal dune plants in development proposals and elimination of invasive non-native 
species, e.g. iceplant and dunegrass. 

2. In areas of dunes habitat, a dune restoration program shall be required as a condition of 
approval for any new development ... 

4. For any proposed development in the environmentally sensitive habitat areas of the Del Monte 
Beach area, as shown in, but not limited to, Figure 3A, a resource survey shall be conducted, 
according to established protocols, for all sensitive species, including dune plants, snowy plover, 
black legless lizard, and marine mammals known to occur in the vicinity. 

The Ocean Harbor House condominium complex is located in the Del Monte dunes portion of the 
Monterey Bay dune system (also known as the Seaside dune system). All substantial undeveloped areas 
within this strand of high dunes represent environmentally sensitive habitat, in various stages of 
disruption or recovery. Because the dune habitat ecosystem is a rapidly diminishing resource and is so 
easily disturbed, it is an acknowledged environmentally sensitive area. To properly recover and 
preserve viable dune habitat requires large contiguous tracts of dune for the establishment of a diverse 
native dune habitat. 

Although much of the Monterey Bay dune complex has been disturbed, areas of high quality dune 
habitat remain. For example, extensive dune restoration has taken place on the Naval Postgraduate 
School property, which is located downcoast from Ocean Harbor House. In addition, State Parks has 
restored portions of the dunes on the Monterey State Beach property directly east of Ocean Harbor 
House. Construction activity for the proposed seawall will occur on the Ocean Harbor House property 
with construction/access zones located on City of Monterey property and State Parks property (see 
Exhibit 6, pp. 3-5), with possible detrimental impacts to these areas. 

The area directly north of the seaward buildings at Ocean Harbor House, which is the area proposed for 
development of the new seawall, is dynamically active and devoid of vegetation and native dune habitat 
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due to natural erosion from tidal impacts and wave run-up, as well as the placement of existing riprap. 
However, construction of the proposed seawall will impact several vegetated areas, including an area 
adjacent to the City of Monterey dune restoration area, portions of the common areas between the 
seaward buildings, and a portion of the adjacent State Parks property, through which it will be necessary 
to access and remove riprap. A biological assessment determined that the total construction impact area 
would be approximately 8,500 square feet. Through field surveys, this assessment also determined that 
there were no endangered, threatened or listed plant species identified on the Ocean Harbor House 
property or the portions of the adjacent properties that will be impacted by construction. The proposed 
project includes restoration of the areas impacted by construction with native dune vegetation that will 
integrate with existing native dune vegetation on the City of Monterey and California State Parks 
properties (see Exhibit 11 for an outline of the proposed landscaping plan). The proposed landscaping 
plan is intended to improve dune habitat and provide sand stabilization. Restoration landscaping 
activities on the adjacent City Park property will be coordinated with the City after the proposed sanitary 
sewer line relocation and storm drain improvements are completed. Special Condition #11 requires 
submission of the dune restoration plan to the Executive Director for review and approval. 

The western snowy plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus) is a federally listed (threatened) shorebird 
known to use dune areas as nesting habitat. The intertidal zone and bare beach areas may be used as 
breeding and foraging areas. According to the EIR, snowy plovers were not found during a biologist's 
visit to the proposed project site and associated construction areas. The adjacent State Park land, 
however, has been known to support the snowy plover and is proposed as a Habitat Conservation Area 
for the protection of species of special concern, including the western snowy plover. According to 
USFWS, human activity continues to be a key factor adversely affecting snowy plover coastal breeding 
sites and breeding populations in California. Projects and/or construction activities that cause, induce, 
or increase human-associated disturbance during the plover's breeding season (March 1st to September 
14th) adversely impact snowy plovers. To ensure that nesting snowy plovers are not disturbed by the 
proposed development, Special Condition #12 requires that construction activities for the seawall project 
commence after September 15th and that all construction activities shall be completed before March 15

\ 

unless approvals are obtained from U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, California Department of Fish & 
Game, and State Parks. 

The proposed seawall project would occur in the range of the California black legless lizard, which is a 
state listed Species of Concern. Species of Special Concern are species that have been identified by the 
California Department of Fish & Game as having limited distribution or the extent of their habitat has 
been reduced substantially, such that threats to their populations may be imminent. These species may 
receive special attention during environmental review, but do not have statutory protection. The range 
of the black legless lizard is restricted to a small area of Monterey County; a second population has been 
recorded in the Morro Bay area. The lizards tend to inhabit areas of loose soil such as sand dunes and 
sandy canyon bottoms, and prefer areas with scattered scrub vegetation and leaf litter. No black legless 
lizards were observed during reconnaissance surveys on the proposed project site. The habitat value for 
lizards was found to be very poor on the project site. However, the site is consistent with the range and 
general habitat of the black legless lizard. Thus, Special Condition #13 requires that the project site be 
surveyed for these lizards by a qualified biologist prior to the commencement of construction, and on a 
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. 
daily basis until grading is completed. If found, the lizards must be captured and immediately placed 
into containers with moist paper towels, and released in similar habitat on undisturbed portions of the 
site at the same depth in the soil as when found. With this condition, as well as the conditions discussed 
above, the proposed project is consistent with the environmentally sensitive habitat policies of the 
Coastal Act. 

5. Other Approvals 
State Parks will need to issue a "right-of-entry" permit to the Applicant for the encroachment activities 
due to construction. Special Condition #14 requires the Applicant to provide evidence that State Parks 
has issued the "right-of-entry" permit. In addition, Special Condition #3 requires the Applicant to 
consult with State Parks staff regarding the eastern section of proposed public access through the Ocean 
Harbor House parking lot and down to the beach (see Exhibit 8). If the trail down to the beach 

· encroaches onto State Parks property, the Applicant will need to provide evidence of a permit from State 
Parks to build and maintain this portion of the accessway. 

At this time, waters of the Monterey Bay sometimes occupy the seawall project area (during the winter, 
e.g.). In the future, with peninsula formation, the waters of the Monterey Bay will regularly occupy the 
seawall project area. Thus, the proposed project may require Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary 
approval. Special Condition #15 requires that the Applicant submit a copy of the Monterey Bay 
National Marine Sanctuary (MBNMS) permit, letter of permission, or evidence that no MBNMS permit 
Is necessary. 

6. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Section 13096 of the California Code of Regulations requires that a specific finding be made in 
conjunction with coastal development permit applications showing the application to be consistent with 
any applicable requirements of CEQA. Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed 
development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures 
available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have on 
the environment. 

The Coastal Commission's review and analysis of land use proposals has been certified by the Secretary 
of Resources as being the functional equivalent of environmental review under CEQ A. This staff report 
has discussed the relevant coastal resource issues with the proposal and in accordance therewith, the 
Commission has imposed appropriate mitigations to address adverse impacts to said resources. There 
are no additional full mitigation measures available that would substantially lessen the significant 
adverse impacts of the project proposal. As such, the Commission approves the project, subject to 
special conditions, pursuant to CEQA Section 21080.5, which allows approval of a project if there are 
no feasible alternatives or mitigation measures to reduce environmental impacts. 
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CITY COUNCIL 
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

OCEAN HARBOR HOUSE SEAWALL 

January 6, 2004 

THAT CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF MONTEREY adopts and makes this statement of 
overriding considerations concerning the Project's unavoidable significant impacts to explain 
why the Project's benefits override and outweigh its unavoidable impacts. 

WHEREAS the owners of the Ocean Harbor House propose to construct a reinforced concrete 
seawall, the Project, to protect the seaward units from storm waves and coastal erosion (see 
5/12/03 Site Plan). 

WHEREAS an Environmental Impact Report was completed and circulated on the Project which 
determined that the Project would result in two significant and unayoidable impacts, including: 

A. Over the long-term, construction of the proposed seawall may cause a substantial negative 
aesthetic impact to, or "sense of loss" of, the existing visual character of the site and its 
surroundings. The project combined with other similar projects in the area will result in a 
cumulative negative aesthetic impact to the existing visual character of the site and nearby 
coastline. 

B. Over time, construction of the proposed seawall and armoring this seCtion of the coast will 
result in an erosive condition that will further result in the loss of the beach width fronting the 
seawall. · 

WHEREAS the Environmental Impact Report further determined that there are no feasible 
mitigation measures for these impacts that can reduce the impact to a level of insignificance 
other than the project alternatives discussed in Section 4.0 of the report 

However, the above stated significant impacts are overridden by the unprecedented substantial 
benefits this Project brings to the City of Monterey. 

Safety Benefits 

Ocean Harbor House is a legally built existing structure in danger from storm waves and 
shoreline erosion. The California Coastal Commission has ordered the removal of the existing 
riprap revetment by November 2004. The Ocean Harbor House will be in imminent danger of 
structural failure upon removal of the rock riprap revetment. The building and residents will then 
be exposed to wave action, particularly during storm wave periods over the next storm cycle if 
nothing is done. The Project impacts are outweighed by the safety benefits that the City will 
receive in the protection the Project will provide the building and residents of the Ocean Harbor 
House and the citizens of the City of Monterey. 

Currently, storm conditions close off the beach in front of the existing riprap revetment and 
seaward units of Ocean Harbor House. The existing large rock riprap revetment currently 
protecting Harbor House is a safety hazard to beach goers. It is anticipated that, due to 
continued beach erosion after removal of the rock riprap revetment, the beach will narrow, 
raising the risk of injury to beachgoers that may be caught between the high surf and the 
building. The Project impacts are outweighed by the safety benefits for beachgoers to be 
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provided safe, lateral long-term access around a hazardous area between the high tide and 
building. 

Public Access Benefits 

Lateral public access will be reduced and ultimately eliminated upon removal of the 550 foot 
rock rip rap revetment which is located on the public beach due to inundation in front of and 
under the building during storm periods. Alternative public access solutions were analyzed by 
the City. The alternative of locating an elevated walkway on top of the 434-foot seawall was 
explored. Such a walkway would extend over public property and would require closure during 
storm periods. Alternative year around, safe public access of 930 feet through the City Park, 
Harbor House parking lot and State Park will be provided by the Project which will benefit 
beachgoers and the ~itizens of Monterey and outweigh the impact of losing public access due to 
storm waves and the peninsula effect. · · 

Various types of public access have been historically provided in Monterey where access needs 
to be restricted or controlled in environmentally sensitive areas, in hazardous areas, in areas 
where there is potential for damage to private properties, such as the canneries in Cannery Row 
and in areas where public access could conflict with emergency needs such as those of the 
Coast Guard. 

-In this Project, public access needs to be restricted and controlled due to the hazardous storm 
periods and due to potential damage to privately owned Ocean Harbor House. It is an 
acceptable level of public access to the City of Monterey for beach goers to have access to the 
City Park and State Park on each side of Ocean Harbor House and that Harbor House provide 
public access through their parking lot short of providing access to the Regional Recreation Trail 

. and Del Monte Avenue pubic access some distance south of the site. 

Aesthetic Benefits 

Following completion of the Ocean Harbor House EIR, comments were received from the public 
and City Architectural Review Committee resulting in the proposed redesign of the Project to 
imitate a beach dune. The City Council has received testimony and evidence that such 
redesign is feasible and have added a Condition of Approval that the Project shall be 
redesigned to imitate a beach dune in color and texture subject to review and approval by the 
Architectural Review Committee. This practice has been followed historically in Monterey by 
redesign of retaining walls, street medians and other public safety structures in the Harbor and 
Downtown area to resemble natural landscape features. It is an aesthetic benefit to the public 
and citizens of Monterey for the Project to be redesigned to resemble the natural landscape 
feature of a sand dune. 

Social Benefits 

The Project will preserve 124 oceanfront residential units, which provide housing to residents of 
the City of Monterey. The City controls 22 of the units as affordable housing. The Project will 
therefore preserve a significant number of market rate as well as affordable housing units in the 
City's housing stock which address Monterey's fair share contribution to regional housing needs 
and provides market and affordable housing to Monterey citizens. The project will prevent the 
displacement of those residents, the relocation costs and impact on other housing stock at a 
time when housing is a significantly scarce resource on the Monterey Peninsula and Monterey 
Bay region. 
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Economic and Fiscal Benefits 

The Project will protect residential property in the City. The property owners of Ocean Harbor 
House are protecting their residences at their own cost, on the existing building footprint and on 
their own property. The Project will not consume public funds or public property. The City and · 
other affected government agencies will continue to obtain significant economic benefits in the 
form of property tax that would otherwise be lost due to the potential destruction of 124 
residential units. 

Alternatives Considered 

The City considered a range of reasonable project alternatives that could attain most of the 
objectives of the project including Beach Replenishment, Offshore Reefs, Sacrificial Sand Berm, 
Slope Armoring, Retaining Wall Repair, Foundation Underpinning _and Relocation of Seaward 
Units. The Environmental Impact Report and the City Council analyzed the comparative merits 
of these alternatives in terms of feasibility, legal considerations, coastal protection, 
environmental impact, social, fiscal and economic impact. 

In this case, the No Project Alternative is not a viable alternative because the existing 
threatened structures would not be protected absent the existing riprap revetment or some other 

·form of armoring. Additional repair alternatives including Retaining Wall Repair, Foundation 
Underpinning are essentially piece meal armoring efforts that will continue as long as the 
building exists. 

The Environmentally Superior Alternative, Relocation of Seaward Units Alternative, is estimated 
to cost $17,500,000 to $22,500,000 for the relocation of only 36 of the 124 threatened units. 
Such relocation costs could be considered a taking and result in the City. of Monterey being held 
financially responsible for paying the costs to the property owners for the proportional property 
value loss of no longer having an ocean front property. Furthermore, relocation of the units 
landward within the same sand dune environment only results in the units again being 
threatened in the relatively near term future by additional shoreline erosion. This would result in 
the eventual loss of 124 housing units, displacing residents and impacting the City and regions 
housing stock. The City of Monterey finds that this is not a feasible alternative. 

The next Environmentally Superior Alternative, Planned Retreat, would result in a phased 
vacation and demolition of 124 units. The City of Monterey has not adopted a planned retreat 
policy nor has a finanCial program in place to finance the costs.of such a policy. The City of 
Monterey would suffer severe financial impacts if a planned retreat alternative were selected. 
Furthermore, 124 housing units would be destroyed, displacing residents and impacting the City 
and region's housing stock. The City of Monterey finds that this is not a feasible alternative. 

Other alternatives considered, including Beach Replenishment, Offshore Reefs and Sacrificial 
Sand Berms, constitute regional solutions and impact state and national resources. Relocating 
sand from the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary to the shoreline violates National 
Marine Sanctuary regulations. Altering the Monterey Bay seabed to locate an Offshor~ Reef 
violates National Marine Sanctuary regulations. These alternatives have not proven to be 
feasible in Monterey Bay. Moreover, these are regional solutions that would affect and preserve 
the shoreline beyond the project site and justify regional cost sharing and intergovernmental 
cooperation and coordination. No such program is in place and may take a number of years for 
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City, Regional, State and National governments to prepare, adopt and implement such a 
program. The City of Monterey finds that these are not feasible alternatives. 

The City finds that the alternative approaches are not feasible to produce a demonstrated 
alternative that protects the Project property without significantly greater environmental, social 
and economic impacts and the City finds that the proposed Project represents a feasible 
solution and reasonable balance between effective protection, legal considerations, social and 
economic costs and impacts to the coastline. 

Regional Approach 

The City Council finds that shoreline erosion issues related to existing public and private 
development between City Wharf #2 and the Seaside City limit is a regional issue and is not 
confined to a single property. The Council further finds that it is in the bestinterest of the entire 
region to anticipate a significant amount of beach erosion on Monterey beaches and to begin 
searching for alternatives to protect or relocate public and private structures. City Council finds 
that such alternatives are technically difficult, time-consuming and costly. National Marine 
Sanctuary, United States Naval Postgraduate School, California Coastal Commission, California 
State Parks, Monterey Regional Pollution Control Agency as well as City of Monterey will 
necessarily need to coordinate efforts to address the beach erosion issue between Wharf #2 
and Seaside City limit. Upon adoption and implementation of a cooperative program, the 

• Project may be revisited to determine if regional solutions are available to address armoring, 
sand replenishment or nourishment and coastal access issues on the Southern Monterey Bay 
shoreline and at Ocean Harbor House. 

Conclusion 

ACCORDINGLY, the City Council of the City of Monterey has balanced the benefits of the 
proposed Project against its two unavoidable and significant environmental impacts. The 
aesthetic impact has been further mitigated but not been fully satisfied because of the need to 
satisfy competing concerns. In the case of the peninsula effect impact, the Council has chosen 
to accept certain environmental impact because complete eradication of the impact purely for 
environmental reason would unduly compromise other important social, fiscal, economic and 
environmental goals or objectives. The City Council finds that the supporting documentation 
provide for a positive balance of the competing goals and the social, fiscal economic and 
environmental benefits to be obtained by the Project outweigh any remaining environmental and 
related potential detriment of the Project. 

Based on the safety, social, fiscal and economic benefits and legal considerations set forth 
above, a statement of overriding consideration is appropriate pursuant to CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15093. Each benefit constitutes an overriding consideration warranting approval of the 
Project, independent of other benefits, despite each and every unavoidable impact. 
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11. 

INTRODUCTIQN 

These co<:~stal bluff stabilizoUon plans have been prepared at the request 
of lhe Ocean Harbor House HOA. The location of the proposed work is on 
1 Surf Way, Monterey California. In the areas where stabilization Is 
proposed, U10 coastal bluffs are eroding and receding toward the improved 
areas of tho Ocean Harbor House Development. The stabiliZation work 
consists of constJUcting tiedbacl< concrete and sheet pile seawalls. The 
purpose of these coastal btuff stabitization plans Is to eliminate bluff 
erosion and recession and to reduce the risk of damage to the Ocean 
Harbor House Dovelopmenl. 

f!J!JPOS!;; 

The purpose of these coastal bluff stabilization plans is to reduce coastal 
erosion and recession and to reduce the risk of damage to the Ocean 
Harbor House Development. 

g£!iERAL CQ!'§TRU(:TION !fOTE.l! 

It shall be understood that Engineered Soi Repairs, Inc. or ESR (1267 
Springbrook Rd. Walnut Creek, CA 94596). Contact: Steve 0' Connor is 
tho Civi Engineer for the project. Phone: (925) 21().2150. 

All work shall be done in conformance w~h the 1997 Unifonn BuDding 
Coda as woll as applicable fedoral, state. OSHA. county and city 
ocdinances, amendmenls and rulings. 

Alleasl one set of plans shall be on site at all times for Inspection. 

Contcactor shaU verify all dimensbns and existing r~eld condiUons. 
Discrepancios between drawings and field conditions. and/or omissions on 
the (!!)wings shal be promptly brought to the anention of the engineer 
bof'n proceeding work. 

Thioposed construCtion operation wUI take place at or near fence 
con clion and other lines. property lines. and property improvements. 
Th fence lines and Improvements shall be maintained at an times 
dur:rhe construction operalion. 

Profitive fencing and/or barriers shall be instaned as shown on Sheets S· 
2, lj:fenti"" to mark oil construction access and work zones. 

II sQI bOa contracto(s responsibi6ty to maintain control of the entire 
con'Sl'ucN operation and to this end keep the work areas free from 
ero!E, t~ contractor shaD use Best Management Practices. (BMPs) 

~
xiNce and location of any underground ulilny pipelines or 

s reolllloown on these plans are obtained by a search of the avaUable 
sand in some cases by field survey. RevieW of these plans by the 

Cit)IDr County does not consUtute a representalion as to the accuracy or 

~
teness of the location or existence or non-existence of any 
round utilities or structures within the limits of this project. The 

ctor Is required to take all due precautionary meant to protect the 
and alruelures not of record or not shown on these plana. 

Thw>ntractor shaU notify all utility companies and request.field location 
ma~s of facilities prior to commencing construclion. Contractor shan 
be 50r.ly responsible for locating and protecting aU underground facilities. 
Where potential conftlct with underground utlities may constitute a aafety 
hazard or interfere with the progress of the work, such facilities shan be 
hand excavated lo determine their precise localion. Such facilities 
Include, but are not limited to: plumbing, sewer, electrical, gas, water and 
telephone lines. 

Any underground structures such as cesspools, cisterns, mining shafts, 
tunnels, septic tanks, well,. and pipe lines not located prior to construction 
shan be brou9htto the attention of the Civl Engineer for detennination of 
appropriate action. 

Contractor Is responsible for providing an ono~ oflsfte traDer, port-o
pottys, power and telephOne aarvice. 

m 
"'0~ 

CQ -· 
~g: 
\ -oEi" -v\.1 

~ 

D. j::_ONSTRUCTION SAFETY NOTES 

1. Tho contractor shan notify Underground Service Alert (USA) a mlnim<Jm of 
2 working days prior to ·!!!X digging. Call 1-800-227-2600. 

2. Tho contraCtor will comply with an State, County and City laws and 
ordinances, and regulations of the Department of Industrial Relations 
O.S.H.A., and Industrial Accident Commission relating to the saloty and 
character of work equipment and tabor personnel. 

3. The contractor shall be responsible for keeping ad public rights-of-way and 
off-site areas free from all dirt, mud. dust and debris at aU times. 

4. Sanitary facilities shall be maintained on the site. 

5. Contractor lo maintain safe egress Into and out of the public beach and 
the condominiums al aU times. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

E. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

F. 

1. 

2. 

~-
4. 

Contractor shaD provide an necessary protection of the buildings, sewer 
.. lines and any other utilities during construction. 

Contractor is responsible lor all shoring. Shoring is to be per Cal OSHA 
requirements. Conlractor lo have open Cal OSHA trenching and 
excavation permit. Contractor to have certified, competent person 
responsible for trenching and shoring. 

Contractor responsible lor keeping work area sale. This would Include but 
not be limiled 1o flagging off work area and covering trenches not being 
worked on. 

Equipment Is to be in good working order. 

Contractor is responsible for the after-hours security of the work site, 
equipment and materials. The Ocaan Harbor House Development will 
provide 10 parking stans lor an office space, sanitary facilities and storage 
area. 

CONCRETE 

All concrete construction per uniform buHding code, Chapter 26. 

All concrete to obtain a 28 day compressive strength of 5000 psi. 

CementshaU conform to ASTM C t50, Type V. 

Hard rock aggregates shall confonn to ASSTM C33. Their maxlm<Jm size 
shaD be 1 Y. Inches lor footings, cassions and grade beams and 1 Inch lor 
another work. 

Concrete cover at reinforcing shan be as follows: 

a. Poured against the earth ..•.•. 6" clear 
b. Exposed to earth but poured against fonns •..•. 6' clear 

Reinforcing shaU have a minimum lap of 40 bar diameters or 2'-0' 
whichever la larger. unless noted otherwise. 

AD reinforcing steel, dowels, anchor bolts end other Inserts shan be 
secured in position prior to pouring concrete. 

Continuous lnspectlon Is roqulred lor all concrete excess ol2000 psi. 

No - cement shall be allowed to enter the Monterey Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary. 

REINFO~G STEEL 

Reinforcing steel shaQ be epoxy coated and ohaD be new stock delonned 
conforming to ASTM A~15 

Number 4 bars and smaHer shaD be Grode 40 

Number 5 bars and smaDer shaft be Grade 60 

All bends to be made prior to epoxy coating. 

' 

. - . ~-·. ·---·-·: ---· ·--
G. STAKING AND LOJ<AIIQ.tl 

1. The engineer shall locate new aeawatt locations and mark with stakes 
prior to construction, for review and construction by contractor. 

2. Layout: Reference points witt be established by the engineer. Thue 
reference points will be used to control placement of the atNctures relative 
to structural features and to elevation. 

3. Locations of existing drain facilities are approxlmata. The contractor shel 
verify locations and protect. if within limits of work. The contractor shan 
plug, cap or reconnecUrelnstan existing dl"lllnage faclllltea damaged during 
construction, as directed by engineer. 

4. Local survey control: spikes are set at each sHe for. use as control points. 
Do not disturb spikes. Their elevations are ahown on the plans. Vertical 
datum Is In mean sea level. 

H.~ 

1. To prevent any Impacts upon the marine habitat within city or stale beach 
areas, or the waters of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, no 
overburden or wet cement may be allowed to enter these areas. Although 
construction activity will occur on the beach, such activity m<Jst be strictty 
confined to the area where the bluff stabUizatlon structures will be 
constructed. Construction fencing shall be Installed above the mean high 
tida as shown on Sheets S-3, S-4 and S-5. Any areas of loose or unstable 
soil must be stabilized immediately after other portions of the project are 
rmlshed. Any heavy equipment operation must be conducted with care 
near the edge of the bluff to prevent the destabRizatlon end additional 
eroalon. Care musl be taken so the coastal bluffs outside the work area 
are not damaged during construction. 

I. ~MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs) 

The following mitigation measures are to control exhaust emissions from the 
diesel heavy equipment used for the construction projects: 

1. Operational measures, such as limiting Ume spent with the engine ldfing 
by shutting down equipment when not in use: 

2. On aile constructionlprojact manager shaD be responsible for monitoring 
and assuring compliance 

3. A post project report shaD be submitted to the City of Monterey's Engineer, 

4. Regular preventive maintenance shaD be submRted to prevent emission 
increases due 10 engine problems; 

5. Use of low-sulfur and low-aromatic fuel meeting Catilomla standards for 
motor vehicle Diesel fuel: and 

6. Use of tow-eminlng Diesel engines meeting federal emissions standards 
lor construction equipment. · 

The following mltlgatioil measures are 1o control water and beach pollution from 
tho State of Califomla Department of Transportation Construction S~ BMPo 
Manual. 

1. SS-1 (scheduling) and SS-2 (preservation of vegetation) 

2. SC-7 (street sweeping/vacuuming) and SC-10 (storm drain Inlet 
protection) 

3. TC-1 (stabilized construction entrance/exit) 

4. NS-1 (water conservation prectlce), NS-8 (Hiicft connection, Ulegal 
discharge detection end reporting, NS-8 (vehicle & equipment cleaning~ 
NS-9 (vehicle & equipment fueling), NS-10 (vehicle & equipmant 
maintenance) 

5. WM-1 (lnatarial dellv8fY & storage), WM-2 (material use), WM-3 (slockpDe 
management), WM-4 (spll prevention and control), WM-5 (solid waate 
management), WM-8 (hazard wasta management), WM-8 (concrete wasta 
management), WM-9 (sanitary/septic waste management) 

6. Contractor shaH be responsible for al alta non-point source pofMlon 
control. 

7. Contractor shaH be responaible for aU equlpmenl, personnel, material 
suppliers and subcontractors to be Incompliance with all BMPs set forth In 
the approved Water Pollution Control Program (WPCP). These measures 
apply to aH portions of project activity (eg. Construction zones, beach 
access ramp, beach/shoreline trade, equipment & materials staging and 
otockpling areas, materials hauling routes. The contractor shaH designate 
spectllc Individual (s) as the onslte responder tor any & au Inspections for 
WPCP compliance. 
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION ' 

SEAWALL CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 

. The following generalized sequence of work, as provided by the Applicant, outlines the 
anticipated construction measures necessary for the proposed seawall installation. As part 
of the project, construction activities will commence before October 1st and be completed 
before March 1st to avoid disrupting potential snowy plover on the adjacent State Parks 
lands (biological impacts are discussed in Section 3.2 of this document). Therefore, the 
following sequence may be modified in response to weather conditions and to 
accommodate the snowy plover breeding season. 

Phase I - Seaward Spread Foundation Shoring 

· This phase of the project will involve underpinning the most seaward spread foundation of 
the four buildings (#1, 2, 3, & 4) with 32 hand-dug reinforced-concrete piers and 
underpinning the most seaward entry deck bridge foundation of the four buildings with 
eight helical anchors. The hand-dug piers will vary in depth from 15 to 20 feet deep while 
the helical anchors will be a minimum of 15 feet deep as measured from the exterior 
g~d~ . 

It is anticipated to take approximately four to eight weeks to install the temporary, shoring 
piers for the first seaward spread foundation of the entry decks and the buildings. The 
work can be done during non-stormy periods of the fall/winter/spring season. A crew size 
of approximately 15 persons would be required, including field, safety and supervising 
personnel for the duration of this phase. Equipment required would include trucks for 
transportation, generator for electrical power, air compressor and digging tools for 
excavation and a portable drill rig for installing the helical anchors for a two-day period 
within the four-week time frame. 

Additional traffic is anticipated to be no more than eight vehicles in the morning coming in 
and eight vehicles going out in the evening. All work will be within the property 
boundaries of the Ocean Harbor House development. However, a temporary 
encroachment permit will be required for construction traffic. 

Phase II - Removal of the Sand Berm and the Rock Rip-Rap Slope Facing 

Phase II of the proposed project will involve the removal of the sacrificial protective sand 
berm and temporary rock rip-rap slope facing across the seaward edge of the development. 
The sacrificial sand berm will be spread out across the width of the beach area while the 
rock rip-rap will be removed and off hauled away from the site. 

This phase is anticipated to take approximately four weeks to spread out the sand berm and 
remove all of the rock rip-rap slope facing across the seaward end of the development. An 
estimated 20 persons including truck drivers, operating engineers, field, safety and 
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

supervising personnel will be needed. Equipment utilized would include trucks for 
transportation, generator for electrical power, two quarry dump trucks for transporting the 
rock rip-rap across the beach to Surf Way, 10 end dumps for off hauling the rock rip-rap 
away from the site, three Cat 325 excavators (or larger) for loading the rock rip-rap into the 
quarry and end dump trucks and a D-5 Dozer to spread out the sand for the duration of the 
two week period. 

ft is anticipated that eight to 10 end dumps wi II be used to .off haul the rock rip-rap. The 
trucks will make four to six round trips within an eight-hour day. It is estimated that the 
rip-rap removal will take three to four weeks. There will be a temporary encroachment of 
a 20 to 40 foot width across the City of Monterey property above the mean high tide line 
from Surf Way to the east end of the Ocean Harbor House development during this phase. 

Phase Ill- Sewer line Relocation 

This phase of the project will relocate the sewer line to be beyond the 1 00-year erosion 
line on the landward side of the seawall. Across the seaward edge of the development the 
sewer line will be located on the landward edge of the sea wall. This will require 
relocating portions of the sewer line where the seawall angles back into the common area 
between Building 1 and 2 and the common area between Building 3 and 4. The sewer 
lateral to the city manhole at the west end of the development will be removed and 
disposed off site and a new sump installed with an automatic pump to discharge the 
sewage effluent into the citY sewer manhole located on Tide Avenue. In case of a power 
or pump failure, there will be back-up power supply and pump system. An alarm will be 
triggered in the onsite manager's office in the event of an activation of the back-up system. 

The relocation of the private sewer line will allow the abandonment and removal of the 
City sewer line that currently runs through Del Monte. Park. 

Sewer relocation and sump installation is estimated to take two weeks. This work can be 
done concurrent with Phase I or Phase II work. Ten persons, including operating 
engineers, field, safety and supervising personnel will be required. Equipment used during 
this phase will include trucks for transportation, generator for electrical power, air 
compressor and digging tools for excavations and a small backhoe for an aid in trenching 
in open areas. 

No more than eight additional vehicles coming in the morning and eight additional 
vehicles going out in the evening are anticipated. This phase will establish a permanent 
five-foot wide sewer easement across the City of Monterey property to tie into the city 
sewer manhole on Tide Avenue. 
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Phase IV- Seawall Installation (Except East Return Wall by State Park lands) 

During Phase IV of the project a curvilinear seawall along the seaward and western end of 
the development will be installed. Under the seaward end of the buildings and the return 
ends of Buildings 1 and 4, the seawall will be a pier supported, tied-back, reinforced. 
concrete retaining wall. Within the common areas and at the end of the development, the 
seawall will be atied-back sheet pile retaining wall. 

It will take approximately 20 weeks to complete the installation. A crew of approximately 
30 persons including operating engineers, field, safety and supervising personnel will be 
used for the duration of the 20-week period. Equipment to be used includes: trucks for 
transportation, generator for electrical power, and a D5 dozer for grading the beach for the 
duration of 20-week period; a 325 Cat excavator (or larger) for excavations, drill rig for 
drilling pier and tie back holes, two cranes for moving sheet pile, casing pier holes and 
steel placement, and a pile driver for installing the sheet pile~ for a 14-week period within 
the 22-week period; a loader for backfilling behind the seawalls, four end dumps for 
transporting drain rock, for backfilling behind the seawalls for a two-week period within 
the 20-week period. 

It is anticipated that the trucks will make from eight to 10 daily trips. This phase of 
construction will require a 20-foot wide temporary encroachment across the City of 
Monterey property above the mean high tide line from Surf Way to the east end of the 
Ocean Harbor House development as well as a 20-foot wide temporary encroachment 
across the City of Monterey property along the western edge of the development. Work 
areas are shown on the plans, and they will protect Tide Aven~e landscaping . 

Phase V- Storm Drain line Work 

Phase V of the project will involve the relocation of the storm drain lines to discharge into 
the city drain line off Surf Way. The storm drain water from the eastern portion of the 
development will be collected in a new sump with an automatic pump to discharge the 
storm runoff into the city storm drain line off Surf Way. This will enable the City to 
discontinue the use and ultimately remove the City Sewer line that currently runs through 
Del Monte Park. The final project drawings will reflect the tie in with the City system • 

The storm drain line work is anticipated to take approximately two weeks. This work can 
be done concurrent with any of the phases of work. The crew will consist of 10 people 
including op~rating engineers, field, safety and supervising personnel. Equipment to be 
used includes trucks for transportation, a generator for electrical power, an air compressor 
and digging tools for an aid in excavations, and a small backhoe for an aid in trenching in 
open areas. 
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This phase of the work will only require trucks for transportation and trailer-towed 
equipment. Additional traffic is anticipated to be no more than eight vehicles in the 
morning coming in and eight vehicles going out in the evening. A permanent five-foot 
wide storm drain easement across the City of Monterey property will be required to tie intq 
the city storm drain line from Surf Way. 

Phase VI- Seawall Installation (East Return Wall by the State Park lands) 

During this phase, a tied back sheet pile retaining seawall will be instal_led along the 
eastern end of the development. 

It will take approximately six weeks and a crew of 30 persons including operating 
engineers, field, safety and supervising personnel to complete the installation. Equipment 
used during this phase include a 325 Cat excavator (or larger) for excavations, drill rig for 
drilling pier and tie back holes, 2 cranes for moving sheet pile, casing pier holes and steel 
placement, and a pile driver for installing the sheet piles for a four-week period within the 
six-week period. A loader for backfilling behind the seawalls, four end dumps for 
transporting drain rock, for backfilling behind the retaining walls will be utilized for a two
week period within the six-week period. 

It is anticipated that the trucks will make from eight to 10 daily trips. This phase of 
construction will require a 20-foot wide temporary encroachment across the City of 
Monterey property above the mean high tide line from Surf Way to the east end of the 
Ocean Harbor House development as well as a 20-foot wide temporary encroachment 
across the City of Monterey property along the western edge of the development. Work 
areas are shown on the plans, and they will protect Tide Avenue landscaping. 

2.7 REQUESTED ACTIONS AND REQUIRED APPROVALS 

This EIR provides the environmental information and analysis and primary CEQA 
documentation necessary for the City to adequately consider the effects of the requested 
development proposal. The City of Monterey, as lead agency, has approval authority and
responsibility for considering the environmental effects of the whole of the project. In_ 
order to implement the proposed project, an application has been submitted to the City. 
Actions that would be taken relative to the project evaluated in this EIR include: 

• Temporary Encroachment Permit; 

• Permanent Storm Drain and Sewer Easements; 

• Architectural Review Committee approval; 

• Temporary Use Permit for the Californi-a State Parks Department; @. 
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROJECT 

greater than the proposed project. A number of primary objectives are left unsatisfied by 
both of these alternatives. 

Alternative 4, the "Beach Replenishment Alternative" has greater environmental impacts 
than the proposed project. In addition, the "Beach Replenishment Alternative" does not 
meet the public's objective of complying with permit conditions of approval since the 
Alternative does not provide a "permanent solution" to the bluff erosion problems facing 
the Ocean Harbor House. Unless modifications could be made to this Alternative to make 
it a long-term solution and the associated impacts could be mitigated, this would not 
represent a feasible alternative. 

A summary matrix is provided below, as Table 11, which compares each considered 
alternative with the proposed project. . ' 

TABLE 11 

COMPARISON OF PROJECT Al TERNA llVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT 

Alt. 1 •No ' Alt. 2 Alt3 
*Planned·' 

. . . ·, 

Environmental ...... . Project"~ ' .•Relocation of 
Category .i ·· -

·· .. ~- : .... Retreat'··· .. · seaward units .··. •No .. 
.. ;"-.;; Seawall• Alternative~· · Alternative" · 

AestheticsNisual less less less Resources 
Air Quality similar similar similar 
Biological Resources greater similar similar 
Geology, Soils and less less less Coastal Erosion 
Hazards and greater less less Hazardous Material 
Hydrology and Water 

greater ......_,_greater greater Quality ·~ .. 

Land Use less less less 
Noise similar similar similar 
Population and 

greater greater less Housing 
Public Services and 

greater Utilities greater greater 

Traffic similar similar similar 
Consistency with less less 

less consistent Project Objectives consistent consistent 
Greater - Impacts greater than those identified for the proposed project would result. 
Less _. Impacts less than those identified for the proposed project would result. 
Similar - Impacts similar to those identified for the proposed project would result. 
Consistent - Alternative would be consistent with Project Objectives. 
Less Consistent - Alternative would be less consistent with Project Objectives 
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3.2 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

removal and storm drain improvements are completed. Below is a description of the 
.,eroposed planting PLan as outlined in the Preliminary Dune Planting Plan and Biological 
Assessment prepared by Rana Creek Habitat Restoration. . 

Soil Stabilization 

After construction is complete, and prior to planting and seed application, the sand shall be 
stabilized by utilizing clean weed free rice straw. The straw can be anchored by hand, or 
applied mechanically and secured using a tackifier. 

Irrigation 

No irrigation shall be used for the establishment and management of vegetation. Planting 
will be done in the late fall to take advantage of seasonal rainfall . 

Fencing Maintenance 

Inspections shall include temporary fencing during construction and restoration 
implementation. Fencing will consist of orange or green plastic mesh fencing. If there is 
any damage to the fencing, it shall be reported and repaired . 

Direct Planting 

Nursery grown plants and transplants shall be planted into areas where weed control has 
been implemented. The plants shall be placed in excavated basins and backfilled. The 
soils shall be firmly compressed at the base of the plant to preserve moisture. Each plant 
shall be watered after planting to a soil moisture depth of 12 inches. 

Hydroseeding 

The majority of the planting will be done from seed with a hydroseeder. This is for 
economic reasons, as the plants will not have to be grown in a nursery. Seed shall be 
uniformly mixed placing seed, water, mulch, fertilizer, and tackifier into the mix tank. 
Seed shall be applied in a slurry of seed, mulch, fertilizer and a plantago based tackifier. 
Mixing time shall not exceed 45 minutes from the time the seed cont!ictS the water until 
the entire batch is discharged onto the prepared soil. The seed will be mixed with 150 
pounds per acre uGro-Power" 12-8-8 slow release fertilizer, if deemed necessary by the 
restoration contractor, 2,000 lbs./acre wood fiber mulch, and 100 lbs./acre "M" binder 
tackifier. Fertilizer may not be needed, and often only encourages weeds, as the native 
dune plants do not need additional nutrients to grow in sandy soil. 
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3.2 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Planting and Seeding list 

The following is a list of material proposed to be planted in the 8,500 square-foot 
restoration area: 

TABlE 2 SEED MATERIAL 

. '· .. <~·· . ; .... , ·:·.; SCientifiC.Nanie:. :;:_(;("}):~'(£\ .... b'S· c . . ·. N" . ·•; '•i . ommon arne:t.·• . tl:~·"::seec:t Cin:·pc;unds)':::·.::.; 
Artemisia pycnocepha/a Beach sagewort 4 
Cammisonia cheiranthifo/ia Beach primrose 2 
Ericameria ericoides Mock heather 0.25 
Eni;eron g!aucus Seaside daisy 0.25 
Eriogonum parvifolium Dune buckwheat 0.75 
Eschschoizia californica var. maritima Beach poppy 0.5 

Lessinga filaginifolia Beach aster 0.25 
Lotus scoparius var. scoparius Coast deer weed 2 
Lupinus chamissonis Silver bush lupine 1 

TABLE 3 LIVE PLANT MATERIAl 

Scientific Name Common Name,, ''"\. Size':';}'·:,,.· Plant 5pating?'[41~~~r~~:Ji~:;:g, ·· lQuantitY:'i·~~:;::: 
Armeria maritima Sea thrift 6" cone 14" spacing in colonies 300 
Leymus mol/is American dunegrass 6" cone 14" spacin_g in colonies 600 
Poa doug/asii Dune bluegrass 6" cone 14" spacing in colonies 600 

Weed Eradication 

Weed control will not be required before seeding as the area will have been cleared by 
construction activities. After restoration planting is complete, weed control will be 
important. The non-native species within the restoration area shall not be allowed to seed: 
This will ensure a continual decline of the non-native species in the restoration area, and 
an eventual depletion of the seed bank of non-native pl~nts. 

quirements of Federal Endang ed Species Act ( SA), a gove ent 
proposed proJ t within its juri iction must det ine wheth any 

ned or endang ed species may e present in the roject area nd 
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16.13 NO FIXED TBRM. 
A. The Declaration shall continue in full force and effect 

until the Declaration is revoked pursuant to Subsection 15.1 of the 
Declaration, entitled "AHBNDHBN"l' OF DBCLARA'l'ION". 

16 .14 BELOW HARDT RATE t:J'NITS. 
A. Certain Units listed in EXHIBIT •c• attached hereto, are 

subject to the restrictions on sale and/or lease according to 
Monterey City Ordinance 2416 c. s. as ami::mded. The specific 
·restrictions can be found in that certain Agreement entitled 
•Affordable Housing Agreement -Ocean Harbor House•. 

16.15 COAS'l'AL COMMISSION. 
A. Owners are hereby made aware that as of the date of the 

recording of the Declaration, the Property may be subject to a 
Tsunami, storm wave, earthquake and coastal erosion, should any of 
these phenomenon occur. in the proximity of the· Development.. The 
Owner and/or the Declarant hereby waives any and all rights, claims 
and actions they or either of them, have or may here~fter acquire 
against the California Coastal Commission, and its successors and 
assigns, for damages to personal or real property and/or for 
injuries to persons, in, upon or about the property arising out of 
any of the above-referenced events. · 

Declarant has executed this instrument as of the 
day of , 1993. 

OCEAN HARBOR HOUSE, L.P., a 
California Limited Partnership 

By: OCEAN HARBOR HOUSE GENERAL, INC., 
a California Corporation 
General Partner 

BY:__...~~----~~--~~~~~~ 
Thomas F. David, President 

By: SURFSIDE STRUCTURES, INC. , a 
California Corporation 
General Partner 

BY=------~~----~~~~~-Mark Lester, President 
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3.3 GEOLOGY, SEISMICllY AND COASTAL EROSION 

propagated a short distance downcoast. This low reflected wave sometimes scoured the 
beach level by a foot or so in an arcuate-shaped pattern immediately downcoast from the 
end of the seawall and revetment. This was very localized and didn't extend any 
significant distance downcoast. There was no effect of the seawalls or revetments on 
adjacent property in any of the areas studied. Based on the shoreline orientation at the site, 
and the typical angle of wave approach, which is usually nearly normal to the coastline, it 
is not believed that the proposed concrete seawall will greatly increase the long-term dune 
retreat rates on the adjacent properties. It can be· expected that there will be some 
moderate reflection off of the impermeable vertical sidewalls that may increase erosion 
locally adjacent to the wall end sections. However, this is considered to be a less than 
significant impact. 

Passive Erosion (Peninsula Effect) 

Impact 3.3-8 Over time, construction of the proposed seawall and armoring this 
section of the coast will result in an erosive condition that will further 
result in the loss of the beach width fronting the seawall structure. This is 
considered to be a significant impact. 

A process known as passive erosion is probably the impact of seawall placement that has 
had the greatest effect on eroding coastlines. Wherever a hard structure (whether a seawall 
or a revetment) is built along a shoreline undergoing long-term net erosion, the shoreline 
on either side of the seawall· or revetment will eventually migrate landward beyond the 
structure. Continued sea level rise is the major process responsible for the continuing 
retreat of the coastline globally. The effect of this migration will be the gradual loss of 
beach in front of the seawall or revetment as the water deepens and the shoreface moves 
landward. While cliff top structures may be temporarily protected, the beach fronting the 
structure is permanently lost. This process of passive erosion appears to be a generally 
agreed upon result of fixing the position of the shoreline on an otherwise eroding section of 
coast, and is independent of the type of seawall or revetment constructed. Passive erosion 
has been documented along many of the armored sections of the Atlantic Coast barrier 
islands, along the coast ofCalifornia, Oregon, Washington and the Hawaiian Islands. The 
following are significant examples of passive erosion . .. 
Stilwell Hall: The best local example of passive erosion is at Stilwell Hall, built on the 
bluffs of the former Fort Ord Army base (Figure 17). Erosion in the Fort Ord area is the 
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3.3 GEOLOGY, SEISMICITY AND CoASTAL EROSION 

most severe in Monterey Bay and long term erosion of the loose sandy bluffs averages six 
to eight feet/year. The ongoing retreat of the sandy bluffs (actually older dunes) threatened. 
the foundation of Stilwell Hall years ago such that large volumes of loose rock and 
concrete rubble were dumped over the bluff and onto the beach throughout the last 30 
years. While this temporarily slowed erosion in front of Stillwell Hall, erosion proceeded 
landward on either side such that the bluff edge is now SO.to 100 feet further inland both 
upcoast and downcoast. In addition, while a beach exists both upcoast and downcoast, 
the beach fronting the rock has now disappeared through passive erosion. This process has 
also been referred to as the peninsula effect. As this ·process continues, and the peninsula 
becomes more pronounced, littoral transport is obstructed. The beaches on either side may 
be separated from each other as the peninsula begins to act .as a groin, inhibiting littoral 
sand transport. : 

Monterey Beach Hotel: A similar but less pronounced example of passive erosion is at the 
Monterey Beach Hotel, about a mile upcoast from Ocean Harbor House. The hotel was 
built on the low dunes directly above the beach in 1968. In order to provide protection 
from wave attack, a concrete sheet pile sea wall was constructed that extends across the 
entire frontage and then shoreward along both the north and south flanks (figure 18). 
Wave run-up overtopped the wall during the severe 1982-83 ENSO winter and led to 
piping of fill through the joints between the panels and the formation of several large 
collapse pits behind the wall. Eventually these joints were grouted. Reported retreat rates 
in this area range from about two to five feet per year. As erosion has progressed, the dune 
edge has retreated landward of the fronting seawall. 

In the December 2002 storms, beaches around Monterey Bay suffered serious erosion. 
Severe wave attack and loss of sand at the Monterey Beach Hotel led to undermining of the 
south flank of the seawall and partial collapse with loss of a portion of the parking lot 
(figure 19). In mid-December emergency rip-rap was emplaced along the collapsed south 
flank and along the entire ocean frontage. 

The Monterey Beach Hotel seawall was built diagonally to the shoreline, such that the 
south end extends further seaward than the north end. As a result of continued dune 
retreat and the erosion of December 2002, the dune scarp, about 12 feet high in january 
2003, was approximately 100 feet landward of the front edge of the seawall. A peninsula 
has been created such that at high tides there is no beach or access in front of the seawall. 
The case history of this seawall and the passive erosion and peninsula effect that now 
exists, provides a clear parallel to the prc;>posed seawall at Ocean Harbor House and a 
useful perspective of what could be expected in the future. If long-term erosion rates 
continue at the Monterey Beach Hotel site, it can be expected that the peninsula effect will 
continue to expand due to passive erosion at the flanks and that lateral access in front of 
the wall will be progressively reduced. 
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3.3 GEOLOGY, SEISMICilY AND COASTAL EROSION 

Ocean Harbor House: Given the continuing retreat of the low· sandy bluff in the Ocean 
Harbor House area, and barring any significant reduction in the one to two feet/year 
average long-term annual retreat rate, it can be expected that fixing the position of the 
coastline in front of the development will lead to the loss of the fronting beach over time. 
Thus the frontal units of Ocean Harbor House will become the leading edge of a 
peninsula. This process has already begu~ with the erosion of the low bluffs that has taken 
place over the past few winters, along the south side .of Building 1. The bluff edge, while 
now armored with temporary rip-rap, has retreated about 20 feet landward beyond the first 
or most seaward concrete pier (previously shown in Figure 1 0). Along the upcoast or 
northern flank adjacent to Building 4, bluff erosion proceeded right to the first row of 
concrete piers, until temporarily halted by the emplacement of emergency rock during the 
2001-02 winter (Figure 20). 

Using aerial and ground photographs, the history of dune retreat at the site can be 
documented. Photographs taken in the 1970s, shortly after construction in 1969, show a 
significant amount of dune seaward of the frontal units (previously shown in Figure 15). 
During the severe 1982-83 ENSO winter, however, the dune was cut back and erosion 
began to threaten the front apartments (previously shown in Figure 12). Because the timber 
pilings supporting the apartments were very shallow, concern with continued dune erosion 
and possible undermining of the pilings led initially to placing heavy geotextile fabric 
across the eroded scarp fronting the complex in a emergency effort to slow erosion. Later 
in 1983, a temporary revetment was constructed across the entire frontage, although there 
was still about 20 feet of dune remaining between the crest of the rip-rap and the first row 
of pilings. Three thousand eight hundred tons of rock provided temporary winter 
protection for the apartments, although the rock had to be placed on city beach because 
the structures and their supporting pilings were built right at the property line . 

By 1984, the continuing erosion of the dune edge at the northern end of the complex had 
exposed oil pipes that were part of an earlier Phillips Petroleum facility that presumably 
pumped oil onshore to storage tanks (Figure 21). By january 2003, erosion had progressed 
further inland such that at least an additional fifty feet of pipe and two concrete support 
structures that weren't visible in 1984 were now exposed and had collapsed onto the 
beach. A twelve-foot high scarp exists here which will continue to retreat. 

The impact of the 1983 emergency revetment was analyzed through the EIR process by 
Earth Metrics Incorporated (1984) and ultimately the rock was removed and the front units 
were re-supported by sixteen, four-foot diameter, 50-55 foot deep, reinforced concrete 

. piers connected by grade beams. Four of these deep piers were used to support each of 
the front buildings. All of the remaining support, however, is provided by shallow spread 
footings, which would be susceptible to failure if continued dune retreat were to take 
place. The 1997-98 ENSO event again led to significant dune and beach erosion such that 
the dune edge retreated to the front edge of the Ocean Harbor House. 
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3.3 GEOLOGY, SEISMICITY AND COASTAL EROSION 

Winter waves in December 2001 continued to attack the dune edge at the south end of the 
condominium complex· with erosion moving the dune crest landward to the second 
concrete caisson (previously shown as Figure 15). This led to the emplacement of the 
second cycle of temporary rock protection due to the threat of continued erosion, which · 
would ultimately undermine the shallow spread footing and timber piling support system. 
This erosion extended even further landward in the area.between Units 1 and 2. 

There are no significant differences in the conclusions of the many studies that have been 
carried out in the Ocean Harbor House area regarding dune retreat. The Report on 
Repair/Mitigation Alternatives to Address the Bluff Retreat Erosion Problems with the 
Monterey Ocean Harbor House Development prepared by O'Connor and Flick in 2002 
includes a cross-section diagram from earlier survey work by:Rogers Johnson & Associates 
and Haro, Kasunich & Associates, who have both studied and worked extensively on the 
site. This cross-section includes the December 12, 1983 beach/bluff profile (figure 22) 
which shows the dune scarp or edge about 16-18 feet from the first caisson. The diagram 
then depicts a set of projected profiles proceeding landward in ten-year increments 
utilizing a 1.7 feet per year average retreat rate, which is consistent with measurements of 
retreat at the site. In twenty years, the projected dune edge intersects the 2"d row of 
caissons, which is precisely where the scarp is at p~esent. Without any armor the shallow 
spread footings supporting the next landward building would be undermined within the 
next ten-year period. 

As discussed previously, there is no indication that the retreat of the shoreline has slowed, 
despite the termination of sand mining from the beaches of southern Monterey Bay about 
15 years ago. Nor is there any reason to believe that thrs process will change in the near 
future. If the proposed seawall were to be constructed as proposed, passive erosion on the 
upcoast and downcoast flanks would continue, and the Ocean Harbor House peninsula 
will extend further and further seaward over time with the same result as is taking place at 
Stilwell Hall and at the Monterey Beach Hotel (figure 17 and 18). With the emergency 
rock removed and a seawall in place today, the peninsula would extend about 20 feet 
seaward of the dune scarp on the downcoast flank of Ocean Harbor House. At the upcoast 
edge, the unprotected dune edge is at approximately the location of the proposed wall. 
Projecting ahead ten years (to the year 2013), the peninsula would extend about 45 or 50 
feet seaward at the downcoast flank. If the actual average rate of dune retreat rate were two 
feet per year, this erosion would be greater and the peninsula effect more pronounced. 
This trend would continue into the foreseeable future, increasing on average each year by 
1 ; 7 to two feet. 

In the O'Connor and Flick report there is a discussion of historical beach profiles in the 
area collected by researchers Dingier and Reiss (2002) who began surveying a number of 
Monterey Bay beaches following the severe winter of 1983 and extending through the 
1997-98 El Nino. Throughout most of this 15-year period the surveys included both a 
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3.3 GEOLOGY, SEISMICITY AND CoASTAL EROSION 

winter and a summer profile. O'Connor and Flick include a plot of the beach widths at 
Del Monte Beach during this 15-year period in their report, which starts with a significantly 
eroded 1983 winter profile. While both the winter and summer beach widths oscillate 
expectedly during this period, there is a general increase in the beach width as it recovered 
from the 1983 winter but a decline in width since 1995, similar to a number of other 
beaches surveyed by Dingler and Reiss. One odd aspect of the data is that the two greatest 
widths are listed as winter profiles (1985 and 1992) .. O'Connor and Flick conclude, based 
on the location of the intersection of the beach profile with the 0 elevation datum (NGVD 
or National GeodetiC Vertical Datum) that the beach has been widening during this time 
period. Based on this conclusion, they state in their Executive Summary that 11 Passive 
erosion, the primary negative effed of many seawalls backing beaches in retreat, is likely 
absent, since the beach seems to be widening'. While there have been periods between 
1983 and 1998 when the intersection of the beach with the 0 datum has moved seaward 
(not unexpectedly), the more recent surveys, as well as the erosion history of the site over 
the past five years make it clear that dune erosion is continuing, which is why the 
emergency rock was emplaced and why the seawall is being proposed. 

O'Connor and Flick (2002) also acknowledge that the dune edge has continued to retreat 
and utilize the Rogers johnson & Associates and Haro, Kasunich & Associates dune retreat 
projection to approximate where the dune scarp will be in ten-year increments into the 
future. All evidence indicates that retreat of the dune edge will continue, which leads to 
passive erosion on the flanks of Ocean Harbor House and an increasing peninsula effect. 
The peninsula effect will result in loss of public beach fronting the Ocean Harbor House 
with a subsequent loss of public lateral access and recreation. In addition, as the beach 
becomes narrower, there is risk of injury to swimmers at high tides and to beachgoers that 
may get caught between the wall and high surf. (See also Impact 3.3-9). 

The proposed seawall will result in a significant erosive condition that alters the shape of 
the shoreline in front of and on either side of the structure over time (the "peninsula 
effect.") This impact is considered to be a significant environmental consequence of the 
project. 

Mitigation Measures 

Beach sand replenishment was considered as mitigation for this impact. As mitigation, the 
Applicant would be required to design and implement a beach replenishment program for 
the Ocean Harbor House to maintain a sand beach no less than 3,000 feet in length and 

- 100 feet wide. This length would be centered on the Ocean Harbor House and would 
extend from the State Parks property, west past Ocean Harbor House, along the City Park 
and the Del Monte beach· re-subdivision to the sewage treatment plant near the NPS 
property. 
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3.3 GEOLOGY, S~ISMICITY AND COASTAL EROSION 

As part of the replenishment program, sand would be imported from an acceptable and 
environmentally compatible off site source, discharged along the shoreline fronting the 
Ocean Harbor House and then spread out along the beach. Because the extended portion 
of the beach will erode away with time, the area would be re-nourished regularly. The 
frequency of re-nourishment would be a function of the combined effects of storm wave 
attack and tidal height or sea level at the time of the wave attack but would occur as 
needed to maintain the sand beach as described above. 

Implementation of the mitigation measure described above would ensure that an 
appropriately sized replenishment project is designed and implemented for the Ocean 
Harbor House area. Continued periodic re-nourishment would maintain the beach 
fronting the Ocean Harbor House at a width that would preserve lateral beach access. 
Beach sand replenishment is the only mitigation for the proposed project that may hold 
back the passive erosion process (the "peninsula effect") and the consequential secondary 
impact of loss of lateral access. 

Although a replenished beach would provide protection of the sand dune bluff for 
moderate storm events, it would not protect the beach during severe storm events. 
Therefore, it is expected that the replenished beach would reduce the rate of, but not 
eliminate, the erosion of the sand dune bluff that provides protection for the Ocean Harbor 
House development. Due to the fact that this measure only offers temporary and limited 
protection for the Ocean Harbor House, and due to impacts of sand replenishment 
discussed under Alternative 4 in Section 4.0 of this document, beach replenishment is not 
recommended as a feasible mitigation measure. 

The peninsula effect is therefore a significant and unavoidable impact of the proposed 
seawall in the long-term, for which there is no feasible mitigation other than alternatives 
discussed in Section 4.0 of this EIR. 

It should be noted that although this impact i~ considered an unavoidable effect of the 
project, it is also an unavoidable effect of the existing condition. If the revetment were to 
be continually repaired and fortified, the peninsula effect would occur and occur faster, as 
the revetment extends further seaward than the proposed wall. With the rip-rap completely 
removed (the "No Project Alternative" described in Section 4.0 of this document) there 
would be no passive erosion or peninsula effect because there is no armor or resistant , 
structure in place to fix the position of the shoreline. However, the bluff edge would 
continue to retreat beneath Ocean Harbor House, gradually undermining the more 
landward units. 
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loss of lateral and Vertical Beach Access 

Impact 3.3-9 The proposed seawall will impede or eliminate the existing lateral access 
along the beach over the long term. This is considered to be a significant 
impact. 

The impact of any· structure on lateral or vertical coastal access will vary depending upon 
the geometry of the protective structure, and how .far it extends out onto the beach. A 
vertical concrete seawall, for example, such as the one proposed to protect Ocean Harbor 
House (and the one protecting the Monterey Beach Hotel as shown in Figure 23) has a 
relatively small footprint, typically only a few feet in width or cross-shore thickness. Thus 
there is relatively little beach encroachment. On the other hand, a sloping revetment, such 
as the first emergency rip-rap emplaced in 1984 to protect Ocean House (Figure 13), or the 
present emergency revetment (Figure 24) has a much larger footprint. With a maximum 
stable slope of 1.5 to 2:1 (horizontal to vertical), and a height of 25 feet, a revetment could 
extend approximately 37 to 50 feet seaward onto the beach, as is currently the case. 

Depending upon the time of year (and therefore beach width), tidal stage, and wave 
conditions, a revetment can completely block lateral access along the beach fronting the 
structure. During a site visit on january 26, 2003, it was evident that the previous high tide 
( + 5.7 ft) reached to the base of the temporary rip-rap, thereby blocking lateral access. 
While the proposed vertical seawall wouldn't extend any significant distance seaward,. 
during winter high tide and or storm wave conditions, lateral access along the beach in 
front of the wall would be significantly (albeit periodically) reduced or eliminated as surf 
directly impacts the seawall. 

Since the footprint of the seawall is much smaller than the existing rip-rap, the proposed· 
project will initially result in a slight widening of the beach as the emergency material is 
removed. However, as discussed under Impact 3.~ above, the proposed seawall will 
result in an increasing peninsula effect over time. This will lead to the progressive loss of 
beach and reduction of lateral access in front of the proposed seawall, estimated at 1.7 to 2 
feet per year. As this process continues, the percentage of time when beach access is 
restricted will gradually increase until some point in the future when the beach is lost 
altogether. 

As currently proposed, the project would include an elevated public walkway along the 
project frontage to maintain lateral public access. Although feasible, this impact of the 
project will reduce the expansive lateral beach access currently available most of the year 
in front of the complex, replacing that access with a concrete walkway. To ensure adequate 
access, and coordination with the State Park lands to the east, the following measure is 
provided. Vertical access will be affected by the wall and is addressed by the concrete 
stairways. However, compared to the existing revetment condition (which blocks vertical 
access), impacts regarding vertical access are not considered significant. 
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3.3 GEOlOGY, SEISMICITY AND COASTAl EROSION 

Mitigation Measures 

MM 3.3-9 The Applicant shall be required to provide a public lateral access route 
through the Ocean Harbor House property. Access can be provided 
along the frontage as proposed, or through another part of the property if 
the elevated walkway is considered a safety hazard by the approving 
agencies. Any elevated walkway along the· frontage will provide for gates 
to restrict access during dangerous surf conditions. 

Any plan for lateral access will be coordinated with the State of California 
State Parks and Recreation, and any required easements from State Parks 
shall be secured. All final access plans shall be prepared in accordance 
with City of Monterey Local Coastal Program' Guidelines for Required 
Public Access Improvements (Section II.J), and shall be submitted to the 
City for review and approval prior to issuance of a building permit. 

Implementation of the above mitigation measure will reduce the potential impacts of loss 
of lateral access to a less than significant level by ensuring public lateral beach access 
throughout most times of the year. 

Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

·The project will not combine with any other factors or projects and, thus, is not significant 
due to the localized, site-specific nature of geotechnical and seismic impacts. Because the 
project will not combine with the effects of other projects to have an. impact greater than 
the projects individually, no significant cumulative impacts are predicted relative to 
geology,geologic hazards, seismicity or coastal erosion. Cumulative development would 
result in no cumulative impact. · 
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SAND LOSS MITIGATION IN LIEU FEE 

The Coastal Commission acknowledges and the Applicant agrees that the seawall 
will result in loss of sand on the beach over time. The Commission also acknowledges 
and the Applicant agrees that due to the anticipated increase in the level of the ocean that 
even if the sand loss resulting from the seawall were fully restored there will be 
significant beach loss over time along the Monterey Bay from Seaside to Wharf No. 2 
unless a' regional effort is made to address the underlying causes (See Appendix A). 

After calculating the anticipated cost of sand replenishment resulting from 
installation of the seawall utilizing the methodology adopted in the Coastal 
Commission 's pilot sand replenishment project in San Diego, and providing a credit for 
other mitigation measures which are outlined in Appendix B, (he Applicant shall be 
required to pay an annualfee of$_ per unit for the next 50 years, for each of its 
dwelling units (currently 172), in lieu of being required to replenish lost sand, in 
accordance with the following terms and conditions: 

• Applicant shall place the annual fee proceeds in a separate interest bearing 
account in Applicant's name and said proceeds shall remain in that account for 
seven years unless the Applicant elects to utilize some or all ofthe money before 
then as provided below. Applicant shall submit an annual financial statement to 
the Coastal Commission concerning this account. 

• In the event a regional effort recognized by the Coastal Commission is initiated 
within said seven years, which effort is designed to address underlying causes 
which will continue to result in significant beach loss along the Monterey Bay 
from Seaside to Wharf No. 2, Applicant may in its discretion contribute some or 
all of this in lieu fee over some-or all of the next 50 years to said regional effort. 
This contribution/rom the Applicant's members to a regional effort shall be 
credited against any region-wide fee which may be subsequently imposed on 
property owners in the vicinity in order to advance said regional effort . 

. • In the event that such a regional effort has not been initiated within said seven 
years, or such has been initiated but the Applicant has not designated all of this in 
lieu fee to be contributed to such regional effort, the Coastal Commission may, in 
its discretion, utilize some or all of the in lieu fee balance over some or all of the 
balance of the fifty years, for any legitimate project that enhances beach 
restoration or which accommodates the general public 's access to or use of the 
beach along Monterey Bay between Seaside and Wharf No. 2, including but not 
limited to a beach replenishment program. 

• In the event the Coastal Commission is unable to find a suitable (e.g. compliant) 
project to fund with some or all of the remaining in lieu fee within seven years, 
the balance ofthefund shall be returned to the Applicant and the Applicant shall 
have no further duty to make annual in lieu fee payments. 
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Appendix A 

ILLUSTRATION OF REGIONAL PROGRAM 

This is an illustrative outline of the type of regional program that would be 
eligible for contributions from Ocean Harbor House. 

Program Goal 

The goal of the regional program z's to rebuild and stabilize the beach along 
Monterey Bay from Wharf No. 2 to the City of Seaside 

Ocean Harbor House Involvement 

Ocean Harbor House needs a seawall with or without a regional program. 
Likewise, the need for the regional program exists whether or not the seawall is built. 

The construction and existence of the seawall will contribute to a recreational 
impact to the frontal sandy beach. Access is already addressed by the proposed lateral 
and vertical trail through the property and onto State parkland then back to the beach. 
However, no mitigation has been identified for the recreational impact. A regional 
program designed to provide sand nourishment would b~ a suitable mitigation measure. 

Impacts to the dune vegetation on the sides ofthe property and on the former 
frontal dune are being mitigated on City parkland, on common area and on adjacent 
State parkland along the vertical trail. Also, an additional $20,000 of dune restoration 
will take place on State parldand pursuant to a requirement of a prior State permit. 

Ocean Harbor House can implement the base structure for the regional program 
through formation of a Geological Hazard Abatement District [''GHAD '1 -pronounced 
'gad' - in the same manner it is doing on a smaller scale in order to establish an entity to 

. oversee and fund its seawall, and contribute some or all of its sand replenishment in lieu 
fee towards this regional effort. The process will be to identify a lead agency to 
coordinate the planning, analysis and implementation of a regional solution once the 
GHAD is formed 
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Appendix B 

ADDITIONAL MITIGATION MEASURES 

In addition to the sand loss mitigation in lieu fee, Ocean Harbor House is being 

required to do the following: 

• relocate the City's existing sanitary sewer line to improve beach access and avoid 
sewage spill into the Sanctuary 

• complete implementation of a natiVe dune restoration/landscaping plan 

'· 
• hire a biologist to conduct a survey concerning the black legless lizard 

• provide for vertical and lateral public access across private property 

• connect public access trail to beach across State parkland 

• remove loose debris situated on the State Park beach 

• maintain vertical and lateral public trail including that portion on State land 

• pay $20,000 to State Park for sand dune habitat restoration. 
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Bf~~IN~ [; Wfllll~ 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

ALAMO, CA 
SACRAMENTO,CA 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 

RECEIVED 
September 3, 2004 SEP 0 8 2004 

VIA FACSIMILE TO 415/904-5400 AND U.S. MAIL 

Charles Lester, Deputy Director 
California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 

Re: Ocean Harbor House Seawall 

Dear Charles: 

As you are undoubtedly aware, we have now had our conference call between 
representatives of the Ocean Harbor House Condominium Association [OHH] and 
members of the Coastal Commission staf£ I appreciate the amount of time you and your 
staff have given us. I wish you had been able to join us during the call. 

The purpose of this letter is to encourage you not to abandon consideration of a 
condition requiring OHH to implement a regional effort to nourish and replenish beach 
sand, rather than imposing some other type of condition. · 

Let me be quick to add that the OHH Board of Directors has not agreed to support 
any mitigation measure on behalf of its members and I am not intending to lobby for 
imposition of such a condition by writing this letter. However, because Commission staff 
has introduced the idea of imposing some sort of sand lqss mitigation measure, it is 
necessary to discuss whether such is warranted, and what it might look like. This letter 
focuses on the latter. 

During the conference call, Commission staff told OHH representatives that 
requiring OHH to implement a regional effort to nourish and replenish sand was not 
necessarily out of the question, but that the outline we had submitted suggesting how that 
condition might look was vague and lacked concreteness. Eventually, the conversation 
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.. 
Charles Lester, Depurty Director 
California Coastal Commission 
September 3, 2004 
Page2 

turned to other possibilities, including OHH making a contribution towards one of several 
specific State park projects proposed on property north ofOHH. 

Although OHH representatives understand that paying for some or all of a 
proposed State project on property north of OHH is a concrete and easily ascertainable 
obligation, the construction of a proposed project on State park property does nothing to 
address the larger sand loss issues which would be the focus of a regional approach to 
sand nourishment and replenishment. 

The OHH Board believes it can muster the requisite support of its membership to 
implement a regional solution to sand loss along Del Monte Beach. It is not confident 
that the membership will embrace the idea of paying for some or all of a State park 
project north of OHH. 

Requiring OHH to implement a regional effort to address local sand nourishment 
and replenishment will allow OHH members to contribute to a cause which is directly 
aligned with the stated purpose of the mitigation measure (e. g. to address sand loss over 
time); and it will allow a vehicle for the Coastal Commission to use to insure that 
subsequent applicants will have an opportunity to invest in the future of Monterey Bay. 

By imposing this requirement, the Coastal Commission will also set a congruous 
precedent for imposing a sand loss mitigation measure on future Coastal Commission 
permit applicants in the Monterey vicinity. The only problem is how to make the 
requirement sufficiently concrete. 

To assure concreteness, the condition could generally require OHH to implement 
the regional effort, followed by "including but not limited to" language after which OHH 
would be required to do or cause the following to be done: 

• Assemble the necessary team (wbether that includes a bond underwriter, bond 
counsel, engineer, general counsel, etc.) to implement the regional program 
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Charles Lester, Depurty Director 
California Coastal Commission 
September 3, 2004 
Page 3 

• Create a Geologic Hazard Abatement District [GHAD] which would include all 
affected public and private entities and which would "house" the regional effort by 
doing the following: 

Prepare a Resolution oflntent to Form the GHAD for consideration by the 
County Board of Supervisors 

Have an engineer prepare the Plan of Control for the GHAD 

Prepare the resolution approving the GHAD 

Participate in the public hearings associated with the GHAD formation 

• Include in the GHAD Plan of Control an overview of the purpose of the GHAD 
(e.g. to advance the regional effort), a preliminary analysis of alternative ways of 
providing sand nourishment and replenishment, and possible mechanisms to 
augment program funding 

• Draft the governing documents for operation of the GHAD (e.g. by-laws, etc.) 

• Assure regular GHAD meetings are held and the various rules and applicable laws 
are followed in conducting those meetings 

• Pay __ per unit (total = 172) for a period of 50 years to be used to implement 
the regional effort and thereafter to covef the cost of GHAD administration 

• Identify a lead agency from amongst the GHAD membership to serve as the 
principal advisor concerning the technical aspects of program implementation 

• Implement a revenue stream to cover the cost of implementing the program (e.g. 
assess GHAD members with credit back to OHH members for their annual $_ 
per unit contribution, take out a loan, etc.) 
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Charles Lester, Depurty Director 
California Coastal Commission 
September 3, 2004 
Page 4 

• More fully analyze effective alternatives to providing sand nourishment and 
replenishment 

• Develop a sand nourishment and replenishment program based on the above 
analysis and amend the GHAD Plan ofControl accoqiingly 

• Design a long-term funding program including consideration of municipal bond 
financing; the use of private, State, and Federal grants; and the establishment of a 
formula to determine how much future Coastal Commission permit applicants 
should pay towards sand nourishment and replenishment 

• Design a sand nourishment and replenishment implementation process including 
engineering, design, environmental analysis and agency permitting. 

Suffice to say, it is possible to make the condition concrete. You are obviously 
free to put the above in a format which the Commission is more familiar with (or send me 
an example and I can do so). 

It is clear that the regional effort could fail to move forward for a variety of 
reasons. If this were to occur, we are proposing that you utilize our annual per unit 
payments for another worthy cause. Initially, we proposed that implementation of the 
regional effort be given 7 years before it is declared a success or failure. You may have 
another number in mind. 

Finally, we included a provision sayin'g that if the money is not used for any 
legitimate purpose it would be returned to OHH. The idea was to address the nexus 
issue. If you have other thoughts, let us know. 

Please give this letter some though. Feel free to call with questions or concerns. 
You may also want to go online and review the use of GHADs in other areas to address 
beach restoration concerns. Type in "GHAD" and "beach'' in the search window and you 
will be able to access several relevant sites. 
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Charles Lester, Depurty Director 
California Coastal Commission 
September 3, 2004 
PageS 

We really are trying to grapple with a variety of competing interests on behalf of 
our clients and other interested parties. In doing so, we continue to see the need for a 
regional approach to addressing the continuing sand loss· along Del Monte beach, and 
genuinely believe that the formation of a GHAD, with all of its attendant powers, is the 
best way to address sand replenishment and nourishment iss~es. 

DJL:bjm 
O:\WDOCS\3440\0I\LETIER\00363369.DOC 

BfR~IN~ r§ WfllllP 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Very truly yours, 

BERDING 7L LLP 
1/iu-;j!ff4---

David J. r!a;sen 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL OCEAN SERVICE 

Charles Lester 
Deputy Director 
California Coastal Commission 
725 Front Street, Suite 300 
Santa CTUZ, CA 95060 

Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary 
299 Foam Street 
Monterey, California 99940 

June 22, 2004 

SUBJECT: Ocean Harbor House Seawall Project 

Dear Mr. Lester: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments to the California Coastal Commission 
(Commission) on the proposed seawall project for the Ocean Harbor House property in 
Monterey. This item is slated to go before the Commission during the July 14~ 16 meeting in 
CostaMesa. · 

As the Commission is well aware, the wide extensive beaches along Del Monte Boulevard are 
not only a popular recreation area for local residents, but also a significant tourist destination. 
Protecting beaches is a significant reason the public demanded, and the U.S. Congress ultimately 
agreed to designate the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (MBNMS) in 1992. In 
addition to our primary mandate to protect the resources off the central California coast, we also 
have a mandate to facilitate public use of the Sanctuary, to the extent that it is compatible with 
resource protection. While the proposed project is above the mean high water line, and thus the 
seawall itself is currently outside of the Sanctuary's jurisdiction, we are opposed to the 
construction of this seawall and do not believe the potential impacts to the public use of the 
beach received due attention. Construction of a seawall however will clearly lead to passive 
erosion by flxing the location of the back beach, creating a peninsula effect, which ~11 
ultimately place the structure within the sanctuary's jurisdiction .. 

We are concerned that the proposed seawall would cause significant impacts, which are correctly 
identified in the Environmental Impact Report. There are other alternatives that are preferable to 
the proposed seawall, which should be given more consideration. As stated in the comment letter 
that the MBNMS supplied to the City of Monterey on the Draft Environmental Impact Report on 
July 30, 2003, the MBNMS supports the environmentally superior alternative to building and 
installing a concrete reinforced seawall-"Relocation of Seaward Units Alternative". This feasible 
alternative would allow for the continued, uninterrupted shoreline access for the general public, 
and still provide adequate protection of the property. The EIR correctly projects that the 
proposed seawall will form a peninsula, lead to the loss of public beach, and prevent lateral 
beach access. 

The MBNMS supports reversing the trend towards increased armoring of the California 
coastline. A key way to reduce this impact is to prevent the need for these seawall structures by 
removal or relocation of buildings prone to the forces of erosion. 

1-02..-oZl 
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-
Inquiries by City of Monterey planning staff have asked MBNMS staff their opinion on an 
alternative previously rejected in the Draft EIR-that of installing an "offshore reef seawall" in 
the ocean waters of the beach area that borders the Ocean Harbor House. While this alternative 
would require extensive additional analysis to determine the impacts on littoral drift and sand 
supply, that evaluation would be worthwhile if such a structure can prevent the loss of the beach. 
Though Sanctuary regulations prohibit alteration of the seabe<t,- the MBNMS could consider this 
alternative proposal, in conjunction with other state and federal agencies, should the Commission 
require this analysis for the Ocean Harbor Hotise project or otherwise. 

Looking beyond the specifics of this particular project, recently the MBNMS has been involved 
in the issue of coastal annoring as part of the update of the Sanctuary's Management Plan. The 
MBNMS has developed a draft action plan for coastal amioring. ~e goal of this action plan is to 
devise a framework to minimize impacts to Sanctuary resources from coastal armoring 
throughout the region, while recognizing the issue of protecting private and public property. This 
action plan recommends developing a more proactive and comprehensive regional approach that 
minimizes the negative impacts of coastal armoring· on a Sanctuary-wide basis. Commission staff 
from both the Central Coast District Office and Headquarters in San Francisco have been 
instrumental in the development of this approach. The Sanctuary hopes the Commission will 
continue to support our efforts so that we can better avoid these dilemmas. 

It should be noted that although the seawall itself is currently above mean high water, it is 
possible that construction operations required to build this seawall would be conducted below 
mean high water. Should the Commission approve this project, the Ocean Harbor House would 
need to receive authorization from the MBNMS for any construction activities in which 
equipment would operate below mean high water, per our regulations. Due to the amount of 
erosion that has occurred at this beach, the MBNMS will need an updated engineering survey to 
determine the exact location of mean high water, as the current determination is based upon 
outdated tidal information. 

There is no dispute that a seawall at the Ocean Harbor House will result in loss of the public's 
beach. We understand that this is a very difficult decision, one that will ultimately result in the 
choice between private property and the public's beach. We hope that you will give due 
consideration to the value of Monterey's beaches, and the importance of allowing the public to 
access to these precious resources. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comm~nt on the Ocean Harbor House seawall project. If you 
have any questions on our comments, please contact Brad Damitz of my staff at (831) 647-4252. 

Sincer 1~ r-;} c 

l,j, /f'W 
off;~e 

Acting Superintendent 
3-02-024. 
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CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

Santa Cruz Fteld Office 
55 C Municipal Wharf 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

831.425.1363 Telephone 
831.425.5604 Facsimile 
www.oceanconservancy.org 

Delivered by facsimile to: 831-646-3702 

Formerly the Center for 
Marine Conservation 

November 24, 2003 

Mayor Albert and 

~~~~ 
I'!'!'":" ~ ~' 

. ~ -· .. Members of the City Council 
City of Monterey 

-·~: 

~ ,._._.~- ~~: 

The Ocean "e;iJl~" 
Conservancy 

Monterey, CA 93940 

RE: Opposition to Harbor House Seawall Project 

Dear Mayor Albert and members of the City Council: 

Please accept the following comments on behalf of The Ocean Conservancy and our 
25,000 California members. The Ocean Conservancy has been involved in coastal 
erosion and seawall issues for many years and we have submitted testimony regarding 
a number of coastal armoring projects in Monterey and Santa Cruz counties in recent 
months. Our organization is extremely concerned with the rate at which California 
communities are allowing construction of shoreline protection devices with consequent 
adverse impacts to public shoreline access and beach habitat. The Ocean Conservancy 
opposes the Ocean Harbor House seawall based on the project's significant. 
unavoidable and permanent adverse impacts to the environment. recreational access, 
and the public beach resource. We urge you to deny this proposal and encourage the 
applicant to pursue planned retreat. 

The Ocean Conservancy was represented in verbal testimony at your November 18, 
2003, Council meeting and we appreciate the opportunity to offer written comments 
addressing the following key points: 

• Shoreline protection devices inevitably result in adverse impacts to beach habitat 
and public access. 

• Del Monte Beach is a significant city amenity protected by the City General Plan 
and access to and along the beach is guaranteed in the City's Del Monte Beach 
Land Use Plan. 

• The Ocean Harbor House development was built in an inherently hazardous 
location; consequently, the project has a limited lifespan. 

• The City of Monterey has the legal authority to require planned retreat and to 
condition development on maintaining public access along the beach. 

(1) Shoreline protection devices inevitably result in adverse impacts to beach habitat 
and public access. 

It is well documented that seawalls, revetments, and other rigid erosion control 
structures destroy beach and dune ecosystems, increase erosion on adjacent 

3-02-024 
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properties, and hinder public access to and along the shore.1 Indeed, the Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) prepared for the Ocean Harbor House project 
acknowledges that the project will eventually result in creation of a peninsula with a 
significant loss of public access along Del Monte Beach. DEIR at 125, 172-72. 
Furthermore, once the beach has receded and the development is surrounded by a 
peninsula and is subject to constant rather than merely occasional wave action, the 
seawall itself will inevitably fail. Thus, the Monterey community is being asked to 
permanently sacrifice a public trust resource (beach access) in order to temporarily 
extend the life of a private development that was built in an inherently hazardous 
location. 

(2) Del Monte Beach is a significant city amenity protected in the City General Plan 
and access to and along the beach and is guaranteed in the City's Del Monte 
Beach Land Use Plan. 

As you well know, California's sandy beaches are one of the key amenities that draw 
out-of-state visitors to California and state residents to our coasts. In Monterey, a full 
25% of the City's general fund budget is provided by transient occupancy tax- hotel 
fees paid by visitors to the City- visitors that are drawn to Monterey by the area's 
spectacular natural beauty and the opportunity to walk on the beautiful sandy beach. 
The Ocean Conservancy urges the City of Monterey to consider this proposed seawall 
not only in terms of its unavoidable impacts to the environment but also in terms of its 
long-term fiscal impacts to the City. According to the applicants' own documents, the 
project will, in time, bisect the City's most important natural asset, cutting off access to a 
significant part of Monterey's shoreline and seriously reducing the amenity value of 
Monterey's coast. The City recognized the critical important of protecting beach access 
in adopting Shoreline Access Policy 1 0 in the Del Monte Beach Land Use Plan which 
requires protection and improvement of existing lateral access. As noted in the DEIR, 
the proposed project is fundamentally inconsistent with this adopted City policy as well 
as numerous other Urban Design policies of the City General Plan also designed to 
protect and enhance the beach. DEIR at 164-173. The project must therefore be 
denied. 

(3) The Ocean Harbor House was built in an inherently hazardous location; 
consequently, the property has a limited lifespan. 

The Ocean Harbor House development was constructed in an inherently hazardous 
location and is, accordingly, subject to a number of natural risks that limit the lifespan of 
the project. The property owners' reasonable expectations regarding the potential 
lifetime of the development are, of course, limited by the obvious risks associated with 

1 See generally the 10 truths about shoreline annoring in Orrin H. Pilkey and Katherine L. Dixon, 
The Corps and the Shore (1996) at 51-53: (1) Annoring destroy the beach, it's ugly, and it 
reduces beach walkability; (2) There is no need for hard stablization unless someone builds too 
close to the shoreline; (3) A relatively small number of people create the need for shoreline 
armoring; (4) Once you start, you cannot stop; (5) It costs more to save the property than it is 
worth; (6) Shoreline annoring begets more shoreline annoring; (7) Shoreline annoring grows 
bigger; (8) Shoreline annoring is politically difficult because of its long-term environment impact; 
(9) Shoreline annoring is politically difficult because no compromise is possible; (10) You can 
have buildings or you can have beaches; you cannot have both. 

3-02-024 
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the project's location. The costs of addressing these risks must rightfully be borne by 
those that benefit from the development. The current proposal to artificially extend the 
life of this development project, at a tremendous cost to the public and the Monterey 
community, shifts the costs associated with protection of a private investment to the 
public. We believe such an outcome to be unfair, unwise and in conflict with both 
adopted City policy and the California Coastal Act. 

(4) The City of Monterey has the legal authority to require planned retreat and to 
condition development on maintaining public access along the beach. 

I have reviewed the City attorney's memo to the Community Development Director dated 
October 23, 2003, and respectfully disagree with the conclusions in that memo. . 
Regarding the question of whether a property owner has the legal right to place a 
seawall on their property to protect against naturally occurring hazardous conditions, the 
City attorney's memo concludes: "An owner has a reasonable right to protect their own 
property against the natural forces such as wave erosion." 

In fact, the City is not obligated to allow a private development to construct a seawall 
that would protect their property (temporarily) at great cost to public resources and would 
conflict with adopted City policy. In fact, recognizing the significant harm private 
shoreline protection construction can have on the environment, adjacent properties and 
public rights and resources, numerous jurisdictions around the United States have taken 
action to generally ban seawalls, revetments and other rigid shoreline protection 
devices. 2 Such prohibitions have been routinely upheld by the courts and have not 
beeri construed as a "taking" of private property. Courts have upheld seawall 
regulations finding (1) there is no fundamental constitutional right to build a seawall, (2) 
such regulation is rationally related to a legitimate government end, (3) the property 
retains value without the seawall, and (4) common law principles support policies 
restricting seawall construction.3 Some of these principles are: implied easements, the 
public trust doctrine, nuisance law, and other principles of property law, such as 
protective covenants.4 In just one of many possible examples, in Scott v. City of Del Mar 
(1997), a California Court of Appeals upheld the constitutionality of the City of Del Mar's 
Beach Overlay Zone ordinance prohibiting seawalls and other structures west of a 
designated shoreline protection area and upheld the city's authority to remove a seawall 

2See for example, North Carolina Admin. Code Title 15A r. 7H.0308(a)(1) (2001); South Carolina. 
CODE ANN.§ 48-39-250; Oregon REV. STAT.§ 390.610., and Maine CODE ME. R. ch. 355, §§ 3 
~B)(1 )(a) and 3 (F)(1) & ME. REV. STAT. ANN. Tit 38, § 480-A-Z). 

See Shell Island Homeowners Assoc. v. Tomlison, 134 N.C. App. 217 (1999)(The Court held 
that the invasion of property and reduction in value alleged by the plaintiffs stemmed from the 
natural migration of an inlet and found that erosion and migration of waters are natural 
occurrences, a predictable consequence of being a littoral landowner, and landowners 
have no constitution~! right to erect hardened structures to protect their property from 
natural occurrences. The Court upheld the ban on permanent hard erosion control structures 
as constitutional); Stevens v. Citv of Cannon Beach, 317 Or. 131, 854 P. 2d 449 (1993) (Finding 
prohibition on building seawall was not a taking}; Whaler's Village Club v. California Coastal 
Commission, 173 Cal. Ap. 3d 240 (1985} (Finding no fundamental right to build a seawall); and 
Barrie v. California Coastal Commission 196 Cal. App. Ed 8 (1987)(Finding that an emergency 
permit does not convey a vested right to a seawall in that specific location). 

See. e.g. Steven W. Bender, Castles in the Sand: Balancing Public Custom and Private 
Ownership Interests on Oregon's Beaches, 77 OR. L. REv. 913 (1998). t~ 
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that was found to deny public access to the beach and adversely impact shore 
processes. 58 Cal. App.41

h 1296. 

The City Attorney's memo also addresses the issue of whether the City of Monterey can 
condition seawall approval upon granting of lateral access across private property. 
According to the City Attorney: "This is the only issue where I can answer with virtual 
certainly since the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled on a factually similar California case. 
In Neilan v. CA Coastal Commission {1987) 483 US 825, the high court held that lateral 
access across private property cannot be required as a conditions of development." 
Again, I must respectfully disagree with the City Attorney's interpretation of the Neilan 
case. Certainly, Neilan is a seminal decision regarding beach access and Fifth 
Amendment jurisprudence. However, the finding is Neilan is not, as stated in the City 
Attorney's memo that "lateral access across private property cannot be required as a 
condition of development." Rather, the Neilan case stands for the requirement that there 
be an "essential nexus" between a land use regulation (or condition of development) and 
the legitimate state interest the regulation or condition is designed to serve. 

In Neilan, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected a California Coastal Commission condition 
placed on the remodel of an oceanfront house that required the owners to provide lateral 
beach access because the Court did not find the condition "reasonably related to the 
public need or burden that the Nollans' new house creates or to which it contributes." By 
contrast, the Ocean Harbor House seawall would create a peninsula, cutting off lateral 
public beach access in front of the development. Thus, the "nexus" for requiring the 
Ocean Harbor House project to provide lateral beach access could not be more direct. 
The City of Monterey certainly has the legal authority to require lateral access under the 
facts presented by this development proposal. 

(5) Conclusion 

The Ocean Conservancy urges the City of Monterey to adopt the environmentally 
superior alternative identified in the project's Environmental Impact Report - which calls 
for relocating the seaward units of the development inland. We recognize the 
tremendous challenge local decisionmakers face in tr)'ing to address the conflict 
between development; coastal hazards, public access and environmental protection. 
These decisions are never easy to make. However, we urge you protect the public 
trust, and act in the long-term best interests of the community of Monterey, by denying 
this project. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

;:: 0-~ (/r-(7 
Kaitilin Gaffney 
California Central Coast Program Manager 

cc: Supervisor Dave Potter 
California Coastal Commission 
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Th! Honorable Mayor and City Council 
City ofMonterey 
City Hall 
M(•nter~y, CA 93940 

22July2oo~ E C E IV E 0 
JUL 3 I 2002 

CAliFORNIA 

g~~¥A1t ~~x~~w: De 1r Mayor Albert and MemberS of the City Council, 

Re Proposed Sea Protection and Encroachment for Ocean Harbor House Condominiwns 
(OHHC) 

You are being asked to endorse a seawall at the OHI-IC that eventually will spoil 
De~. Monte Beach. The D\Ules Coalition, composed ofrepresen~atives of the Sierra Club, 
Na::ive Plants Society and the Audubon Society, is opposed to the building of a seawall. 
A ~eawall eventually will lead to the destruction of the beach and dune on the erosive Del 
MC'nte Beach shoreline. Your predecessors made a serious mistake when they allowed 
the apar1ments to be built too close to the shoreline in 1969 (only 33 years ago). They 
made a mistake when they allowed the conversion from apartments to condos. TI1ey 
(ycu) made another mistake when you allowed improvements on the foundation 
sur porting the front apartments. You are now being asked to exacerbate their and your 
ow11 elTors. To endorse building a seawall is contrary to the best interests of the City of 
Mcnterey. 

The construction of a seawall in front of OHHC will have enormous economic, 
enYironmental and aesthetic impacts, which are barely addressed in the consultants 
report. The shoreline from Wharf Number 2 to Sand City is an incredible asset to the 
ecc-tourism of the Monterey area. Residents and visitors can walk or jog unobstructed 
alo·~1g the entire length of beach and enjoy its immense beauty. Mainte11ance of this 
cor.tinuous shoreline is to the economic benefit of our community, and aesthetically it is 
prh:eless. The eventual effect of hardening the shoreline with a seawall on this eroding 
coast will be to form a peninsula jutting into the ocean as the beach recedes. Such a 
pen insula e::dending into the ocean will interrupt this unobstructed \Valk and block 
Monterey Beach. Lateral access through an alley-way around or through 0!-lliC is no 
substitute for walking the beach, and will deter walking past OHHC. 

The prefelTed alternatives are removal of the front condos or beach nourishment I 
contend that Del Monte Beach is a good candidate for local beach nourishment because 
the waves impinge nearly perpendicular to the shoreline owing to the geometry of the. 
Ba:·. This results in minimal alongshore cur.rents to move sand the up or down coast. .. 
Tht:re is presently an example of naturally occuning beach nourishment at the Monterey 
Be[~ch Hotel, just upcoast of OHHC. The Del Ray Creek discharges significant amounts 
of sand onto the beach during large run-off events. The result is a delta fOimation just off 
the beach and a bulge in the shoreline that acts to protect the hotel and maintain the beach 
·wioth. I suggest that a careful examination of this natural nourishment would determine 
the ·efficacy of using beach nourishment in front of OHHC. 
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I am opposed to negative declaration. Filing a negative declaration stating that 
there will be "less than significant impact on substantially degrading the existing visual 
character of quality of the site and its SUlToundings'' demonstrates a complete lack of 
foresight of the consequences of this project. 

I was asked to review the O'Connor and Flick consultants report for OHHC. The 
pre mise upon which the seawall is justified is based on th~ statement in the executive 
summary that "passive erosion, the primary negative effect of many seawalls backing 
beaches in retreat. is likely absent= since the beach seems to be widening''. I informed the 
consultants I strongly disagreed with their view that the beach was widening. I contend 
that the consultant's conclusion is based on a misinterpretation of data collected by 
people at the U.S. Geological Survey. The people who collected have written a recent 
peer-reviewed paper (Dingler and Reiss) 2001 ), which does not. agree that the beaches are 
widening. As recorded by the Dingler and Reiss (2001), at or soon after the start of the 
study, the beaches were extremely eroded by the 1982-83 El Nino stolllls. As soon as the 
storms ended, the beaches began to rebuild (widen) and by the end of about 1985, the 
be~tches had reached a width where subsequent surveys showed normal seasonal 
vru:iations. These variations continued until the 1997-98 El Nino storms, when the beach 
rec~ded to approximately the widths measured when the study began in 1982. Therefore, 
b~ed on the conclusions of Dingler and Reis (2001), I contend that there is no evidence 
the beach is widening in the long term, which is corroborated by the Dingler and Reis 
(2C01) paper. Therefore, I feel the primary bases of the consultant's recommendation for 
the seawall is founded on a misinterpretation of data. The fact is the shoreline is eroding. 

When you visit the beach, you easily observe that the region fronting the OHHC 
is tJe narrowest part ofDeJ Monte beach. The reasons for this are not completely clear, 
but seem to be associated with the fact that OHHC is located at a turn in the shoreline, 
th.a: some of the shoreline has been hardened already and the beach is retreating, and that 
OEHC has been mining the sand in front and piling it on their berm. 

Local examples of hardened shorelines forming peninsulas are in Sand City at the 
enc. of Tioga Avenue due to concrete debris being dumped into the ocean in the 1950's 
and the reveted seawall built to protect Stillwell Hall in 1984 (see Figure 1). At botb 
locations the hardened shoreline is in now in the ocean as the eroding shoreline has 
receded beyond the stmcture. Lateral access (walking in front) is no longer possible at 
eitr:er location. 

The evidence from ongoing engineering surveys and as agreed in the consultant's 
rep·Jrt is that the shoreline and dune contiuue to be in retreat (which is the reason for the 
req~lested seawall in the first place). As an example, Figure 2 shows the beach and dune 
ero:;ion at the south end of the OHHC duririg the El Nino winter of 1997-1998. The dune 
retreated 13 feet ( 4 meters) during just this one winter. The consultant report suggests a 
prudent erosion rate of 1-2 feet per year. 

I can guarantee (staking my national and international reputation as a coastal 
engineer. which is easy to do based on the overwhelming evidence) that the long term 
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consequence of building the seawall as proposed is that eventually there will be no beach 
and no lateral access in front of OHHC. The beach and dune will retreat past the 
hardened shoreline and a peninsula will fonn in the water. The effect will be to isolate the 
Mcnterey Beach and dunes to the north of OHHC, which was purchased at considerable 
cost. When the seawall is eventually in the water, reflected waves will cause a scour hole 
in 1i·ont of the seawall. This scour hole may pose a safety hazard to swimmers, for which 
the City will be responsible. As the shoreline retreats, wave reflection from the side-walls 
will result in accelerated erosion to adjacent City and State Parks beach properties. An 
example of enhanced erosion to adjacent property can be seen in tlle photo of Stillwell 
Hail (Figure 1). 

Mitigations required if the seawall were to be built include guaranteed lateral 
access and beach nourishment of sand taken. Lateral access will eventually have to be 
provided for. Ifthe mitigation is to be a detour around OHHC, tills will effectively deter 
pecple walking on the beach from passing OHHC and this will be not an acceptable 
alternative. 

Mitigation if the seawall were to be built will require periodic nourislunent of ihe 
beach to compensate for sand that would normally be available to the beach. The primary 
source of sand to the beaches in Southern Monterey Bay is the slumping of the dune onto 
the beach as it is undercut by storm waves during high tides. The hardening of the 
shoreline deprives the beach of this source of sand, which negatively impacts not only the 
beach in front of OI-lliC, but neighboring properties. Therefore, this. '1a.king of a sand 
resource" requires mitigation as agreed in the consultant report. 

In conclusion, I hope that this City Col.Ulcil is remembered for all the good 
decisions you have made, and that your legacy does not compel your chJ!dren to 
rati•)nalize to their own children how granddad or grandmother "screwed-up" aud 
endorsed the building of a seawall that permanently blocked their 'Walk along Del Monte 
bea:h. 

Edward B. Thornton, President, Monterey bunes Coalition 
32 Via Descanso 
Monterey, California 93940 

Ref·::rence: 

Diugler, J.R. and T.E. Reiss, 2001, Changes to Monterey Bay beaches from the end of the 
1982-83 EI Nino through the 1997-98 El Nino. Journal ofMarine Geology, p; 1-15 
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Exhibit 17. Proposed Mitigation Fee Schedule for Ocean Harbor House Homeowner's Association 

FEE SCHEDULE FOR IMPLEMENTING SPECIAL CONDITION 4 OF CDP #3-02-024: 

Prior to Construction the Applicant shall, according to following fee schedule, begin payment ofthe 
required mitigation fee into an interest-bearing account held by the Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks 
District (MPRPD), the purpose of which is to purchase beachfront/dune property for public 
recreational use in the southern Monterey Bay area. 

Payment Amount Due Date 

1 $430,011 Prior to Construction 

2 $430,011 365 days after date ofYear 1 payment 

3 $430,011 730 days after date ofYear 1 payment 

4 $430,011 1095 days after date ofYear 1 payment 

5 $430,011 1460 days after date of Year 1 payment 

TOTAL: $2,150,054 

This total fee represents the present value of the required $5.3 million mitigation fee using a 3% 
discount rate (see below for detail). Although this fee equates to approximately $12,500 per 
condominium unit, allocation of the fee among the members of the Homeowner's Association shall be 
determined by the Association. As suggested in the adopted findings for the OHH seawall coastal 
development permit, there are numerous reasons why upfront payment of the present value ofthe $5.3 
million, rather than payment over time, is preferred by the Executive Director. These include (1) 
requiring payment of the fee upfront provides mitigation concurrent with the development of the 
seawall and the associated benefit for the Applicant; (2) if the mitigation fee were required to be paid 
over time as beach area is lost, it would take many years for the fee to equal an amount that would be 
substantial enough to provide a meaningful opportunity for the purchase ofbeachfront property for 
public use; (3) if the fee were collected over time as the beach erodes, the fee would need to be 
adjusted annually for inflation (e.g., tied to the Consumer Price Index), and; (4) obtaining the entire fee 
upfront prior to commencement of construction activities will eliminate the administrative costs and 
efforts of ensuring that the correct fee is collected and paid into the proper account on a yearly basis. 
Nonetheless, in order to facilitate payment of the total present value fee, the proposed fee schedule 
allows the fee to be spread over five equal annual payments, with Payment 1 occurring prior to 
beginning construction of the project. 

The following chart illustrates the calculation of the present value of the fee, by showing the constant 
value mitigation fee that would be required in each year for the 50 year life of the project. As shown, 
the calculations assume a constant beach area, beach attendance, and beach loss over time. Using the 
consumer surplus figure of$13.00 per beach visitor day, the constant annual beach value lost is 
derived. The application of the 3% discount rate then results in the calculated present value of the 
annual beach loss. These figures are totaled to derive the cumulative present value fee for the beach 
area lost due to the project. 
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Constants 
Beach Area (sf) 
Attendance 
Annual Beach Loss 
Consumer Surplus 
Total CS 
Beach Value 
Discount Rate 

Variables 
YEAR 

2,640,000 
968,287 persons/yr 
870 sf 
$13.00 
$12,587,731 
$4.77 /sf (TCS/TBA) 
3.0% 

Total Beach Loss (870 sf(ABL) x YEAR) 
Constant Beach Value Loss ($) 
Present Value of Beach Loss ($) 

KEY 
BA 
A 
ABL 
cs 
TCS 
BV 
DR 

YEAR 
TBL 
CBVL 
PVBL 

YEAR BA A cs TCS BV ($/sf) TBL (sf) 

1 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 870 

2 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 1740 

3 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 2610 

4 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 3480 

5 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587 731.00 $ 4.77 4350 
6 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 5220 

7 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 6090 

8 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 6960 

9 2 640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587 731.00 $ 4.77 7830 

10 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 8700 

11 2,640 000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 9570 

12 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 10440 

13 2,640 000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 11310 
14 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 12180 

15 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 13050 
16 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 13920 

17 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587 731.00 $ 4.77 14790 

18 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 15660 

19 2,640,000 968 287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587 731.00 $ 4.77 16530 

20 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 17400 

21 2,640,000 968 287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 18270 

22 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 19140 

23 2,640 000 968 287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587 731.00 $ 4.77 20010 
24 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 20880 

25 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 21750 
26 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 22620 

27 2,640,000 968 287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 23490 

28 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 24360 

29 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 25230 

OHHHA CDP 3-02-024 Exhibit 17 

CBVL DR PVBL 
$ 4,148.23 3.0% $ 4,148.23 
$ 8,296.46 3.0% $ 8,054.82 
$ 12,444.69 3.0% $ 11,730.31 
$ 16,592.92 3.0% $ 15,184.87 
$ 20,741.15 3.0% $ 18,428.24 
$ 24,889.38 3.0% $ 21,469.80 

$ 29,037.61 3.0% $ 24 318.54 

$ 33,185.84 3.0% $ 26,983.12 

$ 37,334.07 3.0% $ 29,471.86 

$ 41,482.30 3.0% $ 31,792.73 

$ 45,630.53 3.0% $ 33,953.40 

$ 49,778.76 3.0% $ 35,961.24 

$ 53,926.99 3.0% $ 37,823.31 

$ 58,075.22 3.0% $ 39,546.40 

$ 62,223.45 3.0% $ 41,137.03 
$ 66,371.68 3.0% $ 42,601.46 

$ 70,519.91 3.0% $ 43,945.68 

$ 74,668.14 3.0% $ 45,175.45 

$ 78,816.37 3.0% $ 46,296.31 

$ 82,964.60 3.0% $ 47,313.55 

$ 87,112.83 3.0% $ 48,232.26 
$ 91,261.06 3.0% $ 49,057.32 

$ 95,409.29 3.0% $ 49,793.39 

$ 99,557.52 3.0% $ 50,444.97 

$ 103,705.75 3.0% $ 51,016.36 

$ 107,853.98 3.0% $ 51,511.66 

$ 112,002.21 3.0% $ 51,934.83 

$ 116,150.44 3.0% $ 52,289.66 

$ 120,298.67 3.0% $ 52,579.75 
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30 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 26100 $ 124,446.90 3.0% $ 52,808.59 

31 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 26970 $ 128,595.13 3.0% $ 52,979.49 

32 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 27840 $ 132,743.36 3.0% $ 53,095.64 

33 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 28710 $ 136,891.59 3.0% $ 53,160.07 

34 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 29580 $ 141,039.82 3.0% $ 53,175.71 

35 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 30450 $ 145,188.05 3.0% $ 53,145.35 

36 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 31320 $ 149,336.28 3.0% $ 53,071.63 

37 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 32190 $ 153,484.51 3.0% $ 52,957.13 

38 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 33060 $ 157,632.74 3.0% $ 52,804.28 

39 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 33930 $ 161,780.97 3.0% $ 52,615.40 

40 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 34800 $ 165,929.20 3.0% $ 52,392.73 

41 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 35670 $ 170,077.43 3.0% $ 52,138.40 

42 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 36540 $ 174,225.66 3.0% $ 51,854.43 

43 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 37410 $ 178,373.89 3.0% $ 51,542.78 

44 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 38280 $ 182,522.12 3.0% $ 51,205.29 

45 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 39150 $ 186,670.35 3.0% $ 50,843.74 

46 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 40020 $ 190,818.58 3.0% $ 50,459.80 

47 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 40890 $ 194,966.81 3.0% $ 50,055.10 

48 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 41760 $ 199,115.04 3.0% $ 49,631.17 

49 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 42630 $ 203,263.27 3.0% $ 49,189.47 

50 2,640,000 968,287 $ 13.00 $ 12,587,731.00 $ 4.77 43500 $ 207,411.50 3.0% $ 48,731.39 

$ 5,288,993.25 

TOTAL PRESENT VALUE = $ 2,150,054.16 

Discount Rate Discussion 

Discounting is a common economic valuation technique for translating future costs and benefits into 
present day value. There is a an extensive literature on the subject, and considerable discussion of the 
proper discount procedures and assumptions appropriate to various areas of social policy. 1 For matters 
involving broad social policy, such as environmental protection and resource damage assessment, it is 
reasonable to use a real social discount rate in the range of 3-4% that has taken into account the effects 
of inflation. This rate is intended to reflect the rate at which society discounts the value of the future 
relative to the present. The U.S. Treasury's borrowing rate of approximately 4% is often used as a 
measure for social discounting, because it represents a low risk rate of investment to the public. 
Although the Office of Management of Budget recommends considering a range of discount rates, 
from 3%-7% for prospective evaluation of proposed policies, the Congressional Budget Office and the 
General Accounting Office generally use lower discount rates in the 2-4% range.2 The U.S. EPA has 
recommended using social discount rates between 2-3%.3 Similarly, the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Adminstration (NOAA) has used a social discount rate of 3% for valuing natural resource 

1 See, for example, Goulder and Stavins, "An eye on the Future", Nature, Vol419, 17 October 2002; Newell and Pizer, 
"Uncertain discount rates in climate policy analysis," Energy Policy 32 (2004) 519-529. 
2 For discussion see U.S. GAO, Discount Rate Policy, May 1991. 
3 U.S. EPA, Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses, 2000. 
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damage, including damages to recreational resources, pursuant to their regulatory responsibilities.4 The 
California Department ofFish and Game and the State Lands Commission, for example, have recently 
relied on the NOAA discounting approach in a draft natural resource damage assessment. 5 Finally, 
there is considerable skepticism about the ability to accurately discount values that may occur beyond 
normal financial investment horizons, such as 30 years, given the increasing uncertainty in the longer
term. Thus, it is argued that even lower discounting should occur in policy areas where costs and 
benefits far in the future are being considered. Given that the impacts of the OHH project occur over a 
50 year time period, this would suggest that even lower discount rates are appropriate, at least for the 
longer term period of the impact. Overall, consistent with the agency practice of NOAA (which also 
houses the Federal Coastal Zone Management Program), and with other agency practice and theory 
regarding the appropriate discount rate for social policies such as the required beach loss mitigation 
fee, the application of the 3% discount rate is reasonable. It is important that the longrun future costs to 
the public beach not be undervalued today. For comparison purposes, using a higher rate such as 4% 
would result in a total present value fee of $1.65 million dollars or approximately $500,000 less than 
the present value fee of$2.15 million dollars derived with the 3% rate. 

4 NOAA, "Discounting and the Treatment of Uncertainty in Natural Resource Damage Assessment," Technical Paper 99-1, 
February 19, 1999. 
5 California Department ofFish and Game, California State La11ds Commission, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
"Stuyvesant/Humboldt Coast Oil Spill," Draft Damage Assessment and Restoration Plan, May 2004. 
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